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Editor's Note

This issue is dedicated to Charles Nix, who designed the 
first small black-and-white issue of Global City Review, in Spring 
of 1993. Since then he’s designed every issue of the magazine, and 
every book we’ve published, beautiful in their own right from the 
outside in. I found Charles by mistake...which, so that doesn’t 
sound haphazard to an extreme, is how we find everyone— but in 
his case it happened through a personal not professional connec
tion. Little did I know my luck. It’s been a rare partnership: from 
years of his donating time, like the rest of us, though on the partic
ularly labor-intensive production end along with his designs...to 
desperate meetings he used to join about how and where to find 
money.

Charles’s only break from us in 13 issues and 6 books was when 
he escaped for a year to Nepal then made the mistake of coming 
back. So now that it’s time for him to delete GCR from a long 
list of professional commitments, I want to say something he 
already knows: His meticulous attention to work on our behalf, 
his commitment to a project he began like we all did without 
knowing the extent of our madness, and his generosity with his 
remarkable talent went way beyond the call of duty.

Charles is as classy as the little book he leaves us with, and I’m 
going to miss him. It seems almost ridiculous to say thanks, such 
a small word for such a huge debt.

The part of this issue that concerns the theme Secrets was con
ceived and edited largely by Susan Lewis and Erika Tsoukanelis. 
As Contributing Editors, they solicited, read (if they didn’t actu
ally read it that’s their secret) and selected the work most inter-
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esting and most in keeping with GC’s sense that nothing treated 
in literature is simple or easily definable...that received wisdom 
is rarely wisdom.

The tyranny of culture rests in the methodologies and hierar
chies that underpin where we start thinking. Organizing by 
themes has a way of pointing that out— it brings home to editors 
and readers the widespread influence of the “articulated.” In this 
case the idea of the secret. At the same time it’s an opportunity to 
re-articulate the idea, in the broadest sense, by what’s included 
and how. Within that, individual stories and poems, etc., partic
ularize experience in a way that’s persuasive because of the ques
tions we’re left with. Meaning, in every instance, is speculative. 
Reading Erika and Susan’s complete manuscript, I wondered in 
my own way: Whose secrets gets outed? Which secrets are pub
lic? When is a secret a value? Is something secret if no one wants 
to know it? Is there any such thing as a secret? I thought of spies, 
repression, poker...it occurred to me that secrets drive the world.

The Contributing Editors’ introduction follows mine. Keep
ers and betrayers of secrets, watch out.

Re City Notes, this issue has two columns, Fire Island Diary by 
Leslie T. Sharpe and My Obsessions, by Kate Moira Ryan. Eliot 
Weinberger has written one of his illuminating and in this case 
strange essays, about supernatural events in Iceland. And the 
review essays include one by Michelle Valladares about the recent 
work of several artists whose subject is a sense of home, and one 
by me that looks at Claudia Shear’s play Dirty Blonde about Mae 
West and Joyce Carol Oates’ novel Blonde about Marilyn Monroe.

L I N S E Y  A B R A MS



Introduction

W riting is telling secrets. Reading is being whis- 
pered to. And the printed word gives us permission to listen. 
The reader is allowed curiosity, the urge to pry, voyeurism, with
out carnality or shame. Reading literature is, after all, an honor
able pursuit.

The writers in this issue expose the hidden, forging voice 
where before there was silence. They invite you to listen in on 
secrets that confound intimacy, as in Jennifer Haigh’s "Bud 
Speaks Up,” in which an uncommunicative husband regrets his 
failure to probe his wife’s feelings until her health prevents her 
from speaking. Or Hettie Jones’ memoir, "His Future Career,” 
in which a young nephew, sensing in his nonconformist aunt a 
kindred spirit, confides one secret but hides another.

In these pages, the reader can also spy on secret loves: in the 
lyrical cadence of Lynne Sharon Schwartz’s "Will I Become” and 
"Second Hand Shirts,” in Gretchen Primack’s "Spring N ight,” 
or the raw immediacy of Karen McKinnon’s "Kindred. ”

Secret love involves betrayal in Kimiko Hahn’s "Trans-par
ent,” where a father’s affair and its tragic effects are viewed 
through the eyes of a daughter whose anger is matched only by 
her empathy, her quest for wholeness in response to a “complex
ity. . . without mercy.” Other daughters struggling with secrets 
of need and definition include the aptly named and falling "Star” 
in Gwendolyn Gross’ “The Varsity Banquet,” and the daughter 
who finds a way to feed her hunger for love in Alexandra 
Soiseth’s "Listen, Dad.”

{n i }



In this collection, there are also secrets of the individual 
entangled in the larger dramas of society, like the young mother 
in Edith Chevat’s “Underground,” whose ordinary domesticity 
is a cover for her role as a communist during the McCarthy era, 
or the child-celebrity/victim Elian Gonzalez in Virgil Suarez’s 
“Recitative of the Cartographer’s Prodigal Son,” which sings 
with haunting beauty of “a boy, his dead mother, two countries 
between/ this ebb of hurt and pain.”

Other pieces address what can be seen and what is called real, 
such as Rachel Hadas’ luminous and analytical poem “Simile 
and Metaphor,” and her essay, “The Fairy Tree,” as well as Mary 
Morris’ disturbing “The Secret Language of Elephants;” the dis
tilled, crystalline brevity of Timothy Liu’s “The Assignation,” 
“Just You W ait,” and “Knowing When to Stop;” Richard 
Fifield’s “Loretta, Spinning;” and Jarret Keane’s “Shower,” 
which investigates the relationship between illusion and revela
tion.

There is humor in Russell Edson’s wry view of our prying 
curiosity in “Genital Secrets,” in Gerry Gomez Pearlberg’s wise 
wink at our appetite for gossip in “The Twenty-five Secrets of 
Literature,” in the surprising connections between the flailing 
characters in Karen Brennan’s “Secret Encounters,” and the 
counterpoint between the secret meetings of a pair of teenage 
lovers and the immigrant family of the child who watches them 
in Chuck Wachtel’s “River of Stars.”

The visual art in this issue investigates what lies beneath the 
surface of things, working with secret codes and coy conceal
ments, with ambiguities of form and reference which require the 
viewer to contemplate what might, or might not, be its impli
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cations.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

The words and images in these pages offer up their secrets. 
They invite curiosity. Go ahead. Take a look.

S US AN L E WI S  & E R I K A  T S O U K A N E L I S  

Contributing Editors





The Secret Language 
of Elephants

M ary Morris

Though I’ve read their pitch is so low 

It cannot be heard by the human ear,

How else do you explain the deep sound 

Eve listened to in the night,

That bellows as footsteps lumber along.

You say I hear things, make them up.

Never tell the same story the same way twice. 

But I tell you it is the elephants I hear 

Talking to me in their secret tongue 

About all the wrongs done 

That they remember still:

The time the fields burned down,

The year the river ran dry,

The last time the poachers were there.

They recall the history of their race 

And in whispers tell how 

Their voices find one another,

Carry passion across the plains.

They wonder how it is they

I 1 }
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Have made contact with me.

I assure them I am no big game hunter, 

No hunter at all. I am just a woman 

Who has cracked their code.

I moan in my sleep, send messages back, 

Recall their ancient longings,

As they move closer to listen.

12}



Morning, Evening, Night
Ron D rum m ond

A friend singled me out this evening 
to tell me his news.
Familiar, alarming news.

This evening, I was the knit cap my friend had on.
I held his head in.
I cushioned his head as it crashed to his arms on the table.

“Don’t make any huge decisions,’’ I cautioned.
This news is a drug,’’ I told him.
“You are still in its cloud.’’

Tonight, I am not the hat, or the head inside it, the head in a 
cloud.
Tonight, I am a head on fire. A tactical diversion.
I am far from generous tonight.

I am the psalmist who gives God a whupping, then asks for 
ghastly favors.
I am a heart smaller than a balled hand.
Tonight, I say let them pave over Gettysburg.

Tonight, I want to take up smoking just to have a favorite brand 
of cigarettes.
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Ice-packs are useless tonight.
So are caffeinated aspirins, saline mists, and cyclobenzaprine 
hydrochloride.

Tonight, I wonder what borough my friend is in.
I curse the distance, 
and bless it.

At 2:49 in the morning I will wake up.
I don’t know this yet.
I will wake up and not be in pain.

And although love never rules out pain, 
at 2:49 a.m., I will feel loved. I will be at peace.
And where’s the sense in that?

{ 4 }



Bud Speaks Up
Jen n ifer H aigb

It ’s March, and the carpet is covered with pine 
needles. Bud crunches across them in his slippers to bring Louise 
the newspaper. “Good morning, Louise," he’ll tell her. He always 
calls her by name now. It’s important to remind her who she is.

She’s already awake, staring at the window even though the 
curtains are still drawn. "Look at that sunrise,” he says, pulling 
open the curtains. “This one sure is a beauty.”

In her rented hospital bed, Louise nods and smiles.
“Morn,” she says. “Morning.” Her eyes dart from left to right, 

right to left. Bud turns to see what she’s watching. Outside, a 
squirrel darts out from behind the rhododendron and scrambles 
up the beechnut tree.

“So fast,” Louise sighs, shaking her head as if it causes her infi
nite sadness.

Bud is delighted to hear her speak. She’s spoken to him a lot over 
thirty-seven years, reminders about this or that, neighborhood 
gossip, things to buy at the grocery store. Bud read once in a mag
azine that the average woman speaks five thousand words a day, 
almost twice as many as the average man. As always, he wonders 
who arrived at that figure, and how, where they found enough 
men and women somebody considered average, and who had the 
nerve-jangling chore of counting up every word these people 
spoke. He figures it would have been easy enough to get some

{ 5 }
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husbands to count up their wives’ words all day— they’d proba
bly be grateful to have something to do. But who counted up the 
husbands’ words?

It didn’t make sense.
Well, Bud figures he’s probably just thought a couple hundred 

words himself. This is a new thing. Since Louise’s stroke his life 
has gotten quieter, and his mind seems to have sputtered back to 
life like an old engine that’s been sitting on cinder blocks in the 
back yard for years, waiting.

He puts on some music for Louise, a cassette of church hymns 
their son Gary brought her. She hums a little, something that 
sounds like "Yankee Doodle,” then looks over at him and smiles 
broadly. "Ave Maria,” she says. Bud smiles back. The hymn is not 
"Ave Maria,” not even similar, but what the hell? At least she 
remembered a hymn. She could just have easily have said "Blue 
Suede Shoes” or, for that matter, "fruit salad,” "air conditioner” or 
"Eleanor Roosevelt.” These days it’s a roll of the dice. There’s no 
telling what she’ll come out with.

Still, there is progress. When they brought her home from the 
hospital she didn’t speak at all, only fluttered her eyelids or 
cocked her head to the left side. A month later she speaks in half
sentences, never entirely relevant to what’s going on, but not 
totally unrelated either. Just yesterday, when he’d read her a news 
story about President Clinton’s budget bill, she’d said, "Poor 
Hillary.” It had nothing to do with the budget, but in Bud’s opin
ion, it wasn’t a sentiment you could disagree with.

He reads her the newspaper every day. At first he told himself 
it was for her: in case she came out of it, he wouldn’t want her to 
have no idea what was going on in the world. She would hate that. 
But as the weeks passed, he realized he was doing it to break the silence.
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He’s never said these things to Gary. He’s never said a lot of 
things to Gary. Bud is sure that both he and his son speak way 
fewer words than average males. Like his father, Gary married a 
talker, and probably goes hours at a time without saying a single 
word beyond “Yes, dear,” and "No, thanks."

He ought to warn Gary not to get out of practice talking. Bud 
realizes that for many years, he let Louise do most of his talking 
for him, beginning on their wedding day when she stood next to 
him in the receiving line and thanked each guest for coming, and 
ending thirteen weeks ago on the morning she put up the Christ
mas decorations, then went to bed with a headache and stayed 
unconscious for ten days. Over the years, it was Louise who vis
ited sick relatives at the hospital and murmured condolences at 
their wakes, who inquired after the neighbors’ children and made 
pleasant small talk at church suppers. When Gary was away at 
college it was Louise who called his dorm room every Sunday 
afternoon and pumped him for news about his classes, his girl
friends, what he ate in the cafeteria. It must have been a chore—  
like his father, Gary volunteered nothing— but Louise never 
stopped trying. Bud realizes that everything he knows about his 
son’s college years he heard from Louise.

What was he doing those Sunday afternoons? Playing golf at 
the club or cards at the Vets, tying one on with Stan Cavallo or 
Mart Hamner. Of course, he had done some talking, but only 
when something occurred to him to say: about the Colts leaving 
Baltimore, the drop in the Dow, Carter rationing gasoline as 
though there were a war on. Mart did likewise. Stan talked more, 
but said less. It just took him longer to get it out.

"How are you feeling, sweetheart?" he asks, kissing her cheek.
"Hello," she says.

{7 }
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Louise never calls him by name. He asked her, once, to say, 
“Good morning, Bud,” and she did, but she’s never said it again. 
The thought that she doesn ’t recognize him makes the back of his 
throat burn as though he’s swallowed a mouthful of scalding hot 
coffee. It’s another one of those things he must not think about.

“Wanda left,” says Louise. Wanda is one of the nurses who 
comes to give Louise her meds and change her. This is the one 
thing Bud will not do, cannot do, would rather die a horrible 
death than do, and he knows that Louise, if she’s still in there, is 
in total agreement.

“Pretty girl,” says Louise. “Glenn Miller on tour.”
The mind is a funny thing. All those words Louise has acquired 

over the years, all the recipes, the Christmas carols, the poems 
learned by heart. And the movie star names (Tyrone Power, Leslie 
Howard, that guy Bud can’t think of who made the swashbuckler 
movies and turned out to be homosexual); the jingles on the radio 
(Filter, Flavor, Flip-top box), all the embarrassing names she used 
to call him (sweetheart, dearest, love of my life), names he secretly 
loved. All those words spinning around in what remains of 
Louise’s brain, like when they pick the Daily Number on TV, a 
thousand balls bouncing around in a pressurized fishbowl until 
some good citizen uncorks the chamber and picks one out and 
nothing, not mathematics or astrology or God himself, could pre
dict which one it would be.

It’s ridiculous, but sometimes he catches himself waiting for 
her to say something about Hersch. W hat, he has no idea. He 
simply can’t believe she’s forgotten something he himself has 
brooded over for most of his adult life.

He looks over at Louise, who is watching the birds out the window.
“I can’t fly,” she says. “Unfortunately.”

{ 8 }
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The thing he brooded over was that Louise was not a virgin 
when they married. He didn’t know it at the time. He found out 
three years later, when Gary was a baby and Louise’s first love, Jim  
Hersch, came back to Ohio for his father’s funeral.

Bud decided his marriage was a lie on a Tuesday in late March, the 
day of the freak snowstorm. He’d gone to work in a cardigan 
sweater, tricked by the false spring weather; but by noon the tem
perature had dropped twenty degrees and a stiff wind was blow
ing in from the west. At one o’clock the rain began to fall, freez
ing the instant it hit the pavement. At three o’clock they closed 
the store and Bud drove home after chipping the ice from his 
windshield with a pocket comb, the only implement he had, even 
though there was an ice scraper frozen shut in the trunk of the 
Plymouth and several hundred more locked up inside the store.

When Bud got home the house was dark. He knew better than 
to call out to Louise; since the baby was born, Bud never raised his 
voice for fear of waking him. In the kitchen the telephone was 
ringing. It seemed louder than normal, as if the call were unusu
ally important; so Bud picked it up.

“Sir, I’m sorry to bother you again, but we re going to have to 
cancel, what with the weather,” said a young female voice.

“I think you’ve dialed wrong, Miss,” he said.
No, she didn’t think so. She’d dialed this number, Butterfield 

4869, just ten minutes earlier, and the gentleman asked if they 
couldn’t come at four o’clock instead of three.

Fine, said Bud.
“But what I called to say is, with the weather and all— ”
Fine, he said.

1 9 }
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He found Louise in the bathtub, the water still running, her 
cheeks flushed from the steam.

“What s the matter?” she said, drawing in her knees and cross
ing her arms over her chest. After three years of marriage she was 
still modest with him, perhaps because he didn’t make a habit of 
bursting into a room when she was naked.

“That was the carpet cleaners,” he said. Louise’s body looked 
tiny and starved under the water, her skin the exact color of Gary’s 
when Bud wrestled him into his p. j.’s after a bath.

“They called back,” he said. “The carpet people.”
Louise said nothing.
“They said a gentleman told them to come this afternoon.”
Still nothing.
“Louise,” says Bud. “Who was the gentleman?”
Thirty-four years later, he can still hear the water rushing into 

the tub, the old pipes clanging as if they were about to burst.

The gentleman, Louise explained to him, was Jim  Hersch, who’d 
been her beau in high school back in Elyria while Bud was in 
Korea. “I didn’t know you then,” she kept saying, sitting there in 
her housecoat in the middle of the day, her hair still wet from the 
bath. “I didn’t know there was a you.” Hersch was in her grade, as 
quiet and serious as she was, the son of the Methodist preacher in 
town. Louise, who was raised Presbyterian, never told her mother 
about him. She knew in advance it wouldn’t be allowed.

But Louise, he said.
After they graduated Hersch went away to Messiah College 

and Louise stayed in Elyria, sewing sleeves in the dress factory and 
taking care of her mother. They’d exchanged letters for awhile, 
but Hersch had stopped writing. She hadn’t heard a word from

I 10}
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him until this morning, when he’d called and asked if he could 
stop by fora visit.

But Louise, he said.
She hadn’t had her bath yet and the breakfast dishes were still 

in the sink, but what could she say, after all? She barely had time 
to put on a pot of coffee and there he was, at the door.

But Louise.
He was a minister, like his father, with a parish in Blooming

ton, Indiana and a wife who was expecting. He wanted to see the 
baby, but the little angel couldn’t be woken up for anything. 
Until the phone rang and Gary started crying and Louise went in 
to change him and called to Hersch to please answer the phone 
and see if the carpet cleaners couldn’t please come at four instead 
of three.

Louise, he said finally. Back then. Did you let him?
Sweetheart, she said. I didn’t know you then.

They never spoke about Jim  Hersch again, but it took several 
years for Bud to stop thinking about the minister in his house, 
sitting across his kitchen table from his wife, drinking coffee from 
his drip pot, his son asleep in the crib in the next room. He’s even 
wondered if Gary sensed a strange male presence in the house that 
afternoon, if that had anything to do with the way they’ve always 
been, never quite making contact with each other, like an engine 
that ignites, struggles, but never turns over.

A few years ago, Bud saw a photo of Hersch’s son Bruce, who 
played two seasons in the minors for the Reading Eagles and got 
his picture in the papers. There couldn’t have been any less 
resemblance between the strapping blond Hersch boy and gan
gly, dark, nervous Gary. Bud took comfort from that. Stranger

{ 11 \
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or not, Gary was beyond all doubt his son.

That night, Gary stops by to visit. He comes alone now. Nancy 
came with him the first time, but she cried when saw Louise, 
which made Louise cry too, and it was all Bud could do to keep 
from bolting out of the room. Bud likes his daughter-in-law, but 
he’s always relieved to see Gary climb out of the Blazer alone.

‘‘How you feeling, Ma?” asks Gary.
Louise nods and smiles.
“You look good,” he says. He looks down at his hands, appar

ently having run through everything he planned to say during 
this particular visit.

Bud sympathizes. He’s already asked his son about work, how 
the Blazer is running, whether he had to break out the Kero-Sun 
heater last weekend; and he’s feeling tapped out himself. Bud 
realizes this is the way it’s always been, two people sitting in 
silence and a third person desperately trying to make contact with 
either of them, except now all the roles were reversed.

What would Louise say? She’d ask Gary about work, about 
Nancy. Except Bud has never really understood what a systems 
analyst does and can’t think of a damned thing to say about 
Nancy, who sits at home all day breast-feeding and being tired. 
Louise would find material in there somewhere, but Bud can’t 
bring himself to ask about his daughter-in-law’s breasts. It 
doesn’t seem decent.

“How’s the baby?” Bud asks.
“Good,” says Gary. “He’s good.”
“Getting big?”
I sound like a jackass, Bud thinks.
“I guess,” says Gary. “He looks about the same, you know?”
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Well, of course I know, Bud thinks. You looked about the same 
to me until one day you grew a beard and went to college.

“What do you do on Sundays?” he asks. “Might be good to stay 
with the baby and let Nancy have a day off. Meet up with some 
girlfriends. For a change.” This isn’t working at all, he thinks; but 
then Gary brightens up.

“She needs to get out,” he agrees. "Of course she nurses a lot, 
but we have the pump, you know? She could just pump before she 
goes.”

Bud nods, even though he has never heard of such a thing and 
finds the whole idea upsetting. “Sure,” he says. “No big deal.”

“She’s been weird lately,” Gary says. “She’s great with the baby, 
but she looks at me like she can’t believe I got her into this mess.” 
He is about to say more when they hear the front door open, tin
kling with the sleigh bells Louise hung there three months ago.

“That will be Wanda,” says Bud.

The nurse stays in Louise’s room for twenty minutes, then settles 
in on the living room couch with a romance novel, earning fifteen 
dollars of his money for each page she reads, near as Bud can fig
ure.

Bud sits by Louise’s bed and turns over the cassette in the 
player. They sit in silence, listening to the hymns.

Bud thinks, what if I just asked her? Would she still remem
ber? Isn’t it the kind of thing she’d have to remember?

"That minister,” he says. "Did you love him? Was he your first 
choice?”

Bud watches Louise. She cocks her head at him, confused. Then 
she sinks back into the pillows and closes her eyes.

“It’s very late,” she says. “I wonder why.” Then she begins to hum.

{ 13 }
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Bud waits for more, but there is no more.
“You need your rest,’’ he says, getting up to leave. He kisses her 

on the cheek and turns away, and Louise begins to sing.
“Now thank we all our God,” she sings, and her voice is still 

clear and sweet and young, the voice of Louise singing while she 
does the dishes, bathes the baby, leads the carolers from door to 
door on a snowy night, wearing earmuffs. It is the one thing about 
her that has not changed, this voice he has listened to his whole 
life without once realizing how precious it was, how much she 
gave him, how little he gave back. I am a greedy man, he thinks. 
He sees that it is very late indeed, and the back of his throat is 
burning, burning.

“Let me get you some juice,” Bud mumbles.
“V-8 Juice,” says Louise. “Thanks, Bud.”



Shower
for Janet Leigh

Ja rre t  Keane

Whenever Hitch yells “cut," Tony makes 
Another lame joke, another pornographic 
Gesture with the plastic knife. Shanghaied 
To a tiny studio-lot bathroom, trapped 
In the damp belly of Hitch’s angles,
Clammy moleskin sliding from her breasts. 
“Corpse-like" contacts burning her eyes.
She glances up toward the showerhead 
As countless electricians peer down 
From the scaffolding. She sighs, wipes her brow, 
Prepares herself for the rolling camera.
How many more baptisms? For the first 
Twenty takes, it was all very symbolic:
Her character comes clean, her soul,
And so on. Now it’s just routine.
After she slides down the tiled wall,
Collapses over the edge, lands awkwardly—
Face squished against the floor— thirty more 
Times, she’ll grab a towel, lock herself 
In an equally cramped dressing room,
Meditate a moment before driving home.
Then she’ll wrap Christmas presents 
And listen for carolers. If they don’t show,
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She’ll mix a whiskey sour, spin a record, 
Something mellow— no violins.
And she’ll sin in her dreams tonight, 
Ready for tomorrow’s waters.



The Assignation
Timothy L iu

Each hour, the marriage 
worsens. The heart

undresses and a child feels 
exposed. You want to

say all s clear but words 
continue to fail us

as waitresses pour cup after 
cup of coffee and take

the empty glasses of wine 
away. I too want to

take you away from here, 
away from all this

chatter. Somewhere else 
to warm these hands

grown cold as the evening 
darkens, comes on—



Just You W ait
Timothy L iu

our mother said as the plates came 
crashing down on entry-hall tile 
aglitter with Waterford shards—  
each of us marooned on that ocean 
of willowware with nowhere else 
to turn. Just wait till your father 
comes home to this! said with a sense 
of accomplishment, a tiny flag 
standing straight up on our mailbox 
by the curb where a neighborhood 
hush continued on, preserving 
a tone in us that we had somehow 
always known whenever our home 
began to sail out of the harbor—
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Knowing W hen to Stop
Timothy L iu

Bathed in water, air, and fire, his summer 
bride retires at night to a room buried 
in the earth. No stones caught in sandals

from dusk to dawn, only Tseng Tzu’s voice 
haunting him: what ten eyes behold, what 
ten hands point to, isn't that frightening?
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River of Stars
Chuck Wachtel

Nonna passes a photograph to Z iMena but doesn’t 
release it from her fingers. This way, holding it between them, 
they must look at it together; this way, without speaking, Nonna 
can supervise her sister’s first impression. Rico watches their eyes 
animate the photograph, watches it tell them a story Nonna 
already knows and that ZiMena is hearing for the first time.

His mother centers a bowl of soup on the dinner plate set in 
front of him and another in front his grandfather, who sits at his 
left. “Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy are visiting the Eisenhowers,” she 
says.

His grandfather dips a soupspoon into the broth, then slowly, 
deliberately, brings it to his mouth.

She must have just heard that on the radio, playing at low vol
ume in the kitchen, where she has been ladling the chicken broth 
into the bowls she brings to the table.

“Both the Pope and Fidel Castro visited New York last 
month,” Rico’s father says.

Rico’s mother, already on her way out of the room, doesn’t 
respond to this but Grandma says, ‘‘Oh he’s a bad man.” She says 
this to the table in general, then turns to face Rico’s father, her 
son, sitting on the far side of ZiMena. ‘‘He’s a very bad man.”

Rico’s mother walks back in and sets a bowl in front of Rico’s
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father. "Just mine, ” she says, looking at her own empty seat. The 
phone rings as she walks back into the kitchen.

"Which one?" Rico s father asks Grandma.
"Which om?"
"Which one is the bad man?" Rico s father says.
Now Rico s mother is back in the room. She looks with annoy

ance at her husband, sets a bowl of soup at her own place, and sits. 
"Ooohih,” she says, then, looking past Rico at his grandfather, 
who is her father, says, "You could have waited til everyone was 
served."

His grandfather looks at her over his raised spoon, but says 
nothing.

"I bet Rico knows which one is the bad man," Grandma says.
Rico does not answer because he’s not sure how his father 

would answer.
"Speaking of bad guys," his mother says to his father, "that was 

your partner, Jimmy, on the phone.” His mother shakes her head 
in disgust as she says this. "His back’s bothering him again so he’s 
taking tomorrow off. That’s the second day this week.”

"You know who should stay home," Grandma says suddenly. 
"She should stay home. She’s gonna have the baby any minute."

"She has to go, Ma," Rico’s mother says, knowing her mother- 
in-law is referring to Jacqueline Kennedy. "The incoming presi
dent and first lady always have Thanksgiving dinner at the White 
House. She’s young, Ma..."

"And very, very rich,” Rico’s father adds.
Though she calls both of Rico’s grandmothers Ma, they both 

know which one of them she is talking to.
"And by the way," Rico’s mother says to his father. "Jimmy’ll 

need the truck on Sunday. Apparently he plans to be well enough
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to move his sister’s new refrigerator.”
His mother hates Jimmy. She wants Rico’s father to get a new 

partner on the truck. She hates how many days he takes off, leav
ing Rico’s father to do all the work, and she especially hates how 
he talks to people. Two nights ago, at dinner, she said to Rico’s 
father, ‘‘I wonder what it’s like, spending your workdays with the 
scum of the earth.”

Rico forms his right hand into a pistol, his forefinger the bar
rel, his thumb the hammer. He does this without a single 
thought. He then lifts his hand, pushes the tip of his forefinger 
against his temple and fires quietly with his breath. Powhhh. 
He’s not aware of doing this until Grandpa, sitting at his left, 
pokes his shoulder.

‘‘W hat’s this?” he asks Rico, holding his own hand with the 
forefinger extended and swiveling his wrist. Then he nods at the 
table in front of them both.

Rico looks to see what his grandfather needs: his wineglass is 
empty. Rico reaches for the bottle, set in the middle of the table, 
and fills the glass halfway. His grandfather then slides it a few 
inches across the white tablecloth so Rico can take a sip.

Before the antipasto and the soup, there was fruit salad. Next 
will come the pasta, then the turkey with baked potatoes and 
string beans. Every year it’s the same except this year there’s cran
berry sauce because, his mother says, they serve it at the White 
House. Rico doesn’t like to eat unless he feels hungry, which he 
rarely does, or if the food is really good. He liked the thick, sweet 
juice of the fruit salad that makes the red cherries and the pale 
grapes and the small cubes of pineapple and peaches all taste the 
same, but there’s nothing else he’ll like until his mother brings 
out the fruit and nuts along with dessert. He likes the nuts
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because he likes cracking them, though the Brazil nuts are too 
hard and crumble into small pieces so you’re always chewing on 
bits of the shell. Almonds are the best. He likes their taste mixed 
with the licorice taste of anisette, but they’re always the fewest.

“Fido Cahstro," Grandma says. “Rico, Fido Cahstro, he is the 
bad one.”

“Ruff, ruff,” Rico’s father says, and starts laughing.
“Ma, it’s Fi-del," his mother says.
Everyone at the table, other than his mother and father, speaks 

with an accent. It isn’t just because they were born somewhere 
else, it’s also because they were born in the last century. Some
times it seems they don’t know what’s going on in this one, even 
though they’re already past the middle of it.

“Same thing,” Grandma says. “Rico knows what I’m talking.”
The problem with sitting at a table with so many adults is that 

you can’t think or watch anything for very long before one of 
them wants your attention. Usually they ask questions and usu
ally they don’t really want to know the answers.

ZiMena picks up the photograph again, holds it in front of 
Nonna, and whispers something to her in Italian.

“All right, Ma,” Rico’s mother says, to her own mother, with 
the casual annoyance in her voice she uses to speak to Rico when 
she is telling him to do something or to not do something for the 
second time.

Rico’s grandfather, suddenly angry, says, “Anna,” Nonna’s real 
name, and ZiMena sets the photograph face down on the table
cloth.

It’s late afternoon and the sun is already setting and the only 
good part of the moment is the light, coming through the win
dow on an angle as sharp and as low as the tail fin of a Plymouth,
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bouncing off the waxed linoleum floor, then penetrating the 
green leaves and white petals of the flowers on the wallpaper, 
igniting them with life. Rico is trying to slip away, without leav
ing his chair at this table. These drooping leaves and flowers are 
the edge of a forest he can actually walk into: he’s about to slip out 
of himself, cross that small distance, push the branches aside so 
that he can enter, but something stops him: another pair of eyes 
seeing this wall, this light soaking into it, exactly as he does: his 
father’s. Even though his father isn’t at the table, even though 
he’s in the kitchen, arguing with his mother in low breathy tones, 
he’s seeing from inside Rico, along with him, seeing things at the 
exact same moment Rico does, and not just the sunlight and wall
paper, but all the things no one is talking about, or will, but that 
everyone knows are there.

This often happens, that Rico feels the presence of someone 
else, seeing along with him through his own eyes, and most often 
it’s his father. He doesn’t make it happen, but he usually wel
comes the sensation of shared perception, except when it makes 
him understand what he sees in the ways his father would, makes 
him be in the world the same way.

This morning they went to Welfare Island, which is in the East 
River under the Fifty-Ninth Street Bridge. His father had to pick 
up the buntings he and his partner Jimmy had hung there last 
week. That’s what his father does, hang up flags and banners and 
pennants on stores and public buildings. The island has been 
abandoned for years and they needed the buntings because Mayor 
Wagner had been there earlier that week to announce that they 
were going to build apartment houses on it and rename it Roo
sevelt Island. So this morning they drove there, across the small 
bridge from the Queens side of the river. His father didn’t really
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have to work on Thanksgiving, but he sometimes used work as an 
excuse to get out of the house.

The ash-dry and weedy turf north of the cold shadow of the 
bridge was covered with Ailanthus trees. At the northernmost 
tip, where the island ended like the prow of a ship, stood an enor
mous stone building, an abandoned hospital.

After his father had loaded the truck, he pulled a portable 
radio from his pocket, sat down at the base of an Ailanthus tree 
and lit a cigarette. “Go anywhere you want,” he said, “just stay 
out of the hospital.”

Rico followed a dry dirt path toward the hospital. As he 
walked, he looked back toward his father, leaning against the tree, 
his elbows on his spread knees, looking at the ground between his 
feet, smoke coiling upward from his cigarette. Rico climbed the 
steps, looked back again. He could see his father but not if he was 
moving, sleeping, looking back in Rico s direction.

He planned only to look through the hospital s open front 
door, but the light drew him in. Though the four, high uncur
tained windows of the huge waiting room were yellowed and 
filthy the light falling through was as white, clear-edged and bril
liantly empty as the light that emanates from a projector in that 
brief moment before the film, swarming with things and motion, 
passes before the lens. From inside the enclosed, radiant chamber 
where the first shaft of light hit the floor, he could no longer see 
the window, no longer see the rest of the enormous room he had 
wandered into. It was much warmer in there and the slow-rising 
dust particles had begun to swirl around him like he was in water, 
not air. Suddenly his father was inside him, seeing all this 
through his eyes along with him. Rico quickly walked back out 
front.
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He walked around the side of the hospital and suddenly its 
thick walls had cut him off from his father, severed the connec
tion the way radio reception is interrupted when you drive 
through the Lincoln Tunnel.

Right beside the far wall was a small structure, built of the 
same stone as the hospital itself, smaller than a garage, with a 
pitched roof like a one-room home. Rico stopped to look through 
its open front door and saw a workbench with two wooden stools 
in front, and shelves on the walls above it. There were gallon 
paint cans on the higher shelves, some rusted and dented, some 
still new, the smell of rust, chilly air, cat urine. He could’ve 
walked inside but didn’t. He didn’t want to block the light, even 
for a second, and that would happen if he stepped into the door
frame. He pulled the heavy wooden door further open, and 
because it was missing its lowest hinge, it scraped a curved line in 
the dirt. On the lower shelves were coils of wire, old cigar boxes, 
jars of bolts and screws, an empty Mission soda bottle with a pen
cil inside it.

He heard a sound behind him, a quick, soft moan. He turned 
but saw only the sparse weedy lawn and the East River beyond it. 
He turned back and looked into the room, and as his eyes read
justed to the darkness he realized that there was someone inside: a 
young man sitting on one of the stools, his elbows on the bench, 
his face resting in his hands. There hadn’t been a trace of his pres
ence earlier, but now, as Rico watched him, his shape clarified 
itself and filled with substance like a developing Polaroid. The 
young man lifted his head and Rico, trying to follow his line of 
sight, discerned a young woman, standing just beyond the bench, 
part of her hidden where the light from the open door didn’t 
reach. Rico could not see her face, but the young man, who was
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handsome, and who had shiny black hair combed back in a wave 
from his forehead, looked very sad.

Rico heard another sudden moan, and this time, when he 
turned, saw a gull, standing in the dry grass, looking back at him. 
He watched it for a moment, then imitated the upcurved moan- 
cry. It suddenly took off, flying straight upward, still facing Rico, 
then banked west and disappeared over the Manhattan side of the 
river.

The young man, still leaning on the top of the bench, was eat
ing a sandwich, which he held out to the young woman, and when 
she leaned toward him, to take a bite, she moved into the light 
and Rico could see that she had long hair, almost down to her 
waist, and that she was beautiful.

“I love it when we come here,” she said to the young man, 
“away from everybody else.”

They were older than Rico, who is eight, though not grown
ups, and not teenagers exactly. They were somewhere in the fluid 
space he hadn’t yet entered between this moment in his life and 
adulthood.

The young man held the sandwich out to her again and she 
raised her hand to say no. “If I don’t want to, I don’t each lunch,” 
she said. “Not when we re here.”

“I like mine today,” the young man said. Then he set down his 
sandwich, brought his knees up to his chest, and rocked the stool 
back by pressing his feet against the bench top. “But I’m so 
unhappy.”

“Me too,” she said.
“I can’t sleep,” he said, “I can never go anywhere I want to...”
“They’re so stupid,” she said. She then walked around the 

young man until she was facing him, her back to Rico. He could
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now see that her hair was light brown, and so thick it looked like 
a single beautiful thing rather than a lot of strands. It split at her 
shoulders. Half fell down her back and half covered the front of 
her white blouse.

She brought her head close to the head of the young man and 
then they kissed for a long time. They didn’t move at all. They 
held their heads tilted so their noses fit next to each other and they 
could hold their lips pressed together.

When they pulled their heads apart she took a small step back. 
Rico could see that she was opening the buttons on the front of 
her blue jeans. Using both hands, she opened the sides at the top, 
like wings, then held them out in front of her, away from her 
belly, so the young man could reach inside.

“At night I kick off my blanket,” the young man said, “but 
something keeps pressing down on me.”

“Me too,” the young woman said.
The young man began to slowly move his arm up and down 

and Rico knew his hand was moving in a circle, rubbing her with 
his fingers and with the palm of his hand.

She began to pull her jeans further down, and as she was reveal
ing the top of her white underpants Rico took a step back. He 
lifted his hand to his face, looked at the knuckles and back of his 
hand, then turned it, brought the palm and fingers to his nose. 
He then reached around the front of the old wooden door, gripped 
the handle, and as quietly as he could, pushed it shut.

It’s just after five o’clock, fully dark, and Rico can see his breath, 
especially when he cups his hands around his mouth so that it 
stays together longer before mixing with the cold air. The moon 
is three-quarters full and Rico, walking Rudolph, Nonna’s cocker
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spaniel, is wearing his winter coat for the first time this year. He’s 
the only one on the street except for the people inside the cars that 
pass in groups of two or three, close together like train cars, each 
time the light on the corner changes to green.

His parents got into another fight because his mother hates 
Jimmy, his father’s partner, and wants him to ask for a new part
ner. That’s when Nonna told him to take Rudolph for a walk. 
His mother hates the way Jimmy talks to people and hates the 
idea of Rico going to work with him and his father like he some
times does on days he has off school. What his mother hates the 
most is that Jimmy calls sometimes when his father isn’t home, 
often on days when he claims to be too sick to go to work, just to 
talk to her. She hangs up as soon as she knows it’s him. Some
times, after school, she asks Rico to answer the phone, in case it’s 
Jimmy, so he can tell him she’s not home. This part she hasn’t 
told Rico’s father, it’s her secret, even though it’s the main reason 
she’s so angry.

Rudolph stops to sniff the trunk of a Norway maple and Rico 
can smell the food cooking inside the DelVecchio’s house, two 
down from theirs, and hear from inside their living room at the 
center of their house, the theme from “Rawhide. ’’ He knows its 
not on till seven-thirty. It’s just a commercial reminding them to 
watch it later.

Rudolph barks, then pulls him across the sidewalk. Rico sees 
Smitty, who lives down the block, walking Queenie, his wife’s 
poodle. Queenie’s squatting in the gutter and Smitty s watching 
her and laughing to himself. Rudolph’s barking alerts him to 
their presence and before Queenie has finished kicking imaginary 
dirt over her urine he drags her across the street toward Rico. He’s 
wearing blue Shell Gas coveralls with his name stitched over the
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right breast pocket and when he walks beyond the light falling 
from the street lamp Rico sees a cigarette glowing in his left hand. 
He’s still laughing to himself, swaying drunkenly as he walks, 
scraping the heels of his shoes.

"How ya doin’?" he says. The only time he ever talks to Rico, 
or any other kid on the block, is when he’s drunk. Queenie pulls 
on the leash, causing him to tilt backward, wave his free arm and 
lift one leg off the ground to keep from falling. Smitty yanks her 
so hard she yelps, then skids across the pavement. He points to 
Rudolph. "Your grandmother’s dog, she’s getting pretty old."

"It’s a he," Rico says.
"Cockers are all females as far as I’m concerned. Cockers and  

poodles." He glances angrily down at Queenie, huddled behind 
his leg. "House cats, too. How old is she?"

"Fourteen."
Smitty’s about to say something, but doesn’t. He starts to 

laugh, then stops, then looks thoughtfully up at the sky over the 
housetop behind Rico. Rudolph tries to sniff at Queenie but Rico 
holds him back. Smitty hasn’t taken a drag from his cigarette 
once and it has grown an inch of ash. "Ya know," he finally says. 
"I had an armadillo once."

"As a pet?" Rico asks him.
"Uh-huh. When I was stationed in Texas. If that armadillo’s 

still alive he’d be older than your grandmother’s dog by now." 
His face becomes sad.

Rico looks down just as Rudolph, lifting his hind leg, releases 
a stream of urine in Smitty’s direction. It’s too late to stop him. 
He looks up at Smitty’s face to see if he’s aware of it.

"Was it a male?" Rico asks. H e’s afraid to keep looking 
directly at Smitty, eye-level, and afraid to look down, so he holds
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his gaze at the diminishing glow inside the ash of the unfiltered 
cigarette. Smitty’s hand seems entirely relaxed, as if it were the 
hand of someone asleep. He doesn’t squeeze the cigarette 
between his middle and index fingers, but it stays there. Rico 
can’t believe he doesn’t hear the urine spatter against his pants. 0  
shit, he says silently, not moving a muscle of his face. 0  Shit.

‘‘All armadillos are males,’’ he says, looking at Rico as if he’s 
just taught him something.

Rico hears a car horn, a quick, two-part honk, which gives him 
a reason to quickly turn his head. A white Chevy is slowly 
approaching. Before he returns his gaze to Smitty, he quickly 
looks down. Smitty’s coveralls are so caked with grease they’re 
waterproof. The stream of urine had struck the pant leg just 
below the knee, and is now rolling down and dripping onto his 
work shoe.

‘‘What was his name?” Rico asks.
‘‘Sherman. Like the tank.”
Rico tries to get at Queenie again. Rico slowly coils the leash 

around his hand and reels him back in.
“I wonder what happened to that armadillo,” Smitty says, 

sadly. “Had to leave him behind when I went overseas.”
They split to allow the Chevy to pass between them, then two 

more cars, and in the interim Smitty loses interest in the conver
sation and heads back toward his house.

Rico walks further up the block, crosses the street, and while 
Rudolph sniffs the tire of a Ford parked under a lamppost, sees an 
open pack of Winstons sitting on the dashboard. The cigarettes 
on the opened side are popped out to different lengths like sky
scrapers, the way they are in TV ads when someone holds out a 
pack to someone else and says, Try one. The light from overhead
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encircles the car like a spotlight and Rico can see the green 
leatherette upholstery and the red ribbon tied around the steer
ing column for good luck.

He walks back toward the house and when he and Rudolph get 
to the stoop he looks back up the street at the car, a two-tone fifty- 
six Fairlane, white above the chrome strip, green below. From 
here, it looks like the driver’s-side window is open. Rico hadn’t 
noticed that before. He looks up at the front door of his house, at 
the front windows with the paper turkeys his mother had scotch- 
taped to the glass.

He lets Rudolph pull him back toward the car, and as they 
approach it, he sees, sitting beside each other in the front seat, the 
young man and woman he saw earlier in the tool shed on Welfare 
Island. The smoke the young man blows out the window forms a 
bright cloud in the overhead light that rises, then loses itself in 
the surrounding darkness. As Rico approaches the young woman 
lifts the pack of Winstons from the dashboard, brings it to her 
mouth and slides one out. The young man holds the tip of his cig
arette to hers so she can light it. It glows when she sucks in her 
breath. She then lifts his right arm, slips her head under it, and 
lies back into his shoulder. He dangles his other arm out the win
dow with his cigarette between his fingers.

Rico walks Rudolph past the car, walks back to it from the 
street side, then stops just outside the edge of the circle of light. 
He’s near enough to hear them now, but they can’t see him.

“Let’s go to the beach,” she says. She looks toward him with
out lifting her head from against him. “There’s so much I want to 
tell you.”

The young man doesn’t answer her. He looks sad as he did ear
lier. He brings his cigarette to his mouth and leaves it there.
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She is sad, too. Rico can see that, but she’s smiling because she 
wants to cheer him up.

Without speaking the young man takes the cigarette from her 
hand, reaches out the window, flicks off the ashes, and then slips 
it into her mouth.

They re both silent for a while. Then she raises her face close 
to his and they kiss, not moving their heads at all, just holding 
their lips pressed together.

When the headlights of an approaching car projects Rico’s 
shadow onto the rear windshield, he pulls Rudolph across the 
street, and waits there until the car and three more have passed 
down the street. When he returns he sees that they are talking 
again.

“Come on. Let’s go to the beach,” she says. “I got sandwiches, 
and a blanket.”

The young man takes a deep drag from his cigarette, but still 
doesn’t answer her.

She has a comb in her right hand and as she speaks she slides it 
through his hair. “We can go anywhere in this car. We can sleep 
under the boardwalk. And we ll never, ever go home again.”

“They’ll come after us,” he says.
“Let them. They won’t know where we are.”
“We’d have to go somewhere that’s really far away.”
“That’s what we ll do,” she says. “Go to a beach that’s really, 

really far from here.”
“They’ll never find us,” he says. And now he’s smiling too.
“She sets the comb on the dashboard beside the cigarettes. 

“We ll go tonight,” she says and lays her head back against his 
shoulder, “and we ll never come back.”
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When Rico walks back in, unleashes Rudolph and returns to his 
place at the table, he finds turkey and potatoes on his plate.

“ Where’d ya go?” his grandfather says, “Jersey?”
His father, who is back at the table, eating from his own full 

plate, smiles at this.
“No,” Rico says, “Texas.”
His grandfather slaps the back of his head, then points to his 

wineglass so Rico can take a sip.
Face up on the tablecloth in front of his grandfather’s plate is 

the photograph Nonna and ZiMena had been looking at. It’s a 
picture of Nonna, when she was younger and heavier, standing in 
front of a brick building, probably in Brooklyn, where she lived 
since she came from Italy as a child until Rico’s parents brought 
this house and she and Rico’s grandfather moved upstairs. 
Behind Nonna in the photograph, leaning out the window, is his 
mother. She’s a teenage girl, though she looks like an adult 
woman. There’s a white cloth wrapped around her head like a tur
ban. She’s holding a cat in her arms

He reaches for the picture but his mother grabs it before he 
does.

“Ma,” she says to Nonna, “enough with this.”
“You just remember,” Nonna says back to her, “that sweater.” 

She turns to ZiMena, “An my hair. . .Comme vi dissi." She points at 
the picture held by Rico’s mother but doesn’t take her gaze off he 
sister. “Like I tell you, ” she says. “That’s how.”

“Wowwee,” Rico’s father says, laughing now.
“Ma,” Rico’s mother says, half voice, half angry breath, and 

walks into the kitchen.
“You know you’re gonna outlive us all, Ma,” Rico’s father says 

to Nonna.
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His mother walks back in, carrying a serving spoon, which she 
drops just before she reaches the table. “It s true,” she says, which 
is what she always says when she drops something. “Listen, Ma." 
She says this in the same angry, hissing voice. “If I’m still alive, 
which I very much doubt, 1 11 comb every single hair, I’ll get 
Prince Matchiabelli himself to put on the goddamn make-up, and 
1 11 make sure, so help me, that you’re wearing that goddamned 
sweater.”

“Connie,” Rico’s grandfather says.
ZiMena leans toward Nonna and says something in Italian.
“That’s right, a deck a cards,” Nonna says. “Like my mother. 

She was buried with a deck a cards.”
“And you,” Rico’s mother says to his father, who is laughing 

again. She points at him. “You won’t do a thing forme. Not even 
for your son.” She turns to Nonna. “You and my husband should 
be picking out what “I'm gonna wear in the grave, cause my seat’s 
the next one that’s gonna be empty at this table. ”

Rico’s father is looking down, smiling, but less so.
His mother picks up the serving spoon and walks back into 

the kitchen.
Rico looks around the table and sees, with relief, that no one is 

looking at him. He lifts his hand to his head and makes the gun. 
Powhhh.
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Recitative of the 
Cartographer’s Prodigal Son
for Elian Gonzalez

Virgil Suarez

How do we learn the secret of buoyancy? 
Weightlessness? The boy yearns 
to know, having floated out this far 

in the region where clouds’ eyes water.

Where his heart echoes, plunges and rises 
beneath concave surfaces 
of these opaline waters, wreaths of kelp 

and seaweed tickle his feet. What he remembers

is the path by which everything drowns, the sky 
a big wound, a tongue of fire that swallows 
the earth in giant gulps.

What rhythms carry in the silence?

Words muted by a constant hiss or air,
how salt dries and riddles tributaries of loss 
onto his burnt skin, his small limbs.

He remembers his mother’s prayer to Santa
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Barbara, the Patron Saint of Difficult Crossings, 
a chant-like murmur that carries 
him further than these currents of constant tug, 

pulling him into this recurring dream of rope,

knots, how a quill pen catches on paper, fire 
from the mouth of the dead. This upturned, 
upside down world now drowns in memory.

What this boy will forever remember is his mother s

litany to Chango, Chango, Chango, Yemaya, 
Chango, a vastness of blue-green in the sea 
and sky, one huge mass of empty space, 

a silent geography of elements, how sharks rub

themselves in mock caress against his dangling 
arms and feet, as though 
to say we know you, we know your people.

Out here where so much of history is ignored,

those who suffer know, those who are bound 
know, those who are lost know, those 
who learn to float know— this memory 

of rough sea, a nightmare of screaming in the night,

a boy, his dead mother, two countries between 
this ebb of hurt and pain. Later, as a young 
man, he will arrive at the edge of water, plunge in 

and swim homeward toward his mother,
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there at the bottom of his sleep, waiting, his father, 
the keeper of black maps, enraged 
by what he cannot possess, his mother, her arms 

like welcoming tentacles to guide her boy home.
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Listen, Dad: A Monologue
A lexandra Soiseth

Hi, Dad.
It s me.
Dad?
Look at me, Dad.
Listen.

We re at the airport. I’m seven. Mom is leaving that first time. 
We watch through the window as Mom gets on the plane with 
Gary on her hip. He’s sucking his thumb.

You’re ready to go, picking up Bonnie.
I look past my hands on the window to the darkness, to the 

snow and the flickering lights of the runway and the plane with 
Mom and Gary inside, on their way to Denmark. I want to say: 
Let me stay and watch the plane leave. Let me wave good-bye.

But when I look back you’re carrying Bonnie towards the door. 
You look so tall, suddenly. So angry. I swallow my words. Afraid 
because you’re the only one now.

You drive us to Aunty Lucy and Uncle Rick’s farm. You leave 
us there. You say, “You’re going to live here now. Aunty Lucy will 
take good care of you. I’ll visit when I can.’’

You walk to the car over the crunching snow.
I watch you leave and don’t say what’s in my head: Take me 

home. Take me back to Centre Street, Dad.
I eat my words and you drive away. Back to Centre Street with-
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out me.

On Centre Street, before Mom leaves, life is golden. W e’re just 
that house and the house across the street and the attic where I 
play and the sandbox in the backyard.

On Centre Street we watch the moon landing in the living 
room. All summer long there’s baseball on TV.

On the farm Aunty Lucy bakes bread. It’s golden on the out
side and soft and white on the inside. The smell drifts through 
the house. At dinner I look at that bread and think: Mom. I want 
more bread and more bread, I eat it straight, no butter, the mid
dle first, then the soft brown crust. My little hand sneaks out to 
take more and more, until Aunty Lucy says, Okay Shauna, that’s 
enough. You’re not the only one eating.

But that bread is so delicate and sweet.

At the house on Centre Street you wake up in the dark during the 
winter and turn the heat up as you pass the thermostat in the hall. 
I watch your short brown fingers turn the plastic dial and my fin
gers copy yours against the flannel of my nightgown.

You like your Cornflakes soggy so as I stand next to the furnace 
vent I watch you pour Cornflakes into a chipped bowl, then the 
milk and then four tablespoons of sugar. White sugar like snow 
over your cereal.

Then you let it sit while you take a shower.
And it’s during the hiss of your shower that the heat comes on 

but the air is cold. I step away and shiver. I hear the crackle of 
Cornflakes and the rustle of air through the vent beside me. And 
when it comes through warm, I step closer and let my nightgown 
catch the heat like a sail.
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By the time you get out of the shower, my legs are itchy from 
the hot air and when you shake your fingers through your brush 
cut to spray me with water I can t leave your side. I stand beside 
you as you eat breakfast; I stay there until you take your hot coffee 
and use it to push me away, laughing.

Sunday nights on the farm, after your weekend visit, you sneak 
away. Out the back door when we re not looking. We notice your 
car is gone and Bonnie throws herself against the door and I fall to 
the kitchen floor.

Aunty Lucy hears us crying and comes stomping into the 
kitchen. ‘‘Girls! If it s so upsetting when he leaves, we ll just tell 
him not to visit."

Now Bonny and I creep to the bathroom on Sundays and cry 
into towels, sitting on the edge of the tub— beside the Tame hair 
conditioner and the plastic pitcher Aunty Lucy uses to rinse our 
hair.

Cousin Kenny can t stop pooping his pants. Aunty Lucy warns 
him once, then twice, then she and Uncle Rick drag him to the 
bathroom to rub his nose in it.

Because it works for dogs.
I listen to Kenny scream. They always do what they say they’ll do.
Like chop off my thumb if I don’t stop sucking it.
I try to stop.
I tie my hand to the bedpost at night but I wake up an hour 

later, curled around the headboard like a shell, my thumb in my 
mouth.

I keep it a secret, like sorrow. Like crying into towels.
Why is everything in secret? We never talk about the most 

important things. Why did she leave? What is Denmark? And
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why am I getting so fat?

A year later Mom comes back. We live in another house and I go 
to a different school. We have a cottage now too and I take swim
ming lessons. During the summer Bonnie and Gary and I live at 
the lake with a baby-sitter.

You and Mom come on weekends.
Its Saturday afternoon and raining and the guy from down the 

lake takes me into the boathouse. He says we’re going to play. 
He’s sixteen and I’m eight and he says he’ll sing songs to me.

In the boathouse there’s a bed. Wool Blankets. “It’s just a 
game,’’ he says. He laughs at me when I shake my head no. He 
tears off my tee shirt and my shorts. He takes off his pants. I try to 
hide under the blankets but he pulls me out. It’s so hot. My face is 
burning.

I can’t say no. I can’t say leave me alone.
When he lets me go, I walk to the cabin to tell you. I try to say 

what happened but I can’t. I think that somehow, by just looking 
at me, you’ll know. But you don’t look at me.

I eat for two now, for me and for the girl in the boathouse.

You sing to me Dad:

Gee I wish I had a girl so big and fa t
That when I went to hug her; I wouldn't know where 1 was at.

I'd hug a mark and chalk a  line to see where I began.

And then there was a day when I was ahuggin and achalkin and  
ahuggin and achalkin along,
When a man I did meet, with a  chalk in his hand’ coming along the
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other way.

You look away from me.

You get me up at six in the morning now. You bully me into 
going running with you.

I’m thirteen and alarmingly fat.
You hide the cookies. You keep the ice cream in Poniatowski’s 

freezer next door.
You’re amazed. You ask: How can you be so tat when we never 

see you eat? How can you be so fat when we drive you to Weight 
Watchers every week?

I steal money from you and Mom. I’m fourteen, then fifteen. Six
teen. I steal money whenever I can to buy junk food. Chocolate 
and bags of ketchup chips to eat as I walk home from school. My 
fingers are raw and red from the cold and the dye on the chips.

I hide the empty bags under the snow by the swing in the park 
as I pass through. I rub my hands with snow to wash the salt and 
ketchup die from my fingers. But they’re stained. They smell like 
chips.

When I get home Mom is in the Salon. I hear the chatter, the 
radio, the blow dryer. I smell the perm.

I pour bleach into a bowl and soak my fingers, listening for 
Mom. Then I use the tip of a knife to scrape the stain from my 
cuticles.

I wash the bowl and knife and put them away. Then I go into 
the living room and lay on the couch to watch the Young and 
Restless.
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I’m flying home from London. I’m thirty-three. I’m thirty-three!
I have some Belgian chocolate I bought at Heathrow duty free. 

The bar snaps against the tray as I break each piece off.
I’m half done when the woman across the aisle leans towards 

me and says, “Sweetheart, you know you shouldn’t eat that. Don’t 
you know you’re fat?’’

Look at me, Dad.
Look at me and listen.
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Will I Become
Lynne Sharon Schwartz

Here in our little Arctic where the cold 
sifts down like mists we dissipate with talk, 
exuberant Arabian nights of stories, 
our puffs of spirit raise up such a heat 
we peel off sweaters and lie down 
to spread our succulent tropics

until a deeper cold drifts up from you, 
a gray refusal.
Once we have parted, then, for temperate zones, 
will I become a story on your tongue?
Your mouth so full of women.

Will you say: the snows that year were unrelenting. 
Her house was warm, I didn’t need to knock, 
she knew my footsteps. Night after night I came, 
here was my refuge. The cups of tea, the pears, 
the musical selections and the bed 
all ripe and rich, a certain sober style...

Take them, love. Yours.
Take, even, should the story need them, 
a slope of shoulder or the smoothness of 
some patch of inner thigh.
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But will you tell them
what it was you prized beyond the flesh?
A quality of discourse even you 
might not find a word for?
Something like glass, mullioned, tinted, riddled
with fretwork like an ornamental window,
or perhaps a prism,
or simply something
like a mirror, gleaming, perilous.
Never had you been so well reflected.

Go, then, where the air is easier.
You are so fine a storyteller, my love,
I shall hardly mind becoming 
words on your tongue.
It might be a high fate,
a transubstantiation into spirit, an assumption 
starwards.
Yes, keep me on the fleshy root of your tongue.
It is only fitting—
our love was more talk than love.

But the talk was love.
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Second Hand Shirts
Lynne Sharon Schwartz

Racked with drooping grace, 
they hang in faded shades—  
gray, cream, tan—  
recalling crisper days

when they embraced the man 
whose shape they hold.
Now newly washed and pressed, 
their collars curl like leaves,

their tails in arabesque.
Each hollow sleeve
was once rolled and unrolled,
each button slid and made fast

by fingers long gone cold.
Ghost shirts, they seek reprieve: 
Only lay us to rest in folds. 
Instead they’re stroked with care

by worn hands. They’re bought 
with worn cash.
Nevermore to fit like a glove, 
each shirt and the stranger in it
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will wear each other out, 
both doomed to used love.



Genital Secrets
Russell Edson

A WOMAN IS ASKED IF HER BABY IS A BOY OR A GIRL.

I don’t know, I’ve never looked. I don’t think it right that one 
invade the privacy of the diaper, that place of genital secrets.

But wouldn’t you like to know if it’s a boy or a girl?
If it develops whiskers I’ll call it Henry. And if it doesn’t I’ll 

call it Henrietta, said the woman.
But supposing it develops feathers?
Then I’ll put yesterday’s newspaper on the floor of its cage and 

offer it a cracker, said the woman. But should it develop whiskers 
I’d call it Henry. And if it didn’t I’d call it Henrietta and oiler it 
another cracker...
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Kindred
Karen McKinnon

W e were one.
Our heads were down, fluff, fur, nuzzled, softest where our 

mothers kissed them. We dangled from their wrists which broke 
too easily. Their faces, young and full of pride and terror, proved 
that they were sisters.

I tuck the picture back inside the box it came in. The picture, 
the hunting knife from Grandpa for his twelfth birthday, its ivory 
grooves smoothed by being held by him, a rifled pack of Marl- 
boros and his heavy lighter with the wrong initials, my sonless 
father’s. All his stuff fits in a box. Return address for once, but 
Soledad isn’t what I meant by staying put.

I can smell the motel room, strangers leave a peculiar odor. I 
light a cigarette to extinguish their sourness and my fear. I don’t 
smoke but he does. Wherever he is, whatever cell or lockdown, 
he must be breathing this deadness. He is in the pen. I’m doing 
time in a motel room.

I flick on the TV and turn off the sound to stop the talking heads 
from saying nothing that matters, or lies. I won’t be like them. I 
will say what I have always wanted.

I lock the flimsy door to my motel room and get into my car. I 
drive about a mile through dust and gray before I find a drugstore. 
I walk past the gum and perfume and the makeup that might 
make me pretty. I find the biggest fattest red marking pen, buy
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twenty, drive my regret back to the motel.

We were each other s.
Our fathers hadn’t left us yet and separated us after dark like 

that would stop us. They were down the hall playing cards again 
and cracking ice out of trays and laughing and yelling at our 
mothers who were singing. I lay on a rough couch in the dark 
spare room and felt him fill the blackness. I’ll stay until you fall 
asleep, ok? Ok. He raised the covers and lay down with me and 
breathed into my face. Then I heard yelling and it wasn’t down 
the hall and he was being yanked and swatted and I said But I was 
afraid and they said Go to sleep young lady and slammed the door. 
His voice got dimmer and another door slammed and I heard 
nothing at all. In the morning he had a greening stripe around 
the little muscle he was proud of, he cocked his arm and showed 
me all the pull-ups he could do.

My hands are stained with red ink. I am trying to tell him what 
he wants to hear and what I swore to myself I’d never say to him 
and what we both know is disgusting in us. I started with I and 
that seemed wrong so I scratched it out with the marker and 
wrote We and that felt right. I had to sit down for a minute, to 
think of what comes next.

We were lost.
We were inner-tubing through the snow and found some ani

mal tracks that we followed into the woods. The day was going 
and the trees were blackening and my heart was. We sank up to 
our knees and I wanted to stop but he said Come on, it’ll be ok. I 
shivered and he put his stulfinged arm around me. Keep moving,
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it’s the only way to stay alive. We sank up to our thighs and I felt 
heat and feeling and life drain from me. He rubbed his mittened 
hands up'and down my parka to keep my blood from freezing, he 
held my mittened hand. It got dark and icy and our little bodies 
didn’t sink so deep. We tried to slide but our Levi’s gripped the 
snow. Lay down he said. I was happy to. He lay on top of me and 
touched his wide nose to mine. I could’ve stayed like that. I could 
almost feel us touching. W e’re gonna pretend we’re at Danger 
Hill, ok? Ok. We held each other’s arms and started to roll down 
the mountain. I’m so dizzy. Can we just stop for a minute? We 
picked up speed. My face was scraped from tree branches and ice 
and his zipper which tinkled under his chin. Don’t let go. I 
won’t.

I hang the Do Not Disturb sign. I take a marker from the bag and 
then another and another and I pour my heart out on the walls of 
the motel room. My eyes are wet and my body is and I sprawl out 
on the bed sheets and relax from my exertions. There is no need 
to hurry, he’s down the road doing two years for assault and I can 
live that long in the motel room on my cashed teacher’s pension. 
I have all the time I need, for once he isn’t going anywhere, he’s 
already away.

We were in deep.
We were camping at a lake, Lost Lake, which was flooded. We 

swam past gas station signs and pine trees. Our parents grilled 
steaks, hot dogs for us. The long summer sun shone a light under 
the water and we spotted a drowned cyclone fence. He dove and I 
treaded water and watched the ripples he made. When they got 
still I looked back to shore and saw our fathers hunting firewood
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and our mothers mixing drinks and I knew they were too far away 
to save him. I pinched my nose and closed my eyes and let myself 
sink down. I felt around with my free hand and I couldn’t find 
him and I thought he must be hung up on the spiky fence. I 
opened my eyes and I couldn’t see him. I spun myself around and 
I couldn’t see him and I let go of my nose and pushed myself 
quickly up. I poked my head above the surface and the water was 
perfectly still where I wasn’t and I turned around and my heart 
was pounding and I was going to scream and he was climbing a 
gas station sign. I watched him use his skinny body to be strong.

We were hungry.
Our mothers made us pancakes hard as Frisbees. We tossed 

them at each other till his father came and smacked him. Then he 
smacked his father and the juice bottles flew and their fists and 
their hate. His mother got a concussion. My mother got a cast. 
He drew a heart on it, cracked down the middle.

We were sick.
We had temperatures and we sat plumped up on stale pillows 

in his mother’s bed. She’d been fired so she took care of us while 
my mother typed and mailed things in the city to support us. His 
mother brought us tomato soup and we burned our tongues. I 
tried to swallow a capsule but it swam into my grape juice. His 
mother ran out of patience and left us on our own. He fished the 
soggy pill out of my glass and put it on my tongue. Pretend it’s 
not there and swallow, ok? I’ll try. It went into my throat and 
stuck there. I tried to cough it up but gagged. He hit me on the 
back and the capsule rocketed out of my mouth and landed in a 
mushy lump on the bed and he cracked up and I thought his
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mother would hear us and get madder so I put my hand over his 
mouth and felt his warm wet lips against my fingers.

I swoon a little from the marker fumes and not eating and not 
leaving the motel room. I open windows in the main room and 
the bathroom and I cry. The fresh air hurts me, reminds me of our 
skin, our softness, our wronged intentions. The walls of the motel 
room reek with all that we gave up.

We were in trouble.
We stained the man’s white Caddy in the cherry war. The man 

came door to door to find whose were juiciest. We ran to our tree 
in his backyard and we climbed up to the highest fat limb and 
they couldn’t reach us and the man would wreck his suit if he 
tried. They all stood on the ratty grass looking up at us and red
dening. The man’s hands were on his hips and he examined the 
tree and our mothers were too afraid to say anything and the man 
took off his creamy coat. He was patient. He rolled his white 
cuffs into his blue sleeves. He took off his shoes and his socks and 
his pants. Our mothers looked surprised holding all the man’s 
clothes and seeing him in his underwear we scrambled. I followed 
him up to thinner branches which held our carved initials and 
would hold us but not the man who was resting at the first big 
fork of limbs and saying If you come down now you won’t be pun
ished. We could tell when they were lying. They’d said our 
fathers would be back. We climbed higher and I was watching 
where I was going and I heard a crack above me and looked up and 
flew down and hit with a thud and a crack and all my wind was 
gone. My leg was broken under me and I couldn’t get up and run. 
The man said That’s what happens to bad kids and started to
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climb down, one foot safely on the ground, the other about to 
push away from the tree and I heard Geronimo! and the man and 
he landed next to me and he pummeled the man’s head and our 
mothers dripped clothes onto the grass and tried to pry him off or 
hold his fists or pull his hair to stop him. The man balled up and 
then the pounding stopped and I was alone with them. The man 
got dressed and our mothers made him coffee and we sat at the 
dining table waiting for him to come home and the man s clothes 
and face were streaked with anger. My leg was killing me but I 
didn’t dare say anything. Then there was a siren coming closer, 
the police were coming with him in handcuffs or they were com
ing to have coffee and wait for him, to take him away. There was a 
knock at the door. It was an ambulance for me.

I drive to the laundromat, I drive to the store, I drive myself nuts 
between visiting hours, I drive to Soledad. We sit looking 
through wire mesh at the new lines on each other’s faces. We 
press the phones to our ears, listening to each other breathe. 
You’ll be out soon, everything will be ok. Ok he says. Don’t leave 
me. I won’t. I’m here.

We were too close.
We had climbed the metal ladder to the roof to see the fire

works and were standing near the trough that caught the rain. 
Our mothers had had too much to drink and were dancing, throb
bing nearer, their dresses swiped our gangly arms when they 
slinked past. The strange men that night poured them wine not 
gin. We sat down, away from their saucy music, as far away from 
the grown-ups on the roof, at the edge, our feet hanging down. 
Promise we ll never be like them, ok? Ok. My thong came loose
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and we watched it fall in a hotpink hurry. The fireworks boomed 
and blazed and fizzled. We breathed smoke and fermentation and 
each other.

We were free.
We had run away, our lush mothers, our vanished fathers 

wouldn’t come looking. The road was dirt and lake and it was 
still raining. I kept my arm around him inside his yellow slicker, 
felt his warmth, mine, his breathing as we walked, his new knife 
in a hilt stuck in his belt. He pushed my hood back on my 
drenched head when it slipped. We were going anywhere. I was 
happy. He was something else. I stopped him in the road and 
kissed him, searched his lips for yes. This is wrong, ok? he said, 
soon we ll hate ourselves. I had no reply. We stood there being 
rained on going nowhere. I let go of him and we went home.

We were going too far.
We had stolen the gin, replacing it with water. We drank it in 

my room and I pretended to pass out. I was sitting on the floor 
with my back against the wall and my head fallen back. I watched 
him through the slits in my mascaraed eyelashes. He was on his 
hands and knees crawling to me. He was so close I could smell 
him and he gently said my name. I didn’t move. He sat on his 
heels and looked straight at me. Then he raised his hands slowly 
off his knees. I closed my eyes for real and hoped he’d do what I 
wanted. I felt the zigzagged laces of my shirt being pulled and 
opened. I tried to keep my lids from fluttering. I felt his breath 
on my cheek and it stayed there and I was spinning. And then he 
backed away from me. I heard him rustle in the corner where 
we’d left the bottle. I heard the screwtop turning.
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We were careless.
We were sitting at the bar near the railroad station and he 

handed me a napkin and he left me. I stared at red pen words that 
spoke tor him. Sometimes I feel like you’re my long lost love.

He married my best friend. He did it tor me, like he could free 
me. I wore a tacky dress of purple flowers to stand next to her not 
him. She felt certain she was the most beautiful. She told me 
about the sex and I didn’t want to hear it but I did. She told me 
he didn’t brush his teeth before bed, he didn't know when to stop 
drinking, he didn’t come to the hospital after the kid was born 
but instead went to the bar to hand out cigars and strut, he wasn’t 
paying his child support, he wouldn’t answer the letters begging 
to let the kid be adopted by another man. The last time I saw her 
I met the kid. He was five. He didn’t ask me questions, he knew 
I had something to do with his daddy even it I didn’t know where 
he was either, he just watched me, to find out who he was. I did 
the same, wishing he were mine.

I watch TV and try to remember to eat. I unmake my bed, strip 
off the tattered gold flowers spread to cover sullied sheets, rinse 
my chalky glass which will never be clean, wash my dirty clothes 
in the sink, empty my ashtray. I pay the maid not to clean.

We were hopeless.
I didn’t know what state he was in and I was afraid to go look

ing for him. What would happen if I found him ? and what if I 
couldn’t find him? and how would he ever find me if I left the one 
place he knew I was? I went to our elementary school every day 
for nine years, I taught reading and writing and waited for a let
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ter. I got postcards with pictures of haystacks and Ferris wheels. 
I turned them over and read the line or two in red signed Love Me 
and taped them to the walls of my kitchen and when they were 
full I taped them to the living room and the bathroom and the 
hallway to the door.

We were reconciled.
Our mothers were bloated and broke and he gave them refuge. 

They were inside his trailer simmering beans which was compli
cated, it required remembering to put down their highball 
glasses every so often to go to the stove and stir. Come on, I ’ll 
show you where the tornado hit. He always wanted to get me 
away from them. Do you think they’ll burn the place down? I 
asked him. What if they do? he said as the screendoor slammed 
behind him. We got into his open Jeep and tried to think of what 
to say. There was only one thing to say and it was up to me to say 
it. I watched him through the greening shade of my sunglasses. 
He wasn’t wearing any, his eyes watched the road, looking for his 
destination not me. This is it he said and pulled off the dirt road 
aiming us at broken trees. We sat there saying nothing. I leaned 
my head back on the seat cushion watching clouds clump and 
split and drift away. You better go he said. He imagined I had a 
life to return to, and I didn’t want all he’d done and all he’d 
become to protect me to be for nothing. He drove me to the air
port and he held me and stroked my hair and said Shh, it’ll be ok. 
I blubbered into his shirt I’m gonna write you. You have to 
always tell me where you are, ok?

His face is guarded, his body is, but they can’t stop his mind from 
going where it wants. And we are used to that. I see his dark eyes
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darken with worry and he says When I get out of here I want us to 
really talk, ok? Ok. But first I have something to show you I say 
smiling at my secret at my secret deposition. And I have some
thing to show you he says, rolling up his sleeve. In the trunk of 
his forearm are his initials, sketchy and bluegreen under skin, 
with a plus sign below them and below it blankness. Did it hurt? 
Yeah, it did.

I move the dresser away from the wall to get to the last place to 
write. I have so much left to tell him that I should’ve said before, 
so much left to show him we were wrong. I have two markers left 
and I don’t want to waste them. I uncap one and smell the harsh 
cherry scent I like, see the word permanent, hesitate a little.

We were all wrong.
He had come to me, called my name, tapped on my window 

like he used to, the habit long gone useless through force of will, 
his. I parted my curtains with fumbling hands, saw through 
sleepy eyes his changed face, felt his certainty gone, felt my life 
about to change, myself about to be unloved for the first time. But 
he was there and he was safe and I smiled through it, through my 
want, through my window at him. Come in I said without voice. 
I plumped a pillow behind my back, pulled the covers up, lis
tened for his footsteps, his breathing, his rejection, a confession or 
a lie to spare me. Something’s happened he said. I can tell, tell 
me what. And then his face got even harder and his voice began 
to shake and it said I think I killed my father. I felt myself harden 
and I said He deserved it and I held him and I softened and I shel
tered him until they came and took him away.
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He has just shaved and his cheek looks new again. He says Do 
you miss your life? and I want to laugh and then I want to cry and 
all I can think to say is Do you?

I am afraid and the room is black and I flick on the bedlamp and 
see what I’ve done. And then I am afraid. He will see my insides 
raw and red, he will have no choice about me, he will pity me and 
placate me and then we’ll be apart. I push my covers away and go 
to the wall near the door and rub delicately at the We. It doesn’t 
smear, even when I wet my finger. And I can sleep.

Early release. His will be mine. I blot my lipstick, watch my lips 
float on tissue toward the trash, rearrange my stuff in the medi
cine chest to clear a place for his, rearrange the furniture in the 
motel room, put the small plastic TV in the closet, the dusty 
phone under the bed, the lampshades in the shower. Bare bulbs 
glare at my feelings like parents. I put a coat on over nothing, 
grab my purse, grab his box.

I drive slowly, deliberately so I won’t crash and die and lose 
everything that matters. My bare foot pushes and pulls at the 
accelerator. Under my coat I am naked and misgiving, my stom
ach flat and nauseous from waiting so long, from wanting noth
ing but this. I wait at the gate and see him out in the open and 
walking toward me on the dirt road. I get out of the car and stand 
by the hood trying to hide my feet but then I don’t care and I run 
to him, skipping stones with my soles. He smiles and I open my 
arms to take him away from the place that has held him for me 
and he holds me and I take his roughened hand and walk him to 
my car. We sit in the quiet of the front seat, looking out the win
dow, saying nothing. I can’t imagine taking him into the motel
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room, showing him what I’ve done, what I feel. I am stalling. I 
brought your box I say and push it toward him. He looks inside, 
holds the lighter, tries to spark it. You been using this? he asks. 
Yeah, do you mind? It should’ve been yours to begin with. He 
picks up Grandpa s knife and opens the blade. It looks dull in the 
weak light. He holds it to his face to inspect its blunt edge and I 
see Grandpa and his daughters and their husbands and myself in 
his frown, he holds it in his chapped sweet mouth and pushes up 
his sleeve, he holds it to his forearm, dips the knifetip into his 
skin, tenderly carves my initials below his. They bead and shim
mer and begin to run like tears.
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The Twenty-Five Secrets 
OfLiterature

G erry Gomez Pearlberg

I. Rumi and his boyfriend.
II. Basho and his boy-toy.

III. Ginsberg in a private moment.
IV. No light— only the barest lightbulb— in the stanzas.
V. Sol Lewitt chalk-sketching a basement in the dark.

VI. Izumi WhatsHerName brushing up that sentence.
VII. “I have not earned my death” the other woman 

writer said.
VIII. What the hell was her name? Who knows?

IX. Proust sniffing his drawer of dried apples.
X. Zora Neale Hurston “wandering” toward something 

wondrous to appear.
XI. Mysterious Origins o f  the Music Box. Yet another “must 

read.”
XII. Dorothy Parker leaving her estate to Martin Luther 

King, Jr.
XIII. Elizabeth Bishop, “that dyke with the parrot. ”
XIV. The pre-twelve-step Algonquin.
XV. The Twelve Varieties o f  Religious Experience on 

CD-ROM.
XVI. Did Basho go to grad school?

XVII. The Norton Anthology of Poetry: “Now with twice as 
many women poets!”
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XVIII. Emily Dickinson tongue-kissing the daisies.
XIX . Mishima gouging his guts with a pen-knife.
X X . Angela s Ashes (“bad publicity for Limerick”) book- 

burned in Limerick.
X X L IF U CN RD THS U CN GET A GD JOB.

XXII. Didn’t Haring also do that, draw in chalk in dark base
ments?

XXIII. Everyone’s dead now, grinning at the dandelion roots.
XXIV. Living it up on 25 Rue de Secret, collaborating on a pro

ject called
XXV. The Secret of Art.
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UNTITLED by Garvin Burke 
silver gelatin print, 8 ”x l 0 ”
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The Fairy Tree
Rachel H adas

Last night I dreamed about W illiam Makepeace 
Thackeray. How do I know? I know because a print called "The 
Fairy Tree,” in the Fairy Painting exhibit in the basement of the 
Frick, reminds me of Thackeray’s drawings as I stand, the day 
after the dream, craning at curious creatures all more or less akin 
to Thackeray’s own illustrations for his tale The Rose and the Ring. 
Here’s a bottle-nosed butler, and here a bewigged, clearly 
demented king whose beard is parted in the middle like the beard 
of a king on a playing card. Here a toddler climbs out from 
among the petals of a massive rose; here two spindly legs protrude 
from a large egg.

Pinafored pixies, frog footmen (Tenniel makes himself felt, as do 
Bosch, Blake, and Lear)— all these creatures are perched precari
ously on the branches of the Fairy Tree, which doubles as a family 
tree, flourishing in the subterranean light of this cavernous if low- 
ceilinged gallery. In the next room is Turner’s painting "Mab’s 
Cave,’’ large and luxurious and utterly opaque. I can’t make out 
rocks, sky, cave, or queen; I can barely imagine that I see haloed, 
horned, or winged caperers, red against red, if the wan light falls 
just so, causing smears of dust or whitish paint to leap into sud
den legibility.

The Rose and theRingl How long is it since I’ve thought of that lit-
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tie red book with its white dust jacket? I wish one of four people 
were beside me now: first my mother; then Missy, my childhood 
friend (she and I read The Rose and the Ring, very likely Missy’s 
copy of it, at the same time); my sister; and my friend Charlie. All 
of them would love this stale but eldritch room and its enchanted 
contents. Two of the four are dead. But does it matter? We love 
the living, and they die on us; and then we love the dead, who can 
no longer desert us, although— no, because— they are out of 
reach.

This dimly twinkling gallery pulls me back so strongly towards 
childhood that what I most want at this moment is to turn to a 
companion, someone who without one word said will under
stand, and laugh or squeeze my hand, and take me home. But 
here I am, either alone or peering at the various exhibits head to 
head with a fellow sojourner in Faerie, a stranger. Probably a 
sympathetic stranger, but still a stranger whose face I do not see, 
focused as I am first on Mab’s pearly cave and then on the elabora
tions of the Fairy Tree. And he or she is surely similarly focused. 
It would be as much of an intrusion, and somewhat the same kind 
of intrusion, to slide my eyes across to him or her as it would be to 
announce to a stranger that you have dreamed about them.

Not quite a stranger, of course. We recognize the people in our 
dreams; in fact, they’re waiting in the wings to be remembered. 
Impulses of intimacy are dangerous things to act on. Better to let 
the glowing figure softly shuffle off back over the dove-grey 
threshold of sleep. Better not to tell your husband’s newest col
league that you dreamed of him last night, in black and white, 
gliding in a boat between tall cliffs, silvery, back lit, severe.
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To report on this would be at least as presumptuous as writing a 
poem in the second person: that same buttonholing, the face too 
close for comfort. But since the face is sleeping, is not everything 
allowed? Eyes shut, it might be anybody’s face.

And now I notice that behind the branches of the Fairy Tree, 
backdrop to all the perching fairies, is the enormous face of a 
human child, lips parted— awe-struck, no doubt, yet lumpish all 
the same. The problem is one of scale. The fairies are so tiny that 
our blundering race notoriously mistakes them for bats or butter
flies, dragonflies, bees, moths, anything that flits glimmering 
into and back out of our field of vision so swiftly that we cannot 
decide whether or even how to pay attention. The best we seem 
able to do is meet the stranger’s eye, submerge the dream; or else 
prop the dream before us like a screen crisscrossed by shadows. 
Diamonds of light land and take off like silent helicopters. Barely 
visible among the treetops, Ariel, in a painting next to Mab, rides 
a bat no bigger than a beetle. Though Caliban, who is said to be 
concealed among the rushes on the lower left, must be bigger 
than the airy sprite, he’s too well camouflaged: I can’t make him 
out.

Shaking off the fairy dust, I emerge, blinking, into an October 
noon. Shafts of light paint gold stripes between buildings, or sift 
through ginkgo leaves, dappling the sidewalks. Old coins, sun 
money, spill onto pavements edged with rows of pumpkins or of 
chrysanthemums in pots swathed in gold foil.

Back on Broadway a little later, heading home, I happen to look 
up and see on one marquee two movie titles. The first is Practical
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Magic (of course, Halloween is coming). These two Greek- 
derived words seem to point in opposite directions (worldly/oth- 
erworldly; concrete/enchanting) but in fact fit perfectly together. 
The fairies in their caves betokened both the theory and the prac
tice. Then the other half of this portentous double feature: What 
Dreams May Come. Monosyllabic, ghostly, Germanic, Northern 
through and through, this phrase sucks me into a realm of night 
and sea, of the strange, sickly court, and, further back, the solilo
quy’s beginning.

The days are shortening, and the pumpkins displayed for sale take 
on a tawnier color, as if their own suns are setting. Broadway is 
thronged with strollers (both kinds) and with ghosts: Thackeray, 
Starbucks, Charlie, my mother, Hamlet, Halloween, Queen Mab: 
the dead, the living, the never dead because never living, and all 
the inhabitants of the realm somewhere in between.
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Simile and Metaphor
Rachel H adas

T he Veil

Like veils of linen falling, 
draping a face, a body, 
so that you have to guess

what lies beneath: 
packed correspondences 
layered as in a dream

beyond my power to judge 
the likeness. Nonetheless,
I knew what it meant.

Pull down the shades. 
Decency: a screen 
conceals a transformation.

Curtain for lighted windows. 
Curtain as on a stage. 
Moneta, the veiled shade,
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finally lays bare her lace 
to interpretation.
Swags of heavy stuff

muffle the modest body.
What shows itself at last
will not be whatever came before.

T he Carapace

A mummy in a case,
an exoskeleton,
so that you have to guess

what lies beneath.
Packed correspondences 
lie layered as in a dream

beyond my power to judge 
the likeness. Nonetheless,
I knew what it meant,

such stiffening to stone, 
a cartouche
framing the dead king’s name.

Statue from pedestal 
descends: Commendatore, 
portentous, cold as ice.
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The aging creature yields 
unwillingly to this 
petrified disguise.

What shows itself at last 
will be entirely
different from whatever came before.
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His Future Career
H ettieJones

Ours was an understanding based on balance : 
each of us in a life that we trusted the other not to reveal to those 
who might use it against us. Thus we became, briefly, allies and 
confidants, and, despite the difference in our ages, contempo
raries. There were times I thought of Dan more as a younger 
brother than a nephew. And though we met on only three occa
sions, once in each decade of his short life, and wrote a tew letters, 
I was happy knowing that of all the people I came from and left, 
something had come from me to him.

As well as our special, secret equilibrium, Dan and I shared 
good physical balance, another family trait. When I first noticed 
this, he was a toddler, sturdy, smallish, about a year old, just 
learning to walk. We were alone on the cement walk to the house 
where I d spent most of my youth and where my parents still 
lived. I d been watching him idly, without any particular atten
tion or concern, because at twenty-three I too was a toddler, set
ting out unsteadily upon what was to become my life, and preoc
cupied with all it portended.

Whatever that grand scheme, it didn’t include an interest in 
babies. Yet I found myself drawn by a sudden, surprisingly ten
der amusement at the dilemma this one was in. He’d been squat
ting to study something on the walk, and from that position was 
struggling to rise. He put down his hands and straightened his 
legs, but then remained there, in Downward Facing Dog, per-
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fectly balanced, hands and feet planted firmly, unable to choose 
the better bet. He rocked a little, testing, obviously trying to 
remember. Hands or feet?

I held this memory of him for years before I ever thought about 
the person he became. Why? Having inherited a similar flexibil
ity I could physically feel his predicament, yes. But what did he 
mean to me then? Was this the beginning of my love for him? 
Did I ever love him? Or he me? We were headed in that direc
tion, sure, and that’s how we signed the letters we eventually 
wrote. But I wish I’d had the opportunity to love him the way I 
could have.

There it is. Could I have loved him more while he lived? 
What, exactly, is the secret here? Have I uncovered hidden guilt? 
Or— worse— manufactured some for sentimental reasons? One 
way or the other, he was my blood— my brother’s son— and he’s 
dead.

Soon after this first encounter, having married outside family 
expectations I was forbidden to— and never again did— set foot 
on that cement walk. For well over a decade the little I knew of 
my brother and his family was filtered through occasional phone 
calls from my mother. I myself was too busy living what had 
indeed become my life to think much about them. But then my 
mother let slip that Dan, now a teenager, had shown signs of 
being “like” me. How, I wanted to know. For one thing, said my 
mother, he was playing the piano intended for his sister, who pre
ferred to play tennis. Then my mother admitted that she had 
given them what she referred to as “my” piano.

Having long since discarded any claim to it, and having any
way acquired a beloved piano of my very own, I hardly minded.
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Though I did wonder how this kid felt, playing the pariah s 
piano.

More time passed and Dan had gone away to college when my 
mother saw fit to intervene in the status quo. At her insistence, I 
was invited to dinner at my brother’s, where, with my father, she 
was visiting from Florida.

Dan, it developed, was home for spring break. With him that 
afternoon was his roommate, a young man named Butch, who— 
to the gathering s shocked amusement— was flagrantly gay, his 
gestures way over the top for the seventies. I wondered if 1 was 
the only person there to see him as a child, his antics as simply the 
bluster over the fear, the way he was learning to handle the secret, 
fragile self that still had to be hidden. I wanted to put my arms 
around him and tell him to calm down.

Nevertheless, I was pleased to see that my brother and his wife- 
responded to this boy with a tolerance I wouldn’t have expected. 
But then Butch wasn’t th eirs, which made accepting him simpler, 
coupled as it doubtless was with relief that he belonged to some- 
other family, in a place where these things sometimes happened.

I rather liked my brother’s wife, in part because she liked 
antique* cars (there was a vintage Rolls in the* driveway). She’d also 
made dinner reservations for us at a popular restaurant overlook
ing the ocean, which I thought would avoid the usual “women in 
the kitchen, men at the ball game” positioning. Which might 
have kept me from checking out Dan, to whom I had been imme
diately attracted. Almost as soon as I arrived I’d learned that he* 
not only played the piano but was also studying theater in college 
as I had and wanted to be an actor. To which his father had pre
dictably rejoined, “A lawyer gets to act in the courtroom.”
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When it came time to leave for dinner— Butch having by then 
departed— we found we had one more person than could fit into 
one car. Before I could volunteer to drive, Dan jumped behind 
the wheel of the Rolls, pushed open the passenger door, and 
waved me in beside him.

My brother frowned, his wife didn’t look too happy either. I 
hesitated. The sticking point could just as easily have involved 
car insurance as my intended corruption of their son. But it was 
also clear that neither wanted to spoil the so far congenial mood 
of the day, and after some good-humored threats they handed over 
the keys.

For the half-hour it took to get where we were going, Dan 
talked nonstop. He began by confiding that he was gay and that 
Butch was his lover— ‘‘Not exactly well-named,” he commented. 
He himself was not ready to tell his parents. Did they suspect? 
He didn’t know. He didn’t care, he would not change, could not. 
He’d even tried to have sex with girls. He wasn’t asking for my 
advice— although of course he had always wanted to meet me 
because he knew he could tell me.

And then, with a shy glance, laughing, “Your piano was 
m y.. .protection."

What a revelation! What a sentiment! I was flattered to be 
fantasized as a refuge, and thrilled that Dan seemed to love lan
guage. He was like me. No one in that family had ever been like 
me. I kept sneaking looks at him as he drove. He had grown into 
a short, cute, curly-headed guy, as sturdy as he’d been as a baby. A 
pianist-actor-tumbler-juggler (I’d just seen photos). He began 
telling me about his “career.” He’d been acting since his fresh
man year and collecting what he described as “glowing reviews.” 
After graduation he was headed straight for Hollywood.
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“Hollywood!” I protested. “Why not come to New York, 
where there’s real theater?”

He didn’t answer for a while, and I dared to think he was really 
considering it. But then he said, “I need to get far enough away 
so th a t...” He was silent, then: “so that no one will accidentally 
discover me acting the person I really am.”

I could not quarrel with this, especially as it was so well put. 
But I’m a diehard. “You seem to like words, ” I said. “Did you 
ever think about writing?”

“And starving?” Said sharply, the words hung there in the 
fancy car. But then in a rush, joking away his attitude: “Hey, I’m 
a spoiled, middle-class boy. And I like pretty things.” He patted 
the carefully waxed wooden dashboard.

I had to check myself then. It wasn’t the fifties but nearly the 
eighties, Dan knew he liked money and was going where there 
was some. And I had to remember that he was my brother’s.

I asked him what he thought of his parents. “Oh, they’re 
okay,” he said. “They just need more exposure.”

I thought that wonderfully kind and forgiving for a kid just 
turning twenty. I decided that Dan and I were not only cut from 
the same cloth but sewn on the same bias.

Sometime during the following year I had a long letter from him, 
mostly to tell me that he’d met a man who he was sure would be 
his friend and partner for life. At first I took “friend” to mean 
“lover,” but that was not the case. This friend, Keith, with whom 
he was developing a comedy act, was an amazing seven feet two 
inches tall. "Since I have never been able to grow past five-six," 
Dan wrote, “we thought we were the funniest combination of two 
people since Laurel and Hardy.”
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“Especially since, although I just played an ancient Roman 
oracle, I am still a twenty-year-old Jewish boy from New Jersey. 
And Keith is Black.”

How I loved this nephew’s sentences! I immediately sent con
gratulations on those as well as his having acquired a business 
partner who would probably be no more acceptable to his family 
than Butch. I invited them to visit me anytime. In my letter I 
included the current Voice listing of New York comedy venues, 
most of them downtown, where interesting stuff had begun to 
happen. When I didn’t hear from Dan after that I figured he had 
decided to concentrate on getting his degree.

But now this vague guilt of mine resurfaces. Could I— should 
I— have tried harder to seduce him? Because now I see I truly 
wanted to. I wanted to steal him from this family to convince 
them that two alike meant possibly more. And that they’d have 
to learn to count us.

I was given one more opportunity. The summer Dan gradu
ated, he came to visit me in New York.

It was a blazing hot day. My circumstances at the time were, 
well, reduced. I kept my family fed and clothed through careful 
attention to the division of necessity from desire. For example, 
the walls desired paint.

At my kitchen table Dan took in the charming, crumbling sur
roundings. I could tell he found my bohemia lacking. “You still 
on your way to Hollywood?” I teased.

“Yes.” The easy grin with which he proffered this belied its 
decisive denial of everything he knew I was trying to push on 
him. Like Butch (from whom he had just separated), Dan was 
nothing if not a determined charmer, with a sweet, cocksure
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geniality. Yet in some ways he seemed less sophisticated than my 
teenage daughters. I hoped Hollywood wouldn’t eat him up. I 
hoped gay Hollywood wouldn’t tart him up. I hoped he’d find 
love again. I hoped he’d be a success.

“Go with God,” I said.
I know I meant something by that, irreverent as it probably 

sounded. Anyhow, I hope someone held his hand all the rest of 
the way, because I never saw him again.

Although according to Keith Dan would have been funnier if he 
were fat, he stayed the same size— a small man whose agent found 
him small roles in film and TV, shows like Mash and Bionic Woman 
and The Rockford Files. To my great delight, I even caught him 
once. But despite representation by ICM he got no further. He 
wrote me once that he’d been “packaged into the leads of seven 
network pilots produced by some o9 f  the most prominent pro
ducers in town,” but none of them had sold.

To pay the rent, he taught tumbling at a West L.A. studio. 
Keith had joined him, and at night they did sketch comedy at the 
Improv. Then they created a daytime career as Little Billy and 
Big Bob, entertaining children in department stores while, as 
Dan wrote, “their parents spent money clothing our audience.”

I wondered where all this would lead. But during what he 
called their “Department Store Period” he met Barry, the man 
who at last replaced Butch. When Dan wrote to tell me this, he 
said, “My hope is that, when you read my obit, they’ll refer to him 
as my roommate of 53 years. ”

I have read that sentence over and over, wondering why 
this young man, so many years my junior and just then 
approaching the prime of his life, would have imagined me
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reading an account of his death, instead of the other way 
around.

Eventually, perhaps because we prefer to see our freaks isolated 
and alone, it was seven-two Keith, with five-six Dan as his agent, 
who finally got star billing. Cast in a TV series called N atural 
Misfits, he was subsequently profiled in Life as “Hollywood’s best- 
known human high rise,” and his performance as a monster oppo
site Arnold Schwartzenegger described as “towering.” In one 
photo, he is pictured going eye to eye with Dan, who is standing 
on a ladder in order to advise his “client.” As for Dan’s feelings 
about his role in this arrangement, he said he didn’t mind. “I seem 
to have a knack for it,” he wrote. But I wondered how satisfying 
that might continue to be for someone who had started out gar
nering his own glowing reviews.

It’s hard to sort out my feelings now, rereading what proved to be 
Dan’s last letter. He began by recounting all his recent deals and 
reported happily that his parents, at the upcoming wedding of 
his sister, were finally, after six years, going to meet Barry. “All 
will be forgiven,” he wrote, “when they discover that of their two 
children, I am the one with the nice Jewish boy.”

I remember how it pained me then to think that they had not 
yet forgiven him, when years before I had found him to be so for
giving of them.

But what pains me now is that the letter— three typed, single- 
spaced pages— is full of plans for what Dan called “one of my 
future careers.” He had written a musical comedy for himself and 
Keith; it was to be called Worst Friends and in the month preced
ing the letter he’d had three offers to produce it. He was all
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excited, remembering how I had encouraged him, and wrote that 
“the irony of my being paid as a writer, even for a brief moment in 
a small th°eater in West L.A. was not lost on me, especially when 
your post card arrived.” The letter ends: “Things might just 
work out after all.”

And then there was a coda, an oversize postcard-announcement 
of the musical, opening that week at the Tiffany Theater on Sun
set Boulevard, under a new title, “In Four.. . ,” which I thought a 
substantial, if somewhat obscure, improvement. The card came 
not from Dan but Barry. “Dan has told me so much about you 
that I feel you’re my aunt too,” he wrote. “Wish you could visit.”

If I’d had the money I’d have jumped on a plane and arrived as 
an opening night surprise. Instead I settled tor sending a 
telegram to the theater, hoping it would get there on time and to 
the right people. But I never found out. A month went by and 
then another. By this time my parents had died and communica
tion with my brother was still limited to an exchange of birthday 
cards and an occasional letter. He and his wife had moved south, 
and we didn’t talk on the phone. Just as I had begun to consider 
calling them, my birthday came around and the usual card 
arrived. Folded into it was a letter telling me that Dan had died 
of AIDS.

My initial devastation gave way to confusion. Why had he 
kept this secret? Had he been too distressed to tell me? Surely he 
was sick and frightened, but why hadn’t he felt he could tell me, 
the way he’d known he could tell me he was gay? Did he blame 
my encouragement of his choices? Had we never, despite our con
fidences, been close enough? Had I in some way failed him? Or 
was it simply that he could not speak of death as his future career.

I waited a while and sent my brother a letter in his birthday
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card. Why had no one told me? Had they been ashamed} Had 
they drawn Dan into their shame? Had I known he was dying, I 
wrote angrily, I could at the very least have written to him.

But what would I have said. Even now, all I feel is regret. It’s 
thirty years since Stonewall, half that since ACT-UP, and this 
story— for Dan, R.I.P.— is only one of many squares in that ever- 
expanding quilt.
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Trans-parent
Kimiko Hahn

When I think of mother when 
I was thirteen I think 
of a figure so despondent—  
her word—
as she stood at the stove 
you could look through her back 
to the pot on the burner, 
pass your hand 
through her torso.
You could not look into her face 
it was so turned 
from light and people.
If only she or someone
had asked her what she wanted:
it was bound to be small.
A wisteria vine. Ten days 
in Mexico. A kiln.
And now she is gone
so I cannot ask her
if I am right about this .
though when I cannot turn
my own face to the sun
I feel I am suddenly her, slight
sinewy and clear,
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telling me the only advice 
she ever bestowed:
don ’t return to a man out of loneliness.

*

This is the incident 
according to police records: 
at a mundane intersection 
my father turned off a village road 
and was struck by a kid’s car 
racing lights.
My mother, on the passenger side, 
died instantly
though paramedics attempted CPR
they delivered my parents to separate hospitals.
A detective called their neighbor who called me
and my sister and I and our husbands
drove up to tell father
in the emergency ward
mother is gone.
Less than twenty-four hours later 
his friend appeared 
in the intensive care unit.
Was she pleased
the wife died and the husband
suffered only minor injuries?
Is she pleased he is fit
but too old to notice
how shapeless she is, how unsightly,
how all-knowing?

*
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Let me be even more precise:
the father s girlfriend
is younger than mother was
and homely with her plump blue skin,
no-account hair coloring,
and spiny tongue.
She holds power in her stew and fingertips 
and is not bound by walls.
We think that she sewed pillows
filled with herbs
and her own nail clippings
then told him to tuck them
in his drawer; that he did not know
mother’s power in their small home
would cease
even while it electrified granddaughters—  
cease to the point 
on that rainy night
he would drive the mother to her death 
for her.
The other her.
That the girlfriend would lodge herself in 
more after the daughters swept 
their mother’s belongings out.
Although the father cries for 
the bulbs she planted 
the buds do not appear.
And now he calls her mama 
which neither daughter called her.
And now the new woman
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hears murmuring in every dark room 
and is not disturbed 
because no one else can hear 
the words she anticipates from the air.
The daughters trust the noise will derange her. 
All their lives all their bedtime stories 
warned against stepmother, evil queen, hag.

*

The daughter despises the father’s friend—  
whose voice the mother heard 
in her head as if on the phone, 
whose voice she did not hear 
when she answered calls.
It's her, the mother told the daughters.
She calls our home.
She wants this indulgent man 
because her rooms are empty 
but for dolls and doll houses.
I know. When I close my eyes 
I am at the threshold.
Also I see your father buying tiny furniture 
not for his granddaughters.
He is sick.
And l  am sick o f him.
And when the mother closed her eyes
in that real traffic
a rib pierced her heart
which the daughters knew
the triangle conspired to produce.
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Two for cupidity. One for calm 
from the weather of need.
But the daughters remain 
with the torment of plots.

*

Although the oldest daughter
would like to see the father s girlfriend
writhe in despair
as the mother despaired
and would like to see the father
realize his grief without a lover,
pure and complete,
the problem is she realizes in herself
the mother s collusion in her own disappearance,
the father s need for an other
to validate his reflection,
and even the girlfriend’s— what?
perhaps the voltage that arrives
with affection.
And while the oldest daughter does not hate herself 
she hates that she understands 
when the mother read
about the stepmother in the cross-hatched woods 
abandoning the children to the witch in gingerbread 
she was as much reading about her self as a mother 
as she was reciting stories of terror.
And the daughter knows
the complexity is without mercy.

*
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"Floating Poem”

Yet another female appears
in this transparent legend:
she is inside and outside
the oldest daughter— available to her
when she lies on the carpet
hands on her reticent stomach or
when she rises to music rotating the mute air.
The interior woman
shares the same circulatory system,
gives her permission
to be still or to be
loud. Very loud.

*

When the oldest daughter feels like the mother 
competition never 
trespasses her mind. Why?
Why should she prove her self 
more elegant
when her demeanor is proof? 
more comely even in the pine coffin?
When there is no question 
except the man’s attention flags 
like a spent prick.
When the daughter feels
her own husband’s attention evacuating
their small apartment
her fondest wish is to slice
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that love object
into pieces of unrelated flesh.

*

Claw out the heart,

decapitate the surprised expression,

skin the still-live body

and pull the sleeve of flesh

over your own delirious limbs

so you dance robed

in its nakedness:

He) 'el am. Here it is.

Here are instructions for an ancient rite.
*

When the oldest daughter
feels like the father
she does not want to tell anyone
about this sudden courage
to desire desire, to want
not to fall asleep but watch the dark
grow dark then light,
to feel diseased and robust.
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He knows he is an ass 
but it feels like being alive.
The oldest daughter knows.

*

The oldest daughter does not
know what it is like
to want some one else’s husband
as old as a father. She knows
what it is like to feel unbecoming,
desperately homesick
even at home—
and full of a power to alter currents.
In despair she can look at a light bulb 
and pop it.
Look at the light switch 
and pop it. Like a hymen.
She imagines words vibrating from another throat, 
Call me whatever you want bitch daughter,
1 am on my own.
Matter o f fact, get lost.
The spirit of the hag attracts 
moths and howling dogs; 
punishes women who think themselves 
so fucking precious.
It is like learning how to be angry 
which is finally quite exquisite 
and practical.

*
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The oldest daughter cannot imagine 
any of these characters 
inhabiting the others’ needs: 
not the mother 
hurting the father 
with a secret friendship 
or scorching another wife, 
tempting her husband’s poor balls.
She cannot imagine the father 
ignoring himself for her art 
or swiping a wife. She cannot 
even imagine the girlfriend 
who she knows least 
saving either side of a marriage 
from mirrors.

*

She will protect her daughters 
from that woman who visits grandpa 
and offers them tea from doll sets, 
tea red as too-early menstrual fluid; 
who eyes their darling movements 
as one twirls to a record she plays, 
another draws a picture of the hollyhocks 
outside her window.
Finally this is not about betrayal: 
it is about possession 
and complicity.
About the daughters satisfying the fury they live inside, 
taught as they were
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The Varsity Banquet
Gwendolen Gross

I t was the  year  bef ore  our parents  split for 
good. My sister Star was eighteen and in trouble— she’d quit 
UMass after two months, and wrecked a perfect front tooth, and 
it was barely winter.

Star is really Cynthia, but Dad called her “my Star” when she 
was a baby and it stuck, so she’s only Cynthia on the first day of 
school. Maybe that’s why she left UMass, because she had to give 
up being Star until she had enough new friends who knew Cyn
thia was just a legality. Dad calls me Kitten, something I never 
wanted to take out of the house, so I’m Miranda everywhere 
except when Dad wants me to pass the spinach-carrot saute at 
dinner.

The truth is, I never loved swim team. It hurt my chest to 
breathe the chlorine mist, and the drills tore into me— butterfly 
kick sprints until my thighs seized up like petrified wood, two 
lengths without breathing, Coach Captain Commie Connie 
screaming in a muted opera above the water.

All fall we practiced twenty-lap warm-ups, kick drills, arm 
pulls, sprints. My friend Carmine and I talked about boys and 
which math teacher was worse during the kick drills, while we 
held boards in front of us and punished our legs. Carmine was a 
sophomore who was bused in to the suburbs from Boston; we 
weren’t in any of the same classes, so we never would have met 
except for swim team. Sometimes Coach made us stretch the
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kickboard forward and put our beet-hot faces in, breathing 
underwater while we went, but Carmine and I were the best kick
ers, out in front of the pack of froth-boat teammates, so some
times she didn’t bark at us to stop our gossip.

Before the meets my stomach ached and afterward I felt dull 
and sick, even if I won. The best time was between breaths during 
races, my head in the water, when I heard only the slosh and churn 
of limbs, my own thudding heart. Sometimes I sang under the 
water "It Won’t Be Long,” the Beatles song, theyeahs pushing me 
forward.

Back when Star was still on the swim team, my parents went to 
every meet, even made me come along to the varsity banquet 
where they gave out awards and served lukewarm chicken a la 
king. Star won Most Improved, but she whispered to me over our 
parfaits that the boys’ team voted her Best Breasts. I twisted my 
napkin and tried to shape it like a swan. Red dye came off on my 
fingers. That was when Star still loved her boyfriend, Kao, when 
Kao still loved her back and before she started telling lies, even to 
me. I guess Star had a right to crack a little, losing someone she 
adored as much as Kao. But sometimes she acted like we were 
invented just to watch and sympathize, just to be the audience for 
her great grief.

The truth is, I swam because I was better than Star; I won more 
races, was about to get my varsity letter, and it was only my fresh
man year. I already had a record for the backstroke leg of the relay 
up on the board above the diving blocks. But I hated the wait on 
the benches, plastic patterning the backs of my legs, the humid 
air filling me with cold. It marked me like a permanent pen, the 
temperature, the stench. My dull brown hair froze into icicle 
sticks on the walk home as fall collapsed into the dark tunnel of
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November.
When Star came home from college, she called from the River

side Station and I answered the phone.
“Hey Star,” I said. “How s school?”
“I’m home, Miranda,” she said. “I’m at Riverside and I need a 

ride— can you get Mom?”
“Why are you home?” I asked, blank as a white cat.
“Visit,” said my sister. "Tell Mom.”
Actually, she’d already asked for a leave of absence and I only 

found out because Mom mentioned it at dinner as if I already 
knew.

On her third night home, Star came into my room while I was 
getting undressed. She didn’t knock, just walked in, sat down on 
my bed and said, “Hey, Miranda.”

She was watching, so I put on a nightgown quickly, covering 
up my small-buds body. I didn’t want even Star to notice how my 
thighs still rubbed together at the top from what I hoped was 
baby fat and not a permanent feature.

“I met a great guy at school,” she said, lying back on my pil
low. She’d just taken a shower, so her hair spread a halo of damp 
onto my pillowcase.

“Yeah, what’s his name?”
“Never mind,” she said, sitting up. “Well, okay. His name is 

Mark.”
“Uh-huh,” I said.
“Mark,” she said again.
“If he’s so great then why’d you come home?” I really won

dered. I didn’t intend for it to come out snide.
“To hell with you, Miranda,” said Star, and she plowed right 

out of my room.
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I didn’t go after her, or say anything, because I was tired and 
wanted to go to bed, but my pillow was wet and smelled of her 
coconut shampoo, so it took me a while to fall asleep.

After she came back from college, all Star did was sleep. I came 
home after school and swim practice and her door was still shut 
and you could smell the sleep from outside.

Mom and Dad missed my first meet to take her to a session 
with their family therapist. They said I might be invited to come 
later, but that this time, they thought Star needed all their atten
tion. If you’d asked me, she was getting too much attention at the 
wrong time. Back in August, when she broke up with Kao, she 
kept it secret from them, and then refused to come to dinner for 
four days after Mom figured it out.

That was right before she left for college, but even with Star 
upstairs, sulking, those family dinners looked wrong, just the 
three of us. Uneven, and quiet. You could hear the airplanes on 
their slow descent to Logan airport. Between the tap of forks and 
the gush of our chewing, Mom said, ‘‘She just needs some time.”

Mom and Dad each talked to me, ignoring each other’s body in 
the room, beaming their attention on me while they practiced 
ignoring each other. They’d been tense since Star opened her 
acceptance letter and Amherst became the noun at the center of 
all our conversations. When Amherst, Does Amherst, Until 
Amherst.

‘‘Everything will be fine, Kitten,” Dad said to me. As if I was 
the one whose heart had been freeze-dried and thumped until it 
cracked.

Mom had been wounded somehow, but I couldn’t see any evi
dence on her skin, she was still the smooth color of a brown- 
flecked egg. Mom was always even with me— as a kid, I could tell
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her anything— that I d lost her jade earrings down the storm 
grate playing Extra-Tall Basketball Girl, that I hated my best 
friend Callie, because she said I had a big nose, and Mom would 
just fold her hands in an envelope around mine and hear the whole 
thing before she reacted. My face shaped like a big fat circle and 
my pointy nose are Mom’s fault, but somehow they make her look 
sophisticated, so I supposed there was hope for me. But starting 
that summer, Mom grew fidgety, swerving, as if she was repelled 
from Dad’s presence, like a polarized magnet avoiding its match.

Kao went to Brown in the fall and he didn’t want to leave 
things in a state of attachment. He didn’t want to do long divi
sion, he wanted to make a quick clean break. He broke up with 
Star on a Monday in August, right after I helped her fill out the 
roommate-matching survey, writing first with one of Dad’s hair- 
strand mechanical pencils and then copying over final decisions 
in ballpoint. It took us two hours to decide whether she was a 
morning person, how much she liked to study, whether she was 
generally neat or more lax about order. Star fiddled with her hair, 
looking for split ends. She was sure whatever she wrote was good 
enough, but she wanted to take her time being spontaneous.

Star was supposed to spend four years at UMass Amherst and 
then graduate. Dad had already sent the deposit check. That 
night Kao told her how he wanted to leave things, and she 
scratched his cheek over his perfect cheekbone so he’d have a scar 
to remember her by. And also because she wanted him to feel her 
for a little while longer. She came home and told me sex wasn’t a 
permanent thing, that she’d thought the first time it would last 
more than a minute, the pleasure, but that it was more like vom
iting— urgent until it happened, and you felt better afterward. 
She also told me Kao screamed when he came, made a stuck-pig
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noise, and that he had the most delicious smell on the insides of 
his thighs.

Then she started crying, and her words mushed together into a 
heap of indistinguishable vowels and tears.

After Star had been home a week, Mom took some time off 
from her real estate job and tried to take Star along to our grand
parents in Mamaroneck, New York. Star refused to wake up and 
pack her things, so Mom waited an extra day. Then she filled two 
suitcases and brought her curling iron, which she never uses.
“I’m going,” she sang, outside Star’s door. “You can take the train 
down from Boston whenever you’re ready to return to the world. ”

To me she said, “Honey, I’ll see you soon.” She kissed me and 
left a salmon-colored lipstick smudge on my cheek. I didn’t wipe 
it off.

We used to visit our grandparents on winter vacations and stay 
upstairs in the attic, which smelled of mothballs and mouse drop
pings. Star liked to take all the fur things out of the cedar chest 
and put them on the floor for us to play bear den. Even the year 
before, when she was seventeen and I was fourteen, we spread out 
the mangy mink and the squirrel stole and the wool cape lined 
with silver fox and lay down on them, though we didn’t growl or 
wrestle or snuffle each other like we used to. Star’s body had 
become private, her pale red hair the only thing I touched, and 
then I had to pretend I was tugging.

“You’ll get them, too,” Star said, as if I’d been looking at her 
chest. I ’d been thinking about it, but I wasn’t looking. Every
thing came on time for Star, but I started hips early and still 
hadn’t got the rest.

“You mean zits?” I poked her. Kao poked her sometimes and
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she squealed, but she slapped at my hand.
“Do you know what makes guys want you?”
“Of course,” I said. I picked at the squirrel fur and tufts came 

off in my fingers. I blew them away like seed-gone dandelions.
“If you act like you’re very sad,” she said. Star pouted. It made 

me want to kiss her.

When I was in sixth grade I used to borrow Star’s swim team 
sweatshirt, even though the sleeves dripped over my hands like 
melted wax. I used to come to her practices, sit with Kao at the 
bench and just admire her strong arms cutting across the surface 
of the pool.

Kao was a diver, and he sat beside me in his bathing suit, 
cloaked casually in a towel, never shivering. I noticed his body as 
quietly as I could, the smooth hairless chest, his beautiful skin, 
the color of the inside of a Winesap apple. His leg muscles flexed 
like a horse’s. Even just sitting, he was always in motion, always 
tensing and letting go. Sometimes I leaned too close so I could 
brush against him, waiting for it to be sharp and static, but he 
just felt damp, and leaned away. Still, I had dreams about Kao 
kissing my collarbone, opening my mouth with his and speaking 
into me, telling me secrets.

Star only had senior year with Coach Captain Commie Connie. 
Before that, the diving coach led the team and the drills weren’t 
so severe. She swam the backstroke leg of the relay, like I would, 
only she also did the two-hundred meter butterfly, and even 
though she was slow, she was gorgeous to watch, cutting through 
the water like a slow-motion hawk. When I sat beside Kao, 
watching her, I only remembered to breathe when he said some
thing, like “practice’ll be over soon, kid,” or “shit, not the long
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distance drills again.” I never knew whether his complaints were 
in sympathy for us, waiting, or for the young women in the water, 
churning the lanes with their perfect long limbs.

He took us home in his father’s Chevy with the hole in the floor 
of the back seat, said, “Watch your feet, Miranda,” every time, as 
if we didn’t do this twice a week.

While they kissed in the front seat, I sat in the back with my 
foot in the floor-hole, pretending to study the windows of our 
house for spying parents. Instead, I listened to Kao’s satisfied 
exhalations, the quick clipped smacks of contact, Star’s musical 
moans. I could hear their team sweat pants slipping on the 
leatherette seats, their toes gossiping in their shoes, their blood 
surging to their faces and necks, and the parts that thought they 
might need more oxygen, soon. I closed my eyes and breathed the 
smell of chlorine, pretended I could feel his touch through Star.

A few days after Mom left for Mamaroneck, Star got out of bed 
and left the house for an entire evening. Dad stayed up in the liv
ing room with a glass of red wine. He picked up the glass and 
rubbed the rim every hour or so, between asking me to turn down 
the volume on the TV. He didn’t tell me to go to bed, so I kept 
watching this movie about a woman who gets hit on the head and 
forgets who she is in her boring life and gets a more exciting one, 
as evidenced by the growing height of her heels and the shrinking 
of her skirts. Also, she starts to wear really bad blue eye shadow, 
because the movie was made in the seventies.

Star came back at two a.m. with the broken tooth. By then Dad 
had spilled a little wine on his sweater.

He said, “Glad you’re home, honey,” when Star walked in.
Star grimaced to show us her tooth, pointed and said, “Don’t
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ask. I’m going up to bed.”
Dad said, “What? What was that?” But he didn’t go after her. 

He sighed so deeply I could feel the couch shift from my seat on 
the floor, ten feet away. He called Mom that night, even though 
I’m sure the ringing phone woke Grandma and Grandpa and 
stressed their hearts. I stood by the top of the steps with my tooth
brush, listening.

“Come home, Bella,” he said to Mom. “Mm-hmm. Star needs 
you.. .What? She’s broken her tooth. I think she’s drinking— like 
your father.”

I could picture Mom’s squashed face as Dad spoke. I didn’t 
know Grandpa drank— in fact, I’d never seen him with even a 
beer, and there were no coasters in that house, not a single cork- 
backed duck, just mostly-empty peanut dishes and dog-eared, 
ancient copies of Yankee Magazine.

Mom’s the only one who doesn’t practically offer her chair 
when Star walks in a room, but she’d come back for this much 
trouble.

When I went into my bedroom, Star was sitting on my bed.
“I was gonna get a tattoo,” she said, tongue investigating the 

tooth between words.
“I went to the Combat Zone, K itten.” She smiled at my pet 

name. Her face looked crooked with a chip out of the tooth. “But 
I tripped on the steps down to Lennie’s Tattoo Den.”

“Uh-huh,” I said, thinking it sounded like she was making it 
up, thinking about how she’d just sleep this off tomorrow, but I 
had a Saturday morning meet.

“Dad’s gonna kill me.” She smiled her jack o’ lantern again and 
I was suddenly sick of her, how she made us all pay constant atten
tion. Dad would take her to the dentist for sure, and miss this
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meet like he’d missed the other ones for Star’s new problems.
“Go to sleep, Star,” I said. I still had my bathing suit on under 

my sweats and it itched. I wanted her to leave so I could undress 
and get into that bed where she was planted.

“Go to sleep. That’s all you’re good at anyway.”
Star got all red and put her finger on the tooth.
“Fine,” she said, and got up off my bed.
I wanted to say I was sorry, to make her come back. Instead I 

bit the inside of my cheek and tasted the pale salt of blood.
The next night at dinner, when I was back from my meet— sec

ond in the relay, third in the 200 meter free-style— Star finally 
got up and came downstairs in a robe. The tooth was still cracked, 
and every time she opened her mouth her good looks were 
spoiled. Between, you could forget the jagged hag-grin, and she 
was herself, but she kept opening her mouth, practicing the ruin.

Dad should have come to my meet, but I didn’t say anything. 
He could have forgotten, he could have gone to work despite the 
weekend. I wasn’t sure I wanted him to watch me in my bathing 
suit, anyway. I wouldn’t mind him seeing me win, though, my 
body a machine of motion under the water’s surface.

Star put a mound of mashed potatoes on her plate and told Dad 
she’d been walking into the Prudential Center for a job interview 
and someone pushed the revolving door too hard, and that’s what 
happened to her tooth.

What a bad lie, I thought, she wasn’t even trying.
“Really?” I asked her, shaping a roof on my own potatoes with 

my fork.
Dad was watching Star when she said, “Maybe.” Then she gri

maced and tapped her mistake-mouth. “But it’s none of your 
business, Miranda.”
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Dad’s face was glossy. I imagined he’d been though the lamina
tion machine at school, preserved in present expression. I won
dered what a Dad fossil would look like, whether he’d be caught 
by a lava flow laughing or sleeping. It was sad to think he’d be 
preserved forever flossing his teeth, reading Architectural Digest on 
the toilet.

He said, “We ll discuss it when your mother gets home,’’ and 
reached across the table for the breadbasket, even though he 
always tells us to ask and pass. never grasp.

After dinner, I wanted to ask Star what really happened. I 
wanted her to come into my room and sit on my bed and tell me 
the truth. She went back to her room though, closed the door and 
didn’t even turn on any music. I tried to picture what she was 
doing in there, lying down, digesting her mound of potatoes, 
painting her toenails, giving herself the witch-smile in the mir
ror. I thought about knocking on her door, apologizing lor what I 
said the night before, but I couldn’t; I wasn’t sorry.

Mom came home on Sunday, but she only brought back one 
suitcase. The house smelled good with her there, like soap and 
toast.

The varsity banquet was on Monday night, even though there 
would be one more meet in the season, right after Thanksgiving 
break. If your score comes within a point of getting your letter, 
you can come to the banquet and have your name announced, but 
if you don’t get the point, you don’t get the actual felt-backed let
ter, and you feel really stupid. That had happened to Carmine the 
year before, so she decided she wasn’t even coming to the banquet 
this time, even though she had enough points. She said she’d just 
collect her letter at the office and they could kiss her big beautiful 
butt.
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Without Carmine, I knew I’d have to sit at a table with some 
juniors and seniors I didn’t really talk to at practice, and with 
Mom and Dad there I’d have to pretend to be friends with some
one so they didn’t start acting chummy indiscriminately. They 
made friends with the wrong parents at school events all the time, 
all the way back to the sixth grade play, when they arranged a din
ner date with the parents of Celia Schwarz, my nemesis, who’d 
gotten Mike Gray to ask her out because she knew I was in love 
with him. That was when they still went out with other couples.

On the night of the banquet my mom was sitting in the 
kitchen in her jeans and sweatshirt talking to Dad on the phone, 
even though she should have been dressed in her embarrassing 
blue skirt and dumb fake pearls.

"Hey,” I said, coming in in my slacks and almost-dress-up 
sweater, which would have to be good enough, though she’d 
probably hold out for a dress. "We have to go soon.”

"Oh honey,” said Mom, not even bothering to put her hand 
over the mouthpiece. "We have to go to an appointment with 
Star— yes, yes,” she said this last part to my dad. "Okay.”

She didn’t tell Dad ‘I love you’ before hanging up, the way she 
always used to.

"I’m so sorry, but Cynthia’s having so much trouble— ” I knew 
she meant it, since she said Cynthia instead of Star.

"But what about me?” I asked, my mouth betraying me.
"We’ll come to your banquet next year.”
You only go when you get your first letter, I thought, but 

instead of saying it, I went to the fridge and unwrapped a hunk of 
cheddar. I took a bite and left the cheese on the table to sweat. 
Then I put on my pea coat with the missing button and started 
walking to the bus stop before Mom could offer a ride.
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If I had had time to think, I never would have gone to the ban
quet alone. I got stuck at a table with Celia Schwarz and her par
ents. Celia was on the Field Hockey team and 1 11 bet she whacked 
a lot of shins to get her letter. She sat between her parents and shot 
looks at some kid on the diving team I d never noticed before. I 
vowed to find out about him.

I picked at my chicken a la king and waited through the 
awards. The hotel banquet hall smelled ol dust and anxiety. My 
feet were damp from stepping in slush on the way from the bus 
stop and my socks itched my ankles. In field hockey, Celia got 
Most Improved, and I couldn’t help looking down at her chest to 
see if there was a secret agenda. Celia was flatter than me, but 
somehow it didn’t make me feel much better.

My friend Carmine’s name was announced for Best Team 
Player during the swimming awards, and Coach Captain Com
mie Connie looked around but kept the red printed ribbon at the 
podium when Carmine didn’t emerge from behind a serving sta
tion.

“They can kiss your big beautiful butt,’’ I mumbled to my 
strawberry shortcake, just as my name was called.

Captain Connie handed me the letter, a certificate, and a gold- 
painted swimmer pin to stick in the letter after I got it attached 
to a jacket. If I decided to get a jacket. I thought I might put the 
whole thing in the basement and call it quits.

I sat at the table, fingering the felt backing.
“Congratulations, Marina,’’ said Mrs. Schwarz. I didn’t correct 

her, I just nodded. Someone was getting lots of whoops and 
applause for a volleyball team award. There was a rough glue spot 
on my letter, and a missing stitch that left a gap between the felt 
and the knitted part.
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I looked up at the entrance to see if anyone would notice if I 
sprinted, and in walked Star, wearing the pleated blue summer 
dress she got for her graduation and pale pink lipstick. It was all 
wrong for winter, but she looked beautiful.

Star ignored the heads that swiveled in her direction as she 
walked over to me. Captain Commie Connie was mouthing some
thing from her seat at the front table, smiling and giving a tiny 
wave.

“Hey,” I said, when Star pulled up a chair beside me. “What 
about the appointment?” I felt like something was growing 
inside me, time-lapse shoots of green unfolding.

“They needed it more than me,” said Star. She ran her fingers 
over the letter. “Freshman year and already varsity,” she said. 
“Cool.” Star smiled. Her tooth had been capped, but I imagined I 
could still see the line where a piece had cracked and broken off.
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Spring Night
Gretchen Primack

Who did I pine for then,
at fifteen, stumbling up the front steps at four a.m., 
my shoes left tangled with other pairs 
under Katey Margolis’ coffee table—
That night, my key refused to move the deadbolt, 
so when Katey s Dodge squealed away 
I sat down hard on the doormat 
and watched a cricket saw away
into euphoria, perched on a planter of screaming impatiens.
By the time the right key announced itself, the cricket s music
waxed ecstatic as St. Teresa; how old was she
when she found herself one night pinned
to the ground by madness and joy, by
music, clanking, planets elbowing stars,
cathedral doors thrown open—
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Dear Mr. Humbert
C arla  Drysdale

If I could here’s what I would 
say to you. This is not about 
Lolita lover boy 
though I’m her best friend.
You’re more handsome than Robert Redford. 
I wish you’d look me straight 
in my Green Eyes.
Lo says you know 
lots about literature.
Maybe you can tell me why 
the Little Mermaid has to die.
I’d like to be the one who finds you 
on the beach, kiss your sleeping eyes 
and let you turn my fishtail into legs.
I’d want us both to live.

Your Secret Burning Admirer,
Little Venus
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Secret Encounters
Karen Brennan

W reckage

Systematically and with the loftiest intentions, M is destroying 
his house. He let the grass go at the same time he decided to 
rebuild his deck. Since he never got any further than taking apart 
the planks of the deck, they lay now on the brown tough grass, 
what had been green, fairly resilient grass. When the hot water 
in the upstairs shower ceased to function, he stopped using the 
upstairs bathroom, then months later decided on a course of 
action which was this: saw a jagged hole in the plaster board and 
replace a network of pipes. But its an old house with nonstandard 
pipes and he has inadequate tools. Now he has no hot water in his 
house and he uses the neighbor s house for a shower.

Sleep

E has checked herself into a sleep clinic. She is brought to a room 
with a wedding ring quilt (she recognizes the pattern) and 
hooked up to many, many electrodes by a technician called Kath
leen. Kathleen tells E she has hidden a microscope somewhere on 
her person (where? E doesn’t ask, but it plagues her throughout 
the night, just one of many things which will interfere with her 
sleep) and that if she wants anything, anything at all she should 
call Kathleen! Kathleen! and Kathleen will rush to the bedside.
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Face

K is having her face refurbished: eyelids, upper and lower, and a 
chemical peel which is supposed to leave her wrinkle free. She is 
very nervous pre-surgery, then relaxed post-surgery (it didn’t 
hurt) then very nervous again when she sees her face in the mirror, 
which, day by day, is getting more grotesque and unfamiliar. 
Swelling, bruising, skin as livid as the purple tee shirt which she 
wears every day for the first week of her recovery (why bother?) 
and finally terrible under-the-skin cystic zits the likes of which 
she never encountered in her teens. What was wrong with my old 
face? she wonders now, knowing also that regret is a hopeless and 
doomed path, the path to suicidal depression or murder.

W reckage

M has decided to smash another hole into the plaster above the 
sink. Somewhere there must be a pipe that he can remove easily 
and replace and then perhaps the toilet, which stopped flushing, 
will work. Outside the sprinkler system is on day and night, but 
the grass is irredeemable, according to his neighbor whom he 
ignores except at shower time. The water from the sprinklers 
glides off the former lawn like water o f f  a duck’s back, as the say
ing goes, and down the concrete steps where it puddles up in this 
same neighbor’s carport. Despite all these mishaps, M fancies 
himself as one who is handy around the house. Didn’t he purchase 
a dining room table, barely scratched, for $250? And how about 
that leather chair, the envy of all who come to visit? Still, the 
house is slowly dissolving, even as he works to remedy the disso
lution: the grass, the pipes, the various carpentry disasters like
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the time he decided to replace the kitchen cabinets, then discov
ered the expense of new ones.

Sleep

E is having trouble sleeping. In the next room over, a Tongan 
man is snoring ridiculously, a series of beefy glottal sounds that 
shake the walls not rhythmically but erratically, causing E to 
shudder with each liquidy eruption. Lying in the darkened room 
of the clinic, hooked up to numerous electrodes, wrapped in the 
thin wedding ring quilt, E imagines the Tongan man s wife 
angrily dispatching him to the clinic with the admonition not to 
return until cured. How would you spell that sound? Tchrrrrrah, 
fluuuuugh, KLLLLPPP? But E really, really has to go to the 
bathroom. Kathleen! she calls. KATHLEEN! she calls again, on 
and on. She begins what will be a two-hour search for the hidden 
microphone.

Face

K ’s face now fills her with dread. She now imagines the poor 
homeless persons who could have been helped by the 10 thou she 
gave over to the plastic surgeon and this fills her with dread too, 
as if she’d deliberately created terrible karma for herself. Her Sat
urn return occurs in two weeks and now she knows what the rest 
of her life will be like: punishment for wrong decisions, ugliness, 
old age, death. To distract herself from the debacle of her face, she 
turns to a network special on the paranormal. The master of cere
monies is a tall, eager, Regis Philbin type of host, who has great 
enthusiasm for his topic and guests, all of whom are paranormal
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experts. The first guest is a man who tracks the aura of someone’s 
car: a white Lincoln— to the parking lot of the studio; the second 
is a rather strident hypnotist who bullies a pale audience member 
into a deep sleep, then has her relive a very short (two-minute) 
part of a past life.

W reckage

M is exhausted. All this work for so little reward. He sits heavily 
on his leather chair and glances at a newspaper, gets up, paces to 
the kitchen, opens a cupboard which houses a jug of white wine 
vinegar, box of toothpicks, jar of oregano and unopened package 
of paper napkins. He throws out the toothpicks, thinks the bet
ter of it, retrieves them, selects one and digs into a crevice 
between two molars until he draws blood. When the phone rings 
he checks his caller id, decides not to answer, picks up the paper, 
sits heavily on the leather chair.

Sleep

Kathleen accompanies E to the ladies room. She must make quite 
a picture walking along with all the electrodes dangling from the 
places to which they’d been affixed. On the way back she glimpses 
the Tongan man through his half-opened door, sleeping like a 
baby.

Face

The highlight of the paranormal special involves a trance chan- 
neller who will channel the spirits of Marilyn Monroe and Andy
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Kaufman. Present at the scene of the channeling are Marilyn s 
first husband, a somewhat dissolute-looking man with a white 
beard, and Andy Kaufman s former girlfriend and former pro
ducer, who are convinced that Andy spoke to them through the 
medium. He’s the real thing, says the producer, wiping tears. He 
said things that only the most intimate of Andys acquaintances 
could have known.

W reckage

After a short respite in which he drank a glass of red wine, M is 
busy with a screwdriver and a doorknob. The doorknob never 
worked properly and now he’ll fix it. He needs a break from the 
plumbing activities which only frustrate him. It feels like the 
more he tinkers with pipes and fittings and water-shut-off valves, 
the less he knows. He is confident that the solution will occur to 
him just as, in his job as computer programmer, he often comes 
upon a solution in his mind’s eye, floating by innocently, unaware 
of being sought after. But for now he will busy himself with 
screwdriver and doorknob, and because when things can go 
wrong they do go wrong, he happens to have the wrong kind of 
screwdriver, a screwdriver whose head does not quite grip the 
screw it must turn.

Sleep

E is trying to sleep. A skinny rim of light can be seen at the bot
tom of the window shade, but otherwise the room is a model of 
sensory deprivation. She has an electrode in her nose and several 
on her legs but most have been glued into her hair where they
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monitor E ’s brain activity, possibly even her irritation at this 
minute. She still doesn’t know where the microphone has been 
hidden. The Tongan man continues to snore, of course, so in this 
sense the room is not a model of sensory deprivation. She fingers 
the capsule in her nostril and wonders if this is the microphone. 
Hello! Hello! she imagines shouting. Calling all cars!

Face

Uri Gellar and his spoons are, of course, the grand finale. On her 
way to the kitchen to retrieve a few spoons for the home audience 
experiment, K catches a glimpse of her new ten-thousand-dollar 
face in the mirror— horrible! Her eyes are red slits in a gargan
tuan face. She looks like a character from Star Trek. She looks 
nothing like herself and now she yearns for herself, the self she so 
breezily surrendered to the surgeon’s knife. The little wrinkled 
dear self with pouches under the eyes and slack cheeks. She selects 
a tarnished silver-plated spoon to surrender to Uri Gellar’s minis
trations. While she’s at it, she grabs a broken wristwatch from 
the bureau and her car keys.

W reckage

Nothing is easy in this life. Screwdrivers never fit the right screw 
heads, hammers hide in garages or cellars under paper bags or 
heaps of laundry, stove burners jam inexplicably, the deck planks 
which you intended to refinish have warped on the lawn which 
has turned the color of granite. M’s downstairs toilet is now on 
the fritz. He thinks this may be due to the woman who visited 
last Thursday. He met this woman via an Internet dating service
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and after a three-week correspondence, during which he shared 
his fantasies about their marriage and parenthood, she arrived in 
his city. She came to his home, knocked on the door and said, 
“Surprise!” In the course of the evening she used his toilet, after 
which it broke. It was sad; he didn’t think he could love her.

Sleep

Amazingly, at the sleep clinic, amid the racket of the Tongan 
man’s snores and despite the electrodes which feel like spiders 
crawling on her skin and in her hair, E has a dream. She dreams 
she is married to a nice but boring man and that they have two 
beautiful daughters, Crissa and Cressa. The daughters take violin 
lessons and diving lessons and roller blade lessons and attend an 
experimental school where all grade levels mingle into one large 
room and the method of education involves going from area to 
area with teachers’ aides. E sometimes volunteers at the school, 
which is run by two lesbians, and teaches the children papier- 
mache. At night she wracks her brain over what to serve the bor
ing husband for dinner since, in addition to being boring, he is 
demanding about meals. He prefers meals like pork chops and 
meatloaf, while she is inclined toward snacks: California rolls that 
she meticulously handcrafts (her specialty), snippets of carrot and 
cucumber on hard-boiled eggs, cheese and toast, yogurt shakes. 
So she wracks her brain in search of healthful compromise. The 
husband likes a routine: Mondays, pork chops; Tuesdays, steak; 
Wednesdays, lasagna; and so on. But E confuses the weekday 
meals. He is victimized, he says, by her unpleasant surprises. At 
school she works on large papier-mache animals: elephants, 
tyrannosauruses and alligators, all with movable mouths and as
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big as pieces of playground equipment. At night she has trouble 
sleeping, tossing and turning, then finally rising and going to the 
window, looking out over the mountains which surround this city 
and at the moon s dead weight in the sky. At around 7 in the 
morning she falls asleep on the living room couch. Then her day 
starts all over again.

Face

Uri Gellar collects a group of children from the audience. They 
surround him, these children, in an unruly circle. He bids them 
to crowd in closely as he picks up a spoon. Concentrate, he says to 
the children, and then Uri begins to rub very softly the stem of 
the spoon; very, very softly he rubs, and he closes his eyes, and 
around him the childrens eyes are closed, and Uri Gellar is saying 
bend, and the children are repeating the word bend. Then a look of 
distress passes over U ri’s face; he opens his eyes. This doesn’t 
always work, he says. He looks straight into the camera: I can’t 
always get it to work so you must help me. Not only the chil
dren, but studio audience members and home audience members. 
Pick up your own spoons, and say bend, and visualize the spoon 
bending, melting. K does this. She holds her spoon in her left 
hand and with her right hand she rubs the stem: bend, she says. 
She is studying the faces of the children gathered around Uri Gel
lar: she is not surprised to see that some appear to be cynical and 
embarrassed. One tall boy in particular keeps flicking his eyes 
open and barely enunciates the word bend, as if humiliated to have 
been selected for this display. When Uri’s spoon not only bends 
but snaps in two, there is tremendous audience applause. The 
children look happy and successful and Uri warmly hugs the ones
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nearest to him. The TV camera pans the audience and many are 
holding up their own bent and twisted spoons for camera display. 
K’s spoon hasn’t bent at all. Nor, in the following segment, does 
her broken watch begin to tick. After the show, she takes her 
spoon to the kitchen and digs it into a pint of Ben and Jerry’s 
cookie dough ice cream.

W reckag e:

When the woman arrived at M’s door wearing a fur coat, black 
and white harem pants, thick mittens that might have belonged 
to a child and a fringed orange scarf, M thought at first she was a 
Jehovah Witness and positioned his body in such a way as to 
block her view of the hall, which was heaped with tools and torn- 
up plaster board upon a grey tarp. Surprise! said the woman. It 
was then that M took note of her long nose and a certain toothi
ness of smile whose implication was intimate and familiar. He 
considered she might be a relative, but then a light bulb went off 
and he realized it must be Sharon, his e-mail entanglement. She 
stood there, a sturdy little bundle, looking more like a Russian 
peasant than a volleyball coach (which is what she was). Right 
away he knew it was impossible; no no he could never love her. 
Why did she have to come right when he was in the middle of fix
ing things up.' But she did come and she sat on the leather chair 
and admired its comfort and looked around the room as if assess
ing the value of its contents. What happened there' she asked in 
reference to a few lengths of pried-up floorboards. Then she 
asked to use the toilet.
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Sleep

When she awakes from this dream, E realizes that she’d dreamed 
her life, that the boring husband and two beautiful daughters 
(though their names were not Crissa and Cressa) were waiting for 
her to return from the sleep clinic. It must be morning, she imag
ines, but she has no idea. Her watch is in the pocket of her jacket 
which is on a chair just out of reach of the bed. She tries to reach 
it anyway. She leans over the side of the bed, careful of the elec
trode connection to the monitor above her bed and tries to touch 
an edge of the jacket. It’s only inches away, but it might as well 
be in Chicago.

Face

K used to have dreams of a perfect face: no bags, no wrinkles, skin 
as silky as a model’s, eyes wide, green and fringed with a double 
row of lashes, sultry lips whose corners turned up charmingly 
instead of down as if, she told herself pre-surgery, she were caught 
in the throes of revulsion. She is confined to her house still, her 
face a lumpy mass of mottled flesh, her eyes surrounded by black 
stitches like Frankenstein. Though her vision is still bleary, she 
decides the only way to get through this terrible time is to absorb 
herself in a book. Thus, she reads a story about a man who is in 
love with his neighbor but doesn’t know it. This man depends on 
this neighbor for gardening tips, dinners, showers (his own is bro
ken) and even, though he would never acknowledge it, home 
repair advice. She also offers him companionship; walks in the 
hills, movie dates, TV- watching company and so forth. The only 
problem is that he doesn’t realize the extent to which he has come
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to take her for granted in his life. So on he goes, blithely ignoring 
her worth, making dates with women he meets under dubious 
circumstances, like on the Web. Then there comes a day when 
the neighbor meets a very young and attractive man who falls pas
sionately in love with her. It is only then that the man realizes 
what he has lost and, to punish himself for his stupid blindness, 
sets about destroying his house.

W reckage

After she broke his toilet (did she flush a tampon or what?), 
Sharon discussed with M her sexual proclivities. Without her fur 
coat and her scarf she looked not nearly so sturdy and Russian, 
though around her shoulders and forearms, she exhibited distinct 
muscle clumps, a la the volleyball coach that she is. She told him 
she’s into S & M. Really? he said. Unbidden to his mind's eye 
came a barn’s interior with a horsewhip draped over a rusty hook. 
I’m a submissive, she said. I enjoy being tied up and tormented 
very, very playfully. I’m not into any real pain. Excited and curi
ous, M escorted her to his bedroom, where he eventually tied her 
naked body to the closet door (which was hanging by only one 
hinge) and prodded her orifices with a screwdriver and an old 
pipe. Very very nice, she screamed, oh how very nice you are to 
me! Oh how good you are! Sharon kept screaming, until M could 
no longer stand the shame and he went into his bathroom to take 
a shower, then remembered he couldn’t on account of the hot
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Sleep

So at 6 a.m. on the button, Kathleen wakes up E. Rise and shine! 
Time to go home! she says. E has just gotten off to sleep, of 
course, of course. But when Kathleen removes the electrodes, E 
feels paradoxically burdened, as if her life had been temporarily 
out of her hands and now is rushing back to settle in awkwardly. 
Thus encumbered, she makes her way to the front desk where she 
is required to fill out a form. How long do you think you slept? is 
one of the questions. About fifteen minutes, E writes, then thinks 
the better of it, crosses it out and writes one hour. As she hands the 
form to Kathleen who, at this time of the morning, is not nearly 
so sprightly as she had been the night before, she can’t help but 
catch a glimpse of the Tongan man on the monitor, still sleeping 
soundly. Why is the Tongan man allowed to sleep in? she won
ders as she leaves the building, and the more she thinks about it 
the more it strikes her as inexplicable, and thus unfair, and thus 
characteristic of her luck. Outside a lovely day is in progress, the 
tall, green tree tops rustle and dip over the streets causing long, 
fluttery shadows, but it is at least an hour before her children and 
her boring husband wake up, so she drives to a cafe she knows will 
be open this early. Aside from a woman wearing dark glasses and 
a floppy green hat who sits at a corner table eating a scone, there is 
no one in the place.

Face

It is hard to imagine a future when one is hamstrung by the pre
sent. This is the way K had imagined her old face, as that which 
hamstrung her future. Now, almost painlessly, she has a new face,
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eyes that are wide and luminous, skin that is taut though still 
pinkish and swollen. She is disturbed by what one might call an 
implacable look, her eyes somewhat devoid of expression, a hard
ness of cheekbone and jaw but this, she supposes, is a small price 
to pay for looking fifteen years younger. She ventures out this 
morning, very early, wearing her wide-brimmed hat and sun
glasses and walks to a neighborhood cafe. She is a little sad as she 
reminisces about what had prompted her to spend ten thousand 
dollars refurbishing her face to begin with: she had been thrown 
over by her young lover. You are too old, he told her.

W reckage

M is taking a shower at the neighbor s. He let himself in the back 
door then crept up her staircase to the upstairs shower. As he sud- 
ses himself with a green soap that smells like bratwurst, he imag
ines the neighbor stumbling half-asleep and naked into the bath
room, and going to the toilet, before she realizes that he is there, a 
man in her bathroom, taking a shower. He has an urge to sing 
Oklahoma. Probably because Oklahoma is a hearty, unromantic 
song, patriotic in its enthusiasms and very resoundingly loud, 
loud enough to wake a woman sleeping with her head under her 
pillow dreaming about spiders. He had left Sharon, his e-mail 
companion, in his bedroom that evening of a week ago. She’d had 
to undo the flimsy knots he’d bound her with and she’d eventu
ally left, her eyes shining with either disappointment or hope, he 
wasn’t sure which. He was not unhappy to see her go. During the 
course of the evening, she’d made several snide remarks about the 
condition of his home, which did not endear her to him at all.
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Sleep

After two cups of espresso, sleep is the furthest thing from E ’s 
mind. She feels wound up and jittery like one of those plastic 
toys— the clacking teeth or the jumping penis. She has an urge 
to speak to the woman in the dark glasses and the floppy green 
hat, if only to utter the sentence she has a compulsion to say, 
which is this: working undercover? An unremarkable sentence, 
not even a little clever, but she has an almost frantic urge to say it 
with an amused smile just to see what the woman’s reaction will 
be. Very possibly, the woman will get up and leave, coldly and 
mysteriously leave, not bothering with a response. But there is a 
slight chance, isn’t there? that she will remove her dark glasses 
and hat and begin to talk about her life, about the young lover 
who’d pronounced her too old to love, about her surgery which 
she feared would deform her forever, about her vanity which is 
endless, endless.

Face

Whereas the woman across the room drinking espresso has a 
beautiful face. A strong young face with big, sloped eyebrows, 
wide lips in a wide mouth. K has been making meticulous stud
ies of women’s faces and in this woman’s face the brow imparts 
structure; large, bony and curved back to the hairline, everything 
in the face seems to proceed from it: even the lips take on, in 
reverse, the eloquent arc of the brow and seem to harmonize it. 
Beauty in this case, is proportion.
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W reckage

Whereas M believes that beauty will be uncovered only after a 
grueling struggle: tearing at the roof tiles or digging up a section 
of the garden. And the neighbor, when she makes her entrance, 
not naked but robed, almost beautiful therefore, is not surprised 
at his presence in the shower but delighted, laughing, running 
water and brushing her teeth. We re like an old married couple, 
she says, which strikes fear in his heart as she knew it would.

Sleep

And E is not thinking of beauty but of change. If only her life 
would change, her boring husband go away somewhere, and she 
tries to imagine a life that was not this present life, the life of a 
woman who owns a motorcycle, for example, and travels across 
the country riding it, her worldly possessions stuffed in saddle
bags. How would it feel to be in the skin of that woman, leaning 
into the long bends of the freeway, her helmet making a rattling 
sound near her jaw? And do we always wish for the other life, the 
life we don’t have? She studies the woman in the dark glasses who 
is apparently studying her as well.

Face

But it’s useless to think these things— to think one could change 
places with another, thinks K. Because if nothing else we have 
different faces, hers an edifice of power like the Empire State 
Building and mine a sand castle, drippy and vanishing. K rises 
from her seat and walks to the register and as she passes the gor
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geous but melancholy woman she smiles shyly, looking down and 
away, she almost speaks.

W reckage

And M, whose life is bound to change if he prods it along, is 
beginning another project: refashioning the dining room table. 
He will sand the scratches off the surface, then stain and seal. The 
legs are a bit too narrow for the design of the table, he decides, 
and so those will go too. In fact, those go first. He rips the chain 
saw cord and starts in and he is thinking of nothing as he begins, 
only of the noise of the chain saw, satisfying and deafening, and 
the thrill of this beginning, this new beginning, which is not a 
beginning at all, but an ending, or vice versa.
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Loretta, Spinning
Richard Fifield

My mother bled every 
morning, three neat cotton 
balls, an offering to Christ, 
bless this trailer house and 
the new Sears siding.
A diabetic menstruation, I saw 
her faint at a rodeo and 
none of those cowboys could find 
a glass of orange juice.
Her hips grew hard from the syringe, 
she counted how many times I went 
to the bathroom. I told her 
that if I got diabetes, I would 
eat candy bars until I died.
Three neat cotton balls, six 
husbands, eyes cloudy with glaucoma 
and soap opera. Her morning 
ritual, her afternoon reactions, 
a stone in my throat when I think 
of her still.
Housewives explode from the inside, 
cotton balls stained with reckoning, 
eyes cloudy with something else 
entirely.
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Underground
Underground is set during the McCarthy period 

in the early 1950s.

Edith Chevat

How HAPPY SHE HAD BEEN!  T H E Y  WERE G O IN G  TO MOVE 

from their one bedroom ground floor apartment where the sun 
never reached into a house of their own like the rest of America. 
True it did not have a picket fence, and it was semi-attached and 
across from a cemetery— that was all they could afford even after 
Mark’s mother had given them all the money she had saved from 
Mark’s allotment checks— but it was theirs, and Davey could 
have his own room and there was an extra room that could be a 
guest room. Imagine! A guest room!

They began by telling everyone about the house, her mother 
and father, Mark’s mother, her sister Rhoda who said it was about 
time and okay for a starter house but surely she would want some
thing more later. Of course, she told Doris. Doris said this wasn’t 
the time to buy a house. What if you had to leave the country?

Irv disagreed. He thought it was good they were buying a 
house, good they were so open about it. It showed they had noth
ing to hide. Look at him. He was working as a substitute teacher 
but there were all sorts of problems now like the loyalty oath and 
people being fired. So he was going into industry where they 
didn’t seem to care about these things so much and the unions 
would protect you. Who knew what would happen? Maybe they 
ought to keep things quiet. Maybe they could be of help.
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There had been more indictments of Communist Party leaders, 
some having left the country as a result, going to Mexico and East
ern Europe. There was talk that soon membership alone in certain 
organizations would be cause for indictment and arrest. There 
were the Hollywood Ten and blacklisting. Zero Mostel couldn’t 
get a job. Even someone as famous as Arthur Miller had been 
called before the House UnAmerican Committee. There were 
rumors of concentration camps ready and waiting, rumors you 
couldn’t dismiss. It was not so long ago that Americans of Japan
ese ancestry, people born in the United States, had been taken from 
their homes and sent into camps. Maybe there had been some jus
tification then: the country was at war, attacked without warning. 
Now the threat was different. “Now,’’ Irv said, “anyone who is lib
eral is in danger. A friend of someone in trouble could be in trou
ble.’’ People like Sid might need a place to stay, or Irv himself, not 
that he had ever done anything illegal, but just to be safe.

Of course, Irv would not stay with them— everyone knew they 
were friends, but there were others who might need a place to stay, 
a safe house, the way they did in France during the war, in Poland 
during the underground. He might be able to arrange things, if 
they were willing. For their own sake, it would be better to stop 
talking about the house, stop telling friends and relatives where 
they were moving. You never knew who was listening, you never 
knew what could happen.

She remembered how Irv was the first of Mark’s friends to make 
her feel comfortable when she and Mark began dating. How 
patient he had been explaining the concept of inter-penetrating 
opposites. How honest and open he was about his beliefs. He and 
Mark had been friends since junior high. He was telling them 
things for their own good.
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People were moving all the time, Irv said— finding apartments, 
buying houses in the suburbs, going off to school, going out to 
California. It was part of the adjustment to peace, to being home 
from the war. It was easy to lose track of college friends, to forget 
about aunts and cousins when you were busy starting your own 
family. But Esther had to tell her mother and her sister and 
Mark’s mother. Her mother would have gone to the police if she 
hadn’t known where Esther was living, if she wasn’t able to call 
every day to ask how Davey was: Was he eating? Was he sleep
ing? Did he talk yet?

They said the house was a step up for them, they were just part 
of the post-war rush to suburbia and all-electric kitchens, except 
that they lived in Brooklyn, and their house was a pre-war model 
with a living room, dining room and kitchen one after the other 
like railroad cars, stairs in the dining room going up to the three 
bedrooms and a yard beyond the kitchen. The desire for a house 
was supposed to be a pretense, but it was no pretense for Esther. 
It was what she had dreamed of, what she thought was the "right” 
way to live.

How careful they had been! They had moved without telling the 
neighbors, in the dead of winter, in the middle of a snowstorm. 
They had given away all of their books that might seem suspi
cious, even bestsellers like Howard Fast’s Freedom Road they’d 
bought from the Book Find Club. They had torn up any photos 
of friends and acquaintances that might have put them in suspi
cious places or with the “wrong” people. They had packed their 
belongings, the things they treasured: Mark’s uniform, her wed
ding dress, a Kathe Kollwitz print Sid had brought back from 
Germany and given them as a wedding present, her grand
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mother s carving set. They moved to the house in Flatbush where 
a thin coat of ice sheathed the windows because the boiler hadn’t 
been connected. She wrapped Davey in blankets and sat him on 
the sofa. It will be all right, she told herself, we are living in a 
house, our own house.

She wondered where they were, Doris and Irv. As much as 
Esther didn’t like Doris with her proclamations of what was right 
and what was wrong, she would not mind seeing her. Doris and 
Irv had dropped out of sight. Esther did not know if they were in 
hiding or just not available to them. She felt sorry for Doris. The 
last time they had seen each other Doris was pregnant. She said it 
was because her diaphragm had not been fitted properly, and she 
could not bring herself to go through an abortion in some den
tist’s dirty office. Otherwise she would not have a baby now. But 
on the other hand, Doris said, it made her and Irv more like the 
other young couples they would be living and working with.

Joan and Larry had gone to Michigan to become part of the 
working class, to colonize they called it, as if places like Flint were 
colonies of a mother country. Now that his father was dead and 
there was no reason to maintain his father’s shoe business, Mark 
worked in a factory. But that was different. He was a machinist 
and even though he had a college degree, he was earning more 
money in the factory than he could have as a teacher. Even 
Esther’s mother had not objected. But Larry, a worker in a mill! 
Larry who couldn’t fix a leaky faucet! Still she had thought it was 
wonderful, like the pioneers a century before.

She had not imagined a cold house and a crying baby.
What have I done? she asked herself. The question came into 

her head before she could stop it. She knew what she had done. She 
had agreed to do what Irv asked; they would provide a safe house.
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Bob was their contact, posing as Mark’s brother. He couldn’t pose 
as Esther’s brother because her mother and father visited too 
often. Mark’s mother had moved to Florida and seldom came to 
visit. When she did, she kept to herself. Esther often thought 
that Fanny would have made an ideal member of the under
ground if only she could have been trusted to remember the 
things she was supposed to. For a while Bob came about once or 
twice a month, sometime spending the night in the extra bed
room. Esther wondered if they were being tested, if they were not 
quite trusted.

Bob brought Steve who spent a month with them working on 
a report for which she did the research, going to the library, clip
ping newspapers. She learned to be careful about what she put 
into the garbage: Would a cut up newspaper look suspicious? 
Would three newspapers for the same day seem unusual? Mel 
came for a weekend, sleeping all the time, fixing his own meals, 
leaving without so much as a goodbye. Steve came for several 
afternoons and sat at the kitchen table reading the Times, never 
saying a word. Mark told her that Bob had told him that during 
the war Steve had come home on leave and found his wife in bed 
with another woman. Steve had behaved as if he were guilty, as if 
he had done something unforgivable. The incident had been 
hushed up, the Left being puritanical where certain relationships 
were concerned.

Then for three months there had only been Bob and he came 
only twice. Once he brought a disassembled mimeograph 
machine which they hid in the space above the kitchen cabinets, 
removing the plasterboard and wallpaper and putting it all back 
again. Another time Bob brought money which they hid under 
the floorboards in the crawl space under the roof, and behind the
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tiles in the bathroom. Mark did such a good job she couldn’t even 
tell behind which tiles the money was. That’s when Bob had said 
it would be a good idea if they had some cash around in case they 
had to leave in a hurry. That’s when she began to keep a hundred 
dollars pinned to her bra. That’s when she began to be afraid.

There were no women. Esther wondered where they went. 
Perhaps women were the ones who provided housing and noth
ing else. Perhaps they had children and had to stay home with 
them.

Then a month after his last visit Bob brought Gloria. Gloria 
was black and pregnant. Gloria needed a place to stay until other 
arrangements could be made. Esther was home alone— Gloria 
could keep her company. Esther was a mother— she could help 
Gloria; so the argument went. Bob had concocted a story for the 
neighbors: Gloria would pose as a live-in maid. The story was all 
right for the neighbors but not for Esther’s mother. Esther’s 
mother knew Esther would not have a maid, and if she did, it 
would not be a black woman.

“How can you have a scbwartza living here?” she asked the first 
time she saw Gloria. She didn’t even bother to whisper. She was 
not at all afraid Gloria would hear her.

“She’s a friend from school. She needed a place to stay for a tew 
days,’’ Esther said.

“And where’s her husband?’’ her mother demanded.
“He’s in California, looking for work.’’
“A likely story,” her mother said. “So you’ve become a maid 

for the colored. That’s where your big ideas got you.”
Esther didn’t bother to answer. Her mother was too old and 

too prejudiced to change. But her mother’s words had been said, 
and they crept under her skin spreading like a virus. Esther had
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looked forward to Gloria’s arrival, to having someone to talk to. 
She did not mind staying home— her house, her kitchen with its 
imitation brick on the wall behind the gas range, the living room 
with a working fireplace, red love seats that took the place of a sofa 
and chairs. It was the idea of being told what to do, the restric
tions that bothered her— who she could see, where she could go.

Although they told everyone that Gloria was working as a 
housekeeper, there were times when Esther felt the reverse was 
true. Gloria had morning sickness, and she was tired all the time. 
She vomited and she cried. She slept and she ate. Esther brought 
her breakfast in bed, did all the cooking, cleaning and extra wash, 
hushing Davey when Gloria was sleeping. Esther was not 
ashamed of what she was doing— she had never looked down on 
work of any kind— but her mother’s words nagged at her.

She wondered if Bob would be as concerned if Gloria were 
white. She did not want to deprive Davey of a normal life just to 
take care of someone who had nothing really wrong with her, 
someone who had "gotten into trouble.” Then she’d catch herself 
and wonder if perhaps she wasn’t prejudiced, if maybe she had 
been infected with the disease of "white chauvinism” from her 
mother.

She complained only to Mark. Mark said it wasn’t because 
Gloria was black that she was being taken care of, but because the 
father of her unborn baby was a white labor organizer in Alabama 
and married. An embarrassing situation.

Then she felt sorry for Gloria. Esther blamed him, the father—  
she didn’t know his name. If he had not been an organizer, some
one workers needed, he would have been chastised. If Gloria were 
white, she would have been left to fend for herself.

As if to make up for her harsh thoughts, Esther tried harder.
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She prepared a tray of tea and toast even before Gloria woke up. 
She helped Gloria to the bathroom, held her head while she vom
ited, cleaned up when she missed the toilet. She held Gloria in 
her arms and patted her head, surprised her hair, which looked 
tough and springy like steel wool, was so soft. She told Gloria 
everything would be all right. She set up a deck chair on the back 
porch and lined it with blankets so Gloria could sit there and get 
the sun and breathe fresh air. She began pestering Bob to take 
Gloria to a doctor. Gloria was pregnant but had never seen a doc
tor. It was her first baby and she didn’t even know what month 
she was in. She said she felt movement, but she was still vomit
ing.

“What if she were your wife?’’ Esther asked Bob.
Getting a doctor became Esther’s responsibility.
There was only one doctor Esther knew, the one who had deliv

ered Davey. He was someone they trusted, she and Mark, not 
only medically but politically. They had found him through 
Doris. Mark felt Dr. Levine would even waive the fee if asked. 
Herb said not to ask.

“We’ve got enough money for this,” he said.
That’s what got to her. There was enough money for a doctor 

for Gloria even when money wasn’t needed, but she and Mark 
never had enough money. They were always scrimping and try
ing to make ends meet. She bought the cheapest cuts of meat, 
became an expert at making casseroles. They had to feed Gloria, 
and Bob when he came, and Mark had expenses when he traveled 
around the city delivering messages for Bob, but no one had ever 
offered them money. No one had ever said, “Money is no prob
lem.” If it weren’t for her mother and father, Davey would not 
have the kind of toys she thought he ought to have, blocks and a
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tool set, a toy sink, a fire truck he could pedal.
And as much as she wanted to help, she might have said no to it 
being a “safe house” if she had known what it meant. Now there 
was nothing she could say. How could she complain when some
one like Bob had left his wife and two children and went from 
house to house, never staying in any one place more than four or 
five days? And there were all those people who’d had to leave the 
country. She could go on and on, finding reasons why she 
shouldn’t feel as she did, but she felt put upon and used. Still she 
knew she would continue to do what was asked of her and more. 
These were difficult times and everyone had to do what they 
could.

Then just as suddenly as she had come, Gloria was gone, hug
ging Esther as Bob shooed her out of the house and into a waiting 
taxi, leaving Esther sad, filled with regret. She had never gotten 
to know Gloria; they had never talked woman to woman. It was 
the way things were, the way they lived now.

For a time there was no one, not even Bob. The house belonged 
to them and no one else. Esther had almost forgotten what they 
had agreed to when Bob called, announced he was in town and 
wanted to see his nephew. That was the signal he was bringing 
someone.

There was something familiar about him. She wasn’t sure what it 
was, but she knew she’d seen him before. Bob said his name was 
Fred, and he was just spending the night. Fred kept his head 
down and went up to the spare room without saying a word.

She tried to imagine him thirty pounds lighter, without a mus
tache, with black hair instead of red, red that was obviously dyed. 
His beard was black, and she assumed his beard would be the
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same color as his hair. He might be someone important, someone 
who spoke at meetings at Madison Square Garden where she sat 
all the way in the back of the top balcony and could barely distin
guish one speaker from another. Or maybe she had seen his pic
ture in the paper, someone in trouble, someone on the run. That 
didn’t feel right. They were not trusted enough for someone like 
that. Still the only reason she knew Bob was because Irv had 
brought him. Otherwise he could have been Tom, Dick or Harry.

She had not expected that both Bob and Fred would stay 
overnight. She made up the sofa for Bob and got dinner ready for 
all of them. She would have to stretch the veal parmesan she had 
planned so it could feed four— thank God for spaghetti— and she 
had to feed and bathe Davey and get him off to sleep. Bob went 
up to the guestroom to talk. She could hear the radio but she 
knew they wrote most things, then burned the paper when they 
were finished. Sometimes Bob waited for the ashes to cool and 
then flushed them down the toilet.

Bob was all right. He tried to help. He washed dishes, played 
with Davey, told jokes and stories about things that had hap
pened before. Like the time in the thirties during the nonaggres
sion pact, they were going to blow up condoms and tie them on 
telephone polls with a sign that said, “Fuck the war.” How they 
used to buy rotten eggs to throw at people who opposed them 
politically. Some of the others treated her as if she were invisible 
or talked to her as if she were a waitress. They never seemed to 
hear when Davey cried. She thought some of them did not 
approve of the way she was raising Davey. They didn’t seem to 
care if she went out during the day or not. She had to take the 
phone off the hook. They were not supposed to answer the phone.
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What if it rang and the neighbors heard and someone had seen 
him go in?

It wasn’t that she had nothing to do. She had been given the 
task of clipping articles dealing with employment statistics. 
Although the extra work was a burden at times, she always man
aged to get along with the visitors. Still there was something pre
dictable and single-minded about them, once she got to know 
what it was they wanted.

After dinner, she and Fred sat around the kitchen table, Bob 
having insisted on doing the dishes, Mark upstairs putting Davey 
to sleep.

She could not let it go.
She took a paper napkin and wrote, “I know you. Were we ever 

friends?”
Fred blushed and shook his head. He tore the paper into bits, got 
up from the table and went upstairs. A few minutes later, she 
heard the toilet flush. Then she heard the door to the extra room 
close. She could hear them talking, Bob and Fred and Mark. Then 
they came down the stairs.

‘‘There was some mistake,” Bob said. ‘‘We won’t be spending 
the night.”

‘‘Sorry,” said Fred, holding her hand longer than necessary.
Then she remembered. She had  met him before. It was the way 

he held her hand. He had been a friend of Irv’s, but his name 
wasn’t Fred, it was Ed. She had met him at a party. He had 
known she was Mark’s girlfriend, but he came on to her anyway. 
He had held her hand and stared at her breasts. He called them 
‘‘boobs.” He stood so close to her, her back against a wall, clasp
ing her hand, she had knocked over a drink on a nearby table in 
her effort to get away from him. Later he had talked about his trip
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to Mexico and the brothels there. He made it seem as if he was 
doing a survey on the condition of women. She thought it was 
disgusting. She had wanted to walk away but she didn’t. She 
didn’t want Mark’s friends to think she was a prude.

She wondered if Mark had known. She wondered why he 
hadn’t said anything. “It was better not to know/’ he would have 
said. “What you don’t know, you can’t tell.’’

Mark was busier than ever. Sometimes he did not come home 
from his job as a machinist but went on to do something for Bob. 
He was a courier, delivering messages, arranging meetings, noth
ing big, nothing too important. Sometimes he delivered gifts on 
Mother’s Day or birthdays; she knew because she was the one who 
bought them.

He had gone to visit Irv’s mother, a little old woman, almost 
stereotypical, who lived in a walk-up apartment in Brighton 
Beach. There had been several discussions about the visit. Would 
it jeopardize Irv’s security? Irv was not wanted, just unavailable, 
a kind of protection in case he would be needed in the future, in 
case others were arrested. Mark had argued that nothing could 
happen. Even if he were followed, what could a visit to an old 
woman in Brighton Beach mean? Mark wanted to visit Irv’s 
mother. What if the situation was reversed? He would want 
someone to visit his mother.

Ida had been a worker in a dress factory, a union member, a social
ist of the old school. She would not hear of Mark’s leaving before 
he had tea and sponge cake she had made herself. She behaved as 
if Mark had done something extraordinary, as if he had walked 
over a mountain in his bare feet. She wished Mark health and
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happiness and many children. She talked about when Irv was 
born, how she had had to leave him with her mother so she could 
go to work, how her husband had died from consumption and she 
had had nobody to help her, how the union was the workers’ hope 
and salvation, how Irv was always a good son. She was proud of 
what he was doing. She didn’t know what it was exactly, but 
whatever it was, it was good.

As Esther listened, she remembered how just after she and 
Mark were married, she had sat drinking tea and eating sponge 
cake, listening to Mark’s mother. His mother had never forgiven 
him for enlisting in the army right after Pearl Harbor. “He was 
in Philadelphia in a radio training program, and he could have 
had a deferment,” she said. “At least for a while. Then in the 
army, they wanted him to study engineering, but he turned it 
down. He wanted to fight.” His mother blamed Mark for his 
father’s illness. “If he was around, his father, avi shalom , would 
not have died.” She did not understand why Mark wanted to 
leave his father’s business and work in a shop. He had finished 
college thanks to the GI Bill; he was not like his father who 
couldn’t do anything else.

“You have influence,” she told Esther. “You can make him take 
better care.”

Esther thought his mother meant she wanted Mark to be a 
better son. Esther thought Mark was a good son just the way he 
was. Too good, always worried about his mother, about others. 
He did not look out for his own interests. She worried he was 
becoming a kind of “Jimmie Higgins,” a character she had read 
about in a book by Upton Sinclair, someone who did all the dirty 
work and never got any of the rewards. She did not want Mark to 
be used. She did not want him in danger. She wondered what
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would happen to her and Davey if Mark were caught.
She wasn’t sure of everything Mark did. He wasn’t supposed 

to talk about his work even with her, but sometimes he did, espe
cially if he was helping someone leave the country. It bothered 
him, not knowing what happened to the people who left. He 
arrived at night with a car, collected his passengers, pocketed a 
note for their parents if there were any and they could be trusted, 
then delivered them to a designated place. That was it. They 
could take only so much, nothing that could link them to their 
former lives.

Two days later someone would come with a van, tell the land
lord there had been a family emergency, move out the belongings 
and put them in storage under a fictitious name. They would be 
left there, unclaimed, forgotten. Sometimes the belongings were 
left in the apartment, to be put out on the street by the landlord. 
This might arouse suspicion, but it was safer than a moving van 
which could be traced. It all depended on who was leaving and 
where they were going.

Sometimes Mark kept something, something those leaving 
couldn’t part with, or something Mark thought they might want. 
Once he’d brought home a picture of an elderly couple, someone’s 
grandparents. Another time a hand-knit baby blanket, and once 
a wedding gown. He’d give whatever it was to Esther and tell her 
to put it among their own things. Times might change; those 
who had left might come back.

Where did they go? Mark never knew for sure. To Canada or 
Mexico. From there to Eastern Europe. Safe. Saved. Sometimes 
Esther wondered what was the point. What if fascism came to 
America as it had in Europe? What good would it do to save a 
few? And if anyone were to be saved, why not she and Mark and
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Davey ? She was not sure she would go if asked. She was not sure 
she could drop everything and everyone and go out in the middle 
of the night, a refugee from her own country. She did not know 
which was worse: going or staying.

Davey was three by this time and he ought to have been in nurs
ery school. Esther was pregnant and nursery school would give 
her a few hours to herself. But Bob said no. Nursery school was 
too public. Someone might recognize her, and even if that didn’t 
happen, they’d have to get involved in the school, people would 
come to the house or call on the phone. It was too dangerous. She 
argued. How could they live normal lives, lives not too different 
from their neighbors, if they didn’t do normal things?

Bob was adamant. Only the middle class sent their children to 
nursery school. They were supposed to be working class. Didn’t 
Mark work in a factory? It had been hard enough explaining how 
someone with a college degree had ended up working as a 
machinist. How could he explain nursery school?

Bob agreed to playmates. Now Davey had regular visits with 
Arthur, a boy his age from down the block. It made things harder 
for her. She did not like Davey going to Arthur’s house. Arthur’s 
mother had five kids and did not pay much attention to any of 
them. So Arthur came to visit Davey, and Esther was always try
ing to think of things for the children to do, things to stretch the 
imagination or improve perceptual skills. She wanted Davey to 
have a happy childhood, a childhood filled with happy memories. 
She wanted Davey to be ready for the future.

She stood at the kitchen window, washing dishes, watching 
Davey and Arthur in the sandbox, waiting for the phone to ring.
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She ought to be grateful, she told herself. She was sate. She had a 
house, she had Davey, soon she d have another baby. She had to 
be careful but at least she was leading a normal life. Not like 
Doris and Irv. Mark had finally told her he had helped them leave. 
Doris and Irv and Jon, just a year younger than Davey. They had 
left everything behind. Mark had brought home Jons teddy bear 
and a framed picture of Doris and Irv’s wedding. She had wanted 
to keep it, to put it away for them, but she knew she couldn’t. 
What if it was found?

She had destroyed the picture, cut it up and flushed it down 
the toilet. She kept the frame though and the teddy bear, a 
reminder in a way of how things had been. It had been more than 
two years since she had seen Doris and Irv. Where were they? 
Had they gone to Europe? To the Soviet Union? Were they in 
Mexico? All she knew was that they had gone off in the middle of 
the night.

Davey and Arthur had stopped building sand castles and were 
starting to throw sand at each other. She ought to go out and stop 
them before someone got hurt. But she did not want to miss the 
call. She’d been waiting for the telephone to ring since the day 
before. The code words were only good for twenty-four hours, so 
that even if there was a phone call afterward, it would mean some
thing else. She never knew what the calls were really for. She’d 
give the message to Bob, sometimes directly, but usually on the 
phone. He’d call and pretend to be Mark’s brother and ask about 
Davey or Mark’s health and she’d say whatever it was she was sup
posed to say, and that would be the end of it. Sometimes a 
stranger would call, and she had to pretend it was a wrong num
ber and offer to be helpful. She never knew if any of the calls were 
really wrong numbers or someone trying to find out what they
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were doing. She did what she was told to do and gave the mes
sage she had memorized.

They were supposed to be extra careful now. Mark told her 
how one night he was going to meet Bob. He was on the subway, 
and there, sitting opposite him, was Bob. They both pretended 
they didn’t know each other, and Mark got off two stops before 
his station as he was supposed to, went downtown one stop, got 
off, took a bus uptown, and met Bob in the cafeteria they had 
agreed on.

Bob told them how if he was going to a meeting, he would be 
picked up by a driver who crossed the intersection at the last 
minute when the light was still yellow. Bob would leave the car 
and walk in the opposite direction on a one-way street to make 
sure he wasn’t being followed. Then he would switch to a second 
car and go in the opposite direction.

She was not as careful. She had gone shopping on Avenue J  and 
seen Bonnie, a girl she had gone to school with, and without 
thinking had called out to her. Then she remembered. So she lied 
and said she was just visiting in the neighborhood, she was living 
out of town and she really had to go.

Arthur was crying now and Davey looked guilty. There was 
probably sand in Arthur’s eye.

She’d have to bring them in. She went out to the yard telling 
Arthur it would be all right, telling Davey he knew he should be 
careful, sand could hurt. She could hear the phone begin to ring 
just as she got to the steps leading up to the porch.

‘‘Be careful,’’ she said to Davey who wanted to get his dump 
truck. “Hurry,” she said to Arthur who let out a wail as she pulled 
him along. She got to the phone when it was still ringing. If the 
call was a signal, the caller was not supposed to ring more than
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five times. She didn’t know why it was five rings. She thought it 
had something to do with the phones being tapped or maybe with 
being watched.

“Yes,” she said into the phone. “I understand. The sofa is 
ready.”

She hung up. “The sofa is ready.” That’s all she needed to tell 
Mark who would then tell Bob. She held a wet washcloth to 
Arthur’s eye. Davey was opening the refrigerator door. She’d give 
the boys milk and cookies. “The sofa is ready,” she repeated. She 
was always nervous about messages.

Two days later Mark came home with Bob. She could tell as soon 
as they walked into the house that something was wrong. Bob 
had never come home with Mark before. Bob looked different, 
tired, bent, as if he carried a burden. She couldn’t imagine what 
had happened. Had there been more arrests? Were they sending 
people away ?

“I want you to tell me the message you got,” Bob said as soon 
as she’d set Davey up with his toys in the sunroom. Bob was care
ful in front of Davey. You never knew what a child could remem
ber, what a child could say.

There had been only one message in the last two days, so it was 
not hard to remember. “The sofa is ready,” she said.

“Are you sure?” asked Bob. “Are you sure it wasn’t The sofa 
isn’t ready ?”

Was she sure? She thought she’d heard “The sofa is ready," but 
it could have been “The sofa isn’t ready.” She’d been nervous 
about Arthur’ eye, about getting to the phone on time. “I’m 
sure,” she said. She could not let Bob think she might have 
messed up.
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‘‘Our contact says he was very clear. He says he said, ‘The sofa 
is not ready.’” Bob had the same look her mother used to have 
when she had accused her of doing something bad, just before she 
got out the strap to hit her. ‘‘I know what I heard,” she said defi
antly.

‘‘Were you really listening? Or were you busy entertaining the 
neighborhood kids? It’s easy to get things mixed up.”

‘‘I didn’t mix it up,” she said. She sounded defensive. Why 
shouldn’t she? He was attacking her. Why did they arrange for a 
message that could get mixed up so easily?

Bob did not spend the night. He did not even stay for dinner. 
He doesn’t trust me, she thought. What were they doing, she and 
Mark? Were they really helping or were they just caught up in 
something that was no longer working? She couldn’t say any
thing, even to Mark. He would tell her— as he usually did— that 
she was just too sensitive. She could ask a question, even disagree 
sometimes, but she could not disobey, could not refuse to go 
along with a decision. Once you did, you were cast out. Then you 
were alone, as if you had left your community, your religion, 
everything. She was not ready for that.

She sat on the porch looking out at the garden. She remembered 
how the tulips had looked against the hedges in the back which 
hid the neighbors’ garage and divided the property. The flower 
garden was only two-feet deep, leaving the rest of the yard for 
grass so Davey would have a green field to play in. There was a 
sandbox in one corner and toy trucks and dumpsters lying near 
by. A tricycle stood in the driveway with a red wagon attached, 
Davey’s idea of a train. He was playing fireman now, riding his 
fire truck up and down the driveway, rushing up to the hedge,
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grabbing the ladder, pretending he was rescuing someone. She 
put the radio on the windowsill so she could sit on the porch and 
watch Davey while she waited for the news.

It was late afternoon on Friday and Mark was at work. At least 
she thought he was at work. For all she knew he was at a last 
minute protest rally or doing something for Bob. She had wanted 
to go to the rally, to be with people who felt as she did, but even if 
it had not been considered too dangerous— a woman with a child 
was easy to spot and trail, a pregnant woman at that— she didn’t 
know where to go. There had been no announcements— there 
had not been time enough— and even if there were, who would 
come? Everyone was afraid, if not for themselves, then for their 
loved ones. Still she would have liked to stand shoulder to shoul
der with people who understood.

It would not make a difference, she thought. Nothing would 
if they executed the Rosenbergs. She could not believe they 
would kill a mother. She could not believe they would have gone 
this far if the Rosenbergs had not been Jewish. It was like the 
thirties in Germany. The Rosenberg case was the Reichstag fire 
of America. She was afraid they would come for her. What would 
happen to Davey? What would happen to her little boy without 
her?

“Come to Mommy, Davey,” she said.
He pretended not to hear her.
“It’s time for a snack,” she said. “Then you can play some 

more.”
He looked at her as if he knew she was not telling the truth, but 

he came anyway, taking his time up the steps, pushing the ladder 
up the banister as he went. He was still wearing his fireman’s hat, 
pretending. She settled him on the chair and went to get the milk
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and cookies, turning the volume on the radio up. She put the 
glass of milk on the windowsill and handed Davey a cookie. 
“Come sit on my lap,” she said taking his arm and pulling him off 
the seat. As soon as they were settled, she reached for the milk, 
encircling him with her arms while she held the glass and he ate 
his cookie. She buried her face in his neck, and held on tight, 
breathing him in, listening, hoping for news that would tell her 
she had nothing to be afraid of.

“Police estimate a few thousand people on 16th Street off 
Union Square. Some hold signs asking for clemency. Others 
stand silently waiting. They hope for a stay, for a last minute 
reprieve. But time is running out. Soon the Sabbath will begin. 
The execution is scheduled to take place beforehand so as not to 
desecrate the Jewish holy day. They have only to say they are 
guilty and the execution will be stopped.”

You write how you are sealed as i f  in a tomb, alone in a building except 
for the matron who guards you. You see no other human from morning to 
night, night to morning.

You sit in your narrow cell, or walk on bare ground surrounded by 
walls, your only view a  patch o f sky. There is nothing to do. Sometimes 
you hear an aiiplane passing by, or a  bird chirping, sometimes a  train in 
the distance, but mostly there is only a deadly silence.
For eight hundred days and nights, Ethel, you live like this, alone, with
out privacy, someone watching evety day, evety hour; alone, except for  the 
visits from Julius, you in your cell behind bars, he on the other side, a  wire 
mesh screen between you, alone except for  a  visit from the children, after a  
year o f not seeing them, a  visit in the counsel room where you sit at one end 
o f the table andJulius at the othei; and the matron and the guard watch 
and listen.
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You a n  an ordinary woman, plain: your eyebrows slope down giving 
you a  quizzical look, a  sweet face, /7 angels face, your mother said.

You might have been an actress: you took lessons. You might have been 
a singer: you won some amateur prizes. But it was the Depression: you 
went to business school, you learned to type. Every night you wash out 
your white gloves to make a good impression. You join the union. You get 
beat up by the cops. Out o f your paycheck, you buy a second-hand piano 
for twenty-five dollars.

You join the Communist Party. It is a  legal thing to do. You fa l l  in 
love, marry a college graduate. Then come the children, first M ichael, 
then Robbie. You andJulius work your way up to an apartment in a  
building with an elevator, a building with steam heat. You wear a cloth 
coat with a fu r collar. You buy a console table for  twenty-one dollars. 
You are an average couple with ordinary problems: how to make a living, 
how to provide for the childrens future.

They come in the evening while you are putting the boys to bed. Robbie is 
three, Michael seven. You watch as they handcuff your husband, stand 
by while they search your apartment without a  warrant, search your chil
dren s clothes and their toys, watch when they find the collection can from 
the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, watch as they take your fam 
ily snapshots and your books, and read through your old letters.

They call you to testify. You arrange for a  neighbor to watch the chil
dren in case you are late. You do not come back. They arrest you. They 
have no warrant.

You ask Michael on the phone, “Do you remember what happened to 
Daddy ? Well... ” For the next three years, you hear his scream, long, ago
nized. You are cut offfrom the world, but not from the cry in your head.

You are thirty-four years old and you are sentenced to death.
They think they can break Julius through you. They think they can
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break you through the children.
“Confess or die, ” they say. You do not cooperate. You do not take the 

easy way out.
Michael is ten and Robbie is six. You are thirty-seven. You turn and  

kiss the matron before they strap you in the chair.
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City Notes

Fire Island Diary— Spring 2000

May has been cold and wet . May is always cold and 
wet on Fire Island. People tend to forget that, from year to year. 
Memories were especially short this year. April, so begrudging of 
spring, gave way to a week in May with 90-degree temperatures. 
Everyone was tricked into summer, even though the shadblow 
had not yet bloomed.
A shrub that grows to the size ol a small tree, with smooth gray 
branches and several trunks, the shadblow dominates the swale 
walk on the way to the Sunken Forest. Its white blossoms arrive 
when I do, in early May, followed soon by the tiny white bells of 
the high bush blueberry and the beach plum s pure-white petals, 
which cover the dunes like drifting snow. To the fishermen who 
named the shrub, the shadblows first flowers meant that the shad 
had started their run upriver. To inlanders, the shadblow was 
known as serviceberry, for the mealy June berries that ripened as 
traveling preachers held the first services since the onset of winter 
snows. To me the shadblow s fragile yet insistent flowers simply 
mean spring, and when I see them I know that I am home.

This spring home has not been so hospitable. It has rained— or 
promised rain—  every day in May that I have been here. It rained 
my first weekend, a pounding, steady rain on Saturday night. I
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spent Saturday afternoon planting, furiously potting the flowers 
that will grace my deck. The day began in stagnant sun, a muddy 
light, humid. All day the clouds encroached. By late afternoon, 
the breeze freshened, came purposefully from the northeast. With 
it came the fog. It arrived as fingers of gray, a solid mist that 
enveloped the house as I stood there. By dusk you couldn’t see ten 
feet in front of you. The lights on Long Island were gone. The sea 
wasn’t even visible from the dunes. The waves crashing on the 
shore made a hollow thumping sound, eerily disembodied.

Sometimes when it rains here, in a ceaseless, violent tattoo, I 
feel panic. Fire Island is so vulnerable, a sandbar no more than a 
quarter-mile wide. On one side is the Great South Bay, on the 
other, the treacherous Atlantic. I remember how after one storm 
the boards on Bayview Walk were under water. Out here rain can 
be another ocean.

That evening, after I potted my plants, I struggled to stow 
them under the house for the night. There were predictions of 
“tornadic thunderstorms"— a phrase I had never heard uttered 
before on my NOAA weather radio, which had beeped out an 
alert.
I worried that my newly potted, not-yet-rooted flowers could not 
bear such a deluge. I knew I was right as I lay in bed that night, 
feeling the violence of the storm in my body, as lightning struck 
the ground and shook the house.

Today is May 22nd. There have only been a handful of purely 
blue days. When I came out, just for the night, last Thursday, it 
rained again. Rolling thunderstorms from the west, just glancing 
Fire Island, but still enough to soak the sandy soil. After they 
were done, traveling out to sea, I went at two in the morning to 
the beach and watched the light show over the ocean, the
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strangely silent spectacle of lightning without thunder.
I came out yesterday, Sunday the 21 st, because of this rain. I 

was worried for my plants, that they would be soaked through, 
unable to recover. As it turned out, my geraniums, though not 
happy, held up bravely with no sign of leaf rot. The marigolds and 
petunias, hardy and wholesome, also seemed undaunted. Built to 
endure desert cloudbursts as well as drought, the portulaca, 
which I have in three pots, in a variety of vivid colors— red, pink, 
orange, white— was stalwart.

But the trip was worth it for the New Guinea impatiens, that 
elegant plant with variegated leaves and flowers as rich as roses. 
This year I have them in red, two shades of pink, white, salmon 
orange and orange fading to white. The red, which is my favorite, 
is a deep, dark red. I think of it as the color of strong emotions. 
But though robust in appearance, the red New Guinea impatiens 
is delicate. The red takes longer to bloom than other varieties. It 
eschews filtered light for full sun but burns easily. I lost one last 
summer to heat. Now I am on the verge of losing another to the 
cold and wet. Its leaves, usually shiny, are dull and limp. The 
other New Guineas, while not so faint, are clearly stressed. I tip 
the pots that hold them. Water cascades from the bottom of each. 
The forecast is for showers overnight, temps in the forties. I 
decide to take them in for the night— all of them, three hefty 
pots. I will trick the heavens.

I carefully arrange the pots on the newspaper I have spread out 
on the hardwood floor in front of the living room wall heater. 
Then I turn on the heater and sit down on the couch, feeling, with 
the flowers, the slow satisfaction of the rising heat. I get up and 
down, turning the pots, feeling the leaves.

I settle back down on the couch and stare intently at the flow
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ers. “You will not die,” I say out loud, with a vehemence that star
tles me. I lean back on the couch, close my eyes. Then the tears 
come. I am alone on this cold, rainy night.

I feel so helpless. I couldn’t save my mother, I can’t save Marge. 
My mother died of cancer four years ago. It started in her colon, 
spread to her lungs and brain. She was gone six weeks after the 
recurrence. I stayed with her during that time, put up pictures of 
the two of us as if they were talismans. But I could not stop her 
dying. My friend Marge is seventy-five. I have known her for 
years, from the neighborhood. We share the same intimate corner 
of Greenwich Village, where she gave so much of herself in the 
ten years since she became sober. I introduce Marge to everyone as 
my aunt.

Marge was diagnosed with lung cancer five months ago. They 
thought it was contained, then found two tiny spots in her brain. 
“What do you think it means?” she asked me. “Marge,” I said, 
“they have the first pictures of the Irish gene for stubbornness.” 
Marge could laugh, as my mother could, in her illness. I orga
nized Marge’s care with neighbors, then watched her start to 
melt, as my mother had. My mother always knew me, although 
they said she wouldn’t. When I last saw Marge she had lost the 
power to speak but she was able to laugh when I reminded her 
that her favorite thing was to watch “drunks and drag queens.”

I rise to turn off the heat. The sides of the pots are warm though 
the soil is still saturated. I can hear the rain on the roof, the wind 
in the trees. “I feel safe when you’re here, dear,” my mother had 
told me. “You’re safe,” I tell the flowers, “you’re safe.”

The next dawn is clear and bright. I return the New Guinea 
impatiens to the deck and place them in the sun. I try to imagine
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how they must feel, after so many days of rain. Soon the clouds 
conspire to return. By noon they are back. I feel a surge of resent
ment, then shrug it off. I have decided to pick only fights that I 
can win.

At one o’clock I am out on the back deck, poking around my 
“other’’ impatiens— the hardy, prolific cousins of the tempera
mental New Guineas, which fill New York City treepits in sum
mer. Out of the corner of my eye I catch a sudden movement. I 
turn to see a possum, as pale as the mist. She has crawled out from 
under the deck and is now moving slowly alongside it. “Hello, 
little critter,” I say delightedly, then realize, in an awful instant, 
that for this shy, nocturnal animal to appear at midday— and to 
show herself to me— she must be sick. As I watch, she tries to 
walk, but falls over on her side. It is pitiful. I walk on the deck 
and kneel down beside her, where she lies on the ground. I see at 
once that her breathing is rapid. I remember, in a flash, that was 
how my mother breathed, shortly before she died. This critter is 
dying too.

“You can let go, little one,” I tell her. “Just let g o ... ”
I murmur this, trying to be a comfort. I hold back my hand. I 

know not to touch her, a wild animal. She might be diseased. My 
touch would only terrify her, besides. I feel ashamed that despite 
my grief, I am excited. This is the first time I have seen a possum 
on Fire Island.

“It’s okay,” I tell her softly. “I’m here.”
She opens an eye at my voice, seems to start. I get up and leave. 

I do not want to add fear to her anguish.
I go inside the house, and call the Fire Island National 

Seashore— the Ranger Station at Sailors Haven— and promptly 
contact the concession stand. They bounce me to the Rangers.
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‘‘I have a dying possum in my backyard...” I want them to 
come and help, to save her. But I know to try to interest them 
from a public health perspective. “West Nile .. .Wouldn’t you 
want her for testing?”

The volunteer at Sailors Haven doesn’t have a clue; she trans
fers me to the Lighthouse, the West Fire Island Station, where I 
finally contact a wildlife biologist. Just the words sound reassur
ing as the operator connects me. I can’t bear to look out the win
dow as I wait.

The wildlife biologist informs me that they don’t “collect pos
sums.”

“But what about West Nile?” I say. “She could have it.”
“We’re only interested in crows and jays for West Nile.”
“Then what about rabies?” I ask.
“Is it foaming at the mouth?”
“No.”
“Probably just poison, or maybe old age,” he says reassuringly.
“But can’t you do something? She’s suffering.”
“That’s not our job.”
“Well, what is your job, if not to help critters in pain.”
“Miss, you’re upset.”
“Yes, I am!” I say and hang up the phone.
I return outside. The possum is sitting upright. For a moment, 

I am hopeful. But then I notice her breathing. It has changed 
from short, shallow respirations. Now she is breathing slowly, 
deeply, finally. Again, I remember my mother breathing like that, 
long, hard breaths, right before her breathing stopped...

The possum continues to struggle. (Is it to live or to die?) I talk 
to her again, encouraging her to let go, telling her it’s all right, 
reassuring her— of what?
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I go back inside and try to call the National Seashore Regional 
Office, in Patchogue, finally get through. They inform me that 
they don’t come in such cases, that
they don’t remove dead animals, and that, furthermore, it is ille
gal for me to remove any dead critter or to bury it. “This is ridicu
lous,’’ I say. “It’s the law,’’ they say.

I go back outside. The possum has shifted again, she is lying 
on her other side.
She has stopped breathing, finally. I exhale in relief. But I see 
movement...

X-Files. That’s all I can think. Something is under the pos
sum’s skin. Then I realize. Of course, she’s a marsupial. It ’s her 
pouch. Those are tiny tails, feet moving. She was trying to give 
birth.

Every spring, in a rite o f remembrance only they understand, the horseshoe 
crabs emerge from the shallows o f the Great South Bay and steal onto the 
shoreline. There, they mate. in an intense, silent orgy o f death as well as 
procreation. The males slip back into the bay. leaving the females to bury 
their eggs in the sand. Many females, exhausted, stranded above the tide 
line, perish. This ritual coincides with the annual spring migrations, the 
return o f the shorebirds from the Southern Hemisphere, who make land
fa l l  and gorge themselves on the minuscule black eggs before resinning their 
journey.
The first time I saw this sight, the beach littered with dead and dying 
creatures. I was horrified. I rushed to save as many as I could, but most I 
could barely lift, let alone carry to the water. I checked those closer to the 
shoreline, searching for  signs o f life. One lay on her hack, her grotesque 
pinchers grasping at the air. She was alive, though barely. I turned her 
over in the sand with some effort, as she was huge, encrusted in barnacles.
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I could barely push her into the lip o f the tide, which had  started going 
out. But the saltwater; swirling around her, seemed to revive her. The 
horseshoe crab started to move, ^  first slowly. Then she glided into the 
bay. I watched the ripple made by her back until she submerged.

“Good-bye, old girl, ” I said out loud’  ̂farewellfrom a  female o f one 
o f the youngest species, to one o f the oldest.

* * *

/ ^9 nothing for  these pups. I count four tails, /w r  wriggling
pairs o f  back feet. I am devastated by their struggle to live, even as they 
are already dead, without their mother. But I return inside, call back the 
wildlife biologist at the Lighthouse.

“There’s really nothing you can do, ” he tells me.
“I didn’t think so, ” I said, “but I had to ask. ”
“I ’m sorry you have to see this. ”
“I ’m just sony for the possums, ” I say.
Then: “We really do care, you know. ”

I thank him before hanging up. I  sit down in the canvas folding chair 
in the living room and stare at the brick wall behind the Franklin stove.
I promised Marge I would take her old cat and I have, just as I took my 
mother’s cat, Bozo, when she died four years ago. In the end, that was 
really a ll  I could do for either o f them.
I do not want to ay  anymore but I do. I ay  in long, loping sobs.

Suddenly I hear a  cawing sound. Then a  sharp, guttural rattle. Crows 
and jays are gathei'ing on the branches o f the cedar tree, intent on making 
the pups a  live meal. I w ill not allow that. 1 go outside, carefully place a  
plastic garbage bag over the dead possum and her babies, hold it down 
loosely with bricks. It is a ll  that I can do for them.

I am not angry at the crows and jays— just amazed that they have 
arrived so quickly.
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* * *

Cherry Grove is a small community. I know virtually everyone here. and 
they know me. Tomorrow, when I leave on the ferry, friends getting o ff the 
boat will say to me: "Heardyou had a really tough day yesterday. We re 
so sony. ”
/ run into town to find my friend Kay. Kay is an old-timer, who has been 
on the Island since the sixties. She arranges for the Brothers to come for the 
sad. little family.
"They 'll know what to do." she assures me.

The Brothers are "good" hunters, which is not an oxymoron, even for  
naturalists. Builders by trade, they have been on Fire Islandfor genera
tions. They hunt for  food and use every part o f the animal. They revere 
nature, consider themselves part o f it. "They are compassionate men." Kay 
says. "If the pups are still alive. they will end it quickly. "

Kay doesn't want me to see the possums removed. She takes me to her 
house and serves me tea. I remember how. after my mother died. Maxine 
Maddox, the Episcopal priest whom my mother described as the "best per
son we know." led me gently away from my mother's side. 7  don't want 
you to be here when they take her away." she had told me.

It is five o'clock. I have been drinking tea with Kay for  two hours. She 
walks me home. When we arrive, the possums are gone. A ll that is left is 
the black garbage bag and a small pile o f red bricks. I am grateful that I 
did not see the pups' faces.

The evening is grey, with a cool, insistent breeze that promises rain. I 
decide to go to the Sunken Forest any way.

The Sunken Forest is a  surreal place. Trees twisted by the wind, 
stunted by salt. Roots grow above ground, in defiance o f the sandy soil. 
They spread along the surface, sewing as a  sort o f anchor, allowing trees
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to bend, not break, in high wind. “You gotta be flexible, ” my mother used 
to tell me. “You gotta roll with the punches. ”

It starts to rain, but 1 do not turn back. I feel angry, defiant. I am as 
indifferent to nature as nature is to me. A small rabbit, an Eastern cot
tontail, darts across the path.
Then I smell fox, a  sharp musk that dissipates in the wind, as elusive as 
the fox  himself. The red fox, with his high black boots andfine tail, is 
Fire Island's only predator. It is a  gift to see one, almost a  benediction, as 
i f  you have glimpsed a  spirit. But I wony for the rabbits, andfind myself 
warning the silly babies, who sit by the side o f the path, idly munching on 
grass as I pass by.

It is dark when I head home. The rain has stopped. A whippoorwill, 
the only voice in the night, calls out for  a  mate. His a y  is answered by a  
female in a nearby tree, and I hear him fly to her.
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The Iconography of Blondeness: 
Reclaiming Mae West and Marilyn 
Monroe
a review of Claudia Shear’s play D irty Blonde & Joyce 

Carol Oates’ novel Blonde

Linsey Abrams

Annals of a D irty Blonde , Part O ne

On New Year s Day of this year I went with friends and my sig
nificant other to a performance of Claudia Shears Dirty Blonde—  
now on Broadway— at the beginning of a limited run at the New 
York Theater Workshop on West Fourth Street. In it, the author 
stars as Mae West, the self-created and visionary sex goddess who 
in the 1920s helped invent the codes of a new century. This was 
the first of my two encounters this year with affecting works of 
art, each coincidentally concerning a woman mythologized in her 
own time and after for “sex.” Both, as actors, became inevitably 
their public “biographies.” And both as “blondes”— the adjec
tive is only a hair color— became emblematic of opposite con
structions of male fantasy: the dangerous though desired all- 
powerful (phallic) woman and the vulnerable and undefended, 
beautiful though stupid female (all vagina). Put another way, the 
incarnation of female desire vs. the incorrigible sexual provoquer. 
Who else could this other blonde be but Marilyn Monroe?
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I have my friend Mary Morris to thank for my second incursion 
into blondeness. Over coffee last spring she told me about Joyce 
Carol Oates’ new novel Blonde, wondering if it might be the major 
work of Oates’ massive oeuvre. I wonder that myself now. Like 
Dirty Blonde, here’s another act of reincarnation and in this case, 
linguistic performance...of Marilyn Monroe, as remote a subject 
in her seclusion of self, as West was accessible in her inimitable 
insistence on self. Blonde demanded a more subtle rendering of 
character, reflective of the close range of the camera— what’s 
called for in creating West is the broad stroke, her genius. The 
novel is as devastating in the construction of its subject as the re
creation of Mae West is satisfying. And while Monroe is realized 
through voice, the startled yet insistent articulation in Norma 
Jeane Baker’s mind, Mae West is a woman best reinvented in 
body. She takes pleasure in parading the woman she insists on 
being: a self-styled vamp, costumed in sequins and a self-aggran
dizing smile, a match for any man. It seemed auspicious to start 
off the year 2000 in the spirit of Mae West.

Back to New Year’s Day: A couple of seasons before, we’d all 
seen Shear’s one-woman show, Blown Sideivays through Life, which 
chronicles the sixty-four jobs (obviously brief) that the actress 
found and lost, either from being fired or quitting, before she 
landed as an actress...finally...in a show she wrote for herself. The 
topic wasn ’t Claudia Shear but the cast of hundreds that she met 
in transit. Against a cultural obsession with the Stock Market, 
TV millionaires and Martha Stewart’s magazine, she reinstates 
the truth of most people’s lives: the difficulty of survival both 
financially and humanly, and the bravery of endurance at work 
and everywhere else. There was artistic beauty in the perfect for
mal turn the mind takes in registering that Shear stood before the
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audience, spared her sixty-fifth job, only because she’d written 
the monologue she was speaking. That may be why as I waited 
for the curtain to rise on Dirty Blonde, it was hard to imagine 
Shear writing and acting in a play about someone else.

As it turned out, the conception and performance of Mae 
West— you can’t say impersonation, something both gay and 
straight men have done into the ground— was an homage to and 
evocation of the original. At the same time it was another perfect 
vehicle for Shear, conceived by the author and the director of the 
show, James Lapine. Though not in the obvious way of the BSTL, 
which was publicized as being about Shear’s actual work history, 
this role too uses her own story to illuminate her subject’s, and 
that story to illuminate hers.

For one, Shear, like Mae West, was no ingenue when she came 
to sustained public attention, and she was and is a full-figured 
woman. A woman of “substance," West couldn’t have been fur
ther from the Flapper girl image of the twenties when she hit her 
stride with the inimitable play Sex. West’s body type was sexy to 
men because she considered herself sexy, her trademark pursed 
lips a frequent “comment" on what she had to offer. In her own 
snappy vocabulary, I used to be Snow White but then I drifted.

And for two: Don’t imagine that the self-declared goddess of 
power sex is going to find that role in someone else’s script, or any 
role. Again like Shear, West had to write her own material sim
ply to get a (decent) job. At first a hack vaudevillian, Mae West 
declined the destiny tagged with her name. Just say no, as the 
expression goes. Claudia Shear publicly claims Mae West as her 
ancestor, in both mustering the audacity to reconstruct her and 
successfully pulling it off in front of a New York audience.

As playwrights, obviously, the two of them could be from dif
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ferent planets. The way, in an era of shrunk geography thanks to 
the www. and television, time has come to seem like space. Sub
ject matter aside, the near beginning of the 20th century and the 
actual start of the 21st make different demands on storytelling. 
So do the different concerns of writers with different arsenals of 
talents. Though both make use of an autobiographical persona, 
Shear uses herself as an overlay to the subject at hand, while West 
is the subject at hand. And while West’s work follows a straight
forward narrative line, in Dirty Blonde Shear intercuts scenes of a 
present-day story with Mae West’s life before stardom, both of 
these played against Claudia Shear’s life before writing her own 
roles. This strategy of assemblage of unalike or incongruent 
scenes, shared with other contemporary playwrights (or novel
ists), stresses interpretation of content. (Computers deliver reams 
of information, which is useless unless contextualized or orga
nized.) But in Mae West’s tradition, different from the evolving 
Modernism of the literary avant garde at the time, a story was told 
to inform.

* * *

West as a playwright was a visionary who had found her vehi
cle, and anyone who thinks she was some kind of a one-note dom- 
inatrix, hasn’t done their homework. After Dirty Blonde, I rushed 
to see a revival of West’s 1926 play Sex, mentioned earlier. At the 
Gershwin Hotel (not Theater) on East 24th Street— the lobby 
filled with Europeans whose age approximated the street num
ber— The Hour Glass Company had mounted the first ever 
revival of the play. Hungry for female roles with meat, the small 
but talented ensemble had raised money specifically for Sex. In it 
a younger and more complex Mae, Carolyn Baeumler, headed a 
cast that grew on everyone as scene by scene the play became more
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hilarious and more right on. The level of sexual innuendo is so 
obvious, and references to erections and intercourse so unmistak
able, if opaque, that it comes as a shock to remember Sex was first 
performed in 1926. It comes as no shock that West went to jail 
on obscenity charges because of it.

But outing sex was only part of Mae West s revolution. Really, 
though her topic was sex, her true intentions had only an indirect 
relationship to men: she was concerned with women, in fact, 
many of whom she saw as sacrificing themselves on the altar of 
love...which she had wisely declined to do in favor of becoming 
Mae West. At least a quarter of Sex is composed of scenes where 
Margy Lamont (Mae) gives her friend and sister prostitute advice 
about men: don’t trust them, get what you need from them, be 
self-sufficient, always have your own money, don’t succumb to 
romance, women have to support one another, etc. It’s like a 1972 
pamphlet from Women’s Liberation done as stand-up.

The plot, about as sophisticated as a Popeye episode though 
structurally perfect, goes as follows: After events that prompt 
them to leave town, the two prostitutes decide to follow the fleet. 
Margy as a career move and the other for love. Later in the play 
the inevitabilities of these choices are revealed, culminating in 
the suicide of the friend and Margie’s reluctant acceptance of a 
proposal from an unsuspecting love-struck rich boy. In the end 
she dumps him for a former john, a hardly solvent but decent 
sailor, who loves her knowing she’s a prostitute (now retired). 
Finally she castigates the rich boy and his parents for their moral 
hypocrisy, ill treatment of their maid, an obsession with money 
and believing themselves better than other people...and then for
gives them. Not only is Margy Lamont a stand-in for Susan B. 
Anthony, she’s also become the spirit of Rosa Luxemburg.
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* * *

The piece de resistance that is Sex, is enough to make you want 
to visit Mae Wests grave in Queens, say on her birthday.. .which 
is when and where Shear begins the present-day narrative of Dirty 
Blonde. Jo (Claudia Shear) and Charlie (Kevin Chamberlin), each 
coincidentally obsessed with Mae West, meet there by accident. 
He’s a film librarian and she’s— what else?— an unemployed 
actress. I won’t describe the stupendous flourish that actually 
opens the play, except to say it re-evokes the utter glory of Mae 
West before the play follows her (also Claudia Shear) on the way 
to stardom, while creating an image, or figure, that carries both 
Jo ’s and Charlie’s fierce, unnamed longings forward in the action.

The pair’s relationship unfolds, as does Mae’s life before star
dom: h£r early vaudeville act with a partner who becomes her hus
band, traveling the circuit of tawdry theaters as a none-too-popu- 
lar performer, her later decision that marriage isn’t for women 
after all, etc. With the help of her gay male friends (and her 
mother) she creates the persona, from costumes to walk, that will 
become Mae West...which is interesting. Also interesting: 
Shortly after Sex, Mae West wrote a play called Drag— typically 
to the point— that extended her sexual revolution to the final (at 
the time) frontier. (Is it possible, I’m thinking to myself, that 
Mae West and the elegant and understated Edith Wharton, who 
shared concerns though not class, actually overlapped lifetimes 
in New York? Because The Age o f Innocence was published in 1920. 
This must be how a century turns, crowded with endings and 
beginnings. You wonder in which category each of us, now, will 
end up.)

All roles in Dirty Blonde were played by the trio of Claudia 
Shear, Kevin Chamberlin and Bob Stillman, whose features and
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physicalities (excluding Shear as Mae) remind you of ordinary 
people, an old-fashioned pleasure in an era of buff and chiseled, 
and often untalented, leading actors. I was struck by the fresh
ness of these performances, the actors’ enthusiasm for what might 
be termed “ensemble acting with themselves,” their wholesome 
versatility in “playing” parts. Players being different from 
actors...like members of some traveling Shakespeare troupe, 
responsible for a makeshift stand of trees and banging the gong 
backstage. James Lapine is a director whose stamp is seen every
where and nowhere. He draws the myriad reflexive truths within 
Mae’s story, and within the story of her two most ardent fans, 
effortlessly to the surface. The same can be said of the relation
ships between the two stories, orchestrated by Shear and probably 
Lapine too. A particularly interesting plot point: that Charlie 
once met and was propositioned by the aged star.

As the characters in present time merge their knowledge of 
Mae yet continue to treat each other like Kryptonite, approached 
at risk of death, you begin to think, Is he gay? Is she desperate? 
Is he incapable of intimacy? Is she gay? But these categories 
quickly get jettisoned, and at some point you realize that sexual 
orientation, gender, etc. (designations that all around us are col
lapsing into something new or hardening into mock Kabuki pos
tures) are not irrelevant in general as much as they aren’t the cur
rent topic. Being a woman, for example, carries cultural realities 
that none of us escapes. Still, though West herself hit on a per
sona that both exploited and freed her from “womanhood,” an 
achievement of enormous social and political significance histori
cally, in DB Mae West is considered iconographically. The 
evening was about an available, psychological state of being. 
West as an alchemical creature, compelling to both women and
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men, even an identity for both. As mysterious and shocking as a 
mermaid, half human and half fish.

Probably for centuries— I’m no expert (or angel)— women 
have incorporated aspects of male identity in the service of them
selves, though until recently the reverse has seemed unthinkable 
or at least inarticulable. Dirty Blonde is an unusual encounter 
with a pair of female and male “love interests”— though I don’t 
know that this play is any more heterosexual than it is anything 
else/it’s a relationship between a man and a woman— who claim 
identity with the same person. But more unusual is that the per
son claimed is a woman, and that Charlie doesn’t want to imper
sonate Mae West as much as be her...not physically but internally 
in order to gain something of value. What a brilliant idea! As 
over the course of the play West is re-constructed...with each 
appearance of the emblematic garments, gesture and rebel with- 
herself-as-a-cause comments...it becomes clear that to perform 
the role is to be the role. And it’s not wearing a dress that’s at issue 
(though that may have its own pleasures)— it’s more centrally, 
wearing what Mae West wears. West, as icon, is both powerful 
and desirable, the perfect self and the perfect date.

Ultimately, West in full regalia is portrayed by Shear as a radi
ant beacon of self-love. Both Jo  and Charlie are in need of a 
dose— also the audience, quite happy to bask in the stage’s 
glow— and ultimately it’s what each character takes away from a 
personal Mae that allows the risk of self-revelation. At the end, 
each knows who the other is— it’s intimacy of the sort that makes 
OK the less than perfect other.

Two human-scale Mae Wests embrace on a stage: end (or 
beginning) of story.
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Annals of a D irty B londe , Part T wo

Joyce Carol Oates’ Blonde is a revelatory novel: its subject the 
destruction of a woman who more than others inhabited the male 
psyche of a country and beyond, to Hollywood’s furthest outpost. 
What has saved other women in the same circumstances— those 
that have been saved— is that men have wanted them less. Or 
individual men have protected them or simply gotten there first. 
It’s not ironic in a tragic context to say that Marilyn Monroe so 
appealed to men because it was men who created her. Holly
wood’s best shot at a perfect woman, which would be funny under 
other circumstances. Why such necessity to abuse her to the 
point of being left (soon enough) for dead? ( The actual overdose 
at the FBI’s hand or her own is irrelevant, as the novel makes clear.)

Monroe was destroyed, I think, for becoming more than what 
they’d created. Like Frankenstein’s monster, she developed life 
and feelings of her own. Desire. But running amuck (the 
metaphoric monster’s destiny and what justified his destruction) 
wasn’t among Monroe’s crimes, unless you count the damage she 
did to herself.

For me, one of the most affecting elements of Blonde is Oates’ 
ability to sustain her identification with Norma Jeane Baker 
while detailing a barrage of humiliations. Identification because 
recognition requires it. (An inability to recognize his characters 
is what made William Styron’s Nat Turner and Sophie s Choice so 
profoundly incapable of carrying the moral weight of their 
premises.) And Oates’ courage in seeing her character through to 
the end of the novel— like all courage, it’s something you muster 
up (or don’t) only when called upon— is what makes or breaks a 
writer. The other achievement here is the uncanny inhabiting of
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Norma Jeane Baker, her internal language and sense of experi
ence. How she saw her life. Life. Others. Herself. The voice so 
flexible yet unsure, intelligent and searching though faltering, so 
evocative of the woman you know exists behind the movie 
star...perfect pitch of the imagination. This includes the emo
tional shading predictive of Marilyn Monroe (or Marilyn in 
embryo), a description more than an explanation. Though if it’s 
true that talent will sometimes emerge from ruin then Blonde is 
an explanation too.

* * *

It might seem that I’m thinking about Blonde as a documented 
biography, though I’m not. In interviews Oates has stressed the 
invention in a book about “real people”— I saw her on PBS with 
the exasperating Charlie Rose— and of course that’s right. Oates 
had access to what’s on public record and available from secondary 
sources, but the rest is ‘‘made up.” Clear enough. Still, it would 
take a reader like Perry Mason to separate fact from fiction in 
Blonde, since the whole power of a story is that you know it didn’t 
happen but you believe it anyway. Actually, novels that alter a 
reader’s vision or sensibility, do so because they “read” utterly 
true. “True” can be mistaken for “real” in the instance of Blonde. 
The same way “real” can sometimes be mistaken for “true.”

Not that literary worlds can be separated from “real life”: writ
ers take a repeated long look at people, lives, events, culture, era, 
history, destiny and luck, and more within a fictional landscape 
constructed from experience. Where else could it come from? 
Internal textures, narrative’s coded movement, the tyranny of 
love, the inescapability of the body? But experience by itself has 
no meaning, which is the odd beauty of narrative... that it makes 
what happens available to a kind of scrutiny. A novel is the
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writer s personal and idiosyncratic gesture, the range of her or his 
commitments. That’s why there’s Norman Mailer’s Marilyn and 
Joyce Carol Oates’s Blonde.

And how do you “document’’ a life? Even for public figures 
there can’t be much outside of “facts’...place of birth, a list of rel
atives and known friends, the brand names of drugs on a prescrip
tion pad, dates of hospitalizations, when and where particular 
people were seen in public...in this case with Marilyn (after she 
was Marilyn). There’s also newsreel footage and any other brief 
records from TV...print interviews though they’re rarely an exact 
transcript. The movies themselves can be interpreted but they 
aren’t “documentary.” Everything else, including the egregious 
FBI file, is speculation, opinion, cultural spin. We re left with 
mythic truisms that in reality are cultural constructs, remem
bered and repeated because they’re information about us not her. 
Because there is no Marilyn Monroe. There’s just the persuasive
ness of a story.

* * *

I once saw Shelley Winters launch into a remembrance on late- 
night TV about when she and Marilyn were roommates, and 
whatever the immediate catalyst was, she appeared to say more 
than she meant to. It was so touching to see the fondness she had 
for her own and Marilyn’s girl selves, describing how when either 
of them had a man in the house they ’d put an empty champagne 
bottle outside the door to let the other know. In the context of 
what came after, this sweet picture of the soon-to-become-stars 
seemed out of a fairy tale... though plenty of girls or young women 
have times in their lives that make them feel part of a great adven
ture, when they feel real and happy because another girl is their 
witness. I remembered that story again alter reading Blonde,
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which could be categorized as a record of the kind of things Shel
ley Winters would never have revealed, even by mistake, on a talk show.

But it would be wrong to think of the novel as the bleak story 
of a victim, a category you hear so many young women now take 
issue with, as if “victim” were a concept as specious as “house
wife.” But it isn’t, and Marilyn Monroe was a victim, of many 
people and circumstances. The point being that she tried to live 
beyond that reality anyway, and was successful in crucial, self
defining ways. Norma Jeane Baker was an actor so original on 
screen (and available— isn’t access what we want from everyone?) 
that she carved a visual territory not seen before or since. Oates 
composes the terms of this talent so intimately in the novel...pub
lic appearances, photo sessions, the detailed shooting of several 
movies...that Marilyn emerges on the page as a visual subject, an 
enlivened body that belongs for once to her.

Oates describes an uneducated and love-starved girl who spent 
years in an orphanage, who as a woman remained curiously open 
to life, ready for a change of luck. She read Schopenhauer and 
Freud, and about the Holocaust. According to a feminist scholar 
in a recent talk, a half dozen novels by contemporary women writ
ers were found at her bedside when she died. A young Monroe 
protested the blacklist when even the industry’s powerful were 
quick to sell out. (It’s a rhetorical question to ask, who supported 
her?) She was the unstable daughter of an institutionalized 
mother, who struggled for years under the pressure of being used 
by men— Oates’ language for Marilyn’s genitals, her mouth, her 
ass, makes clear how interchangeable the places a woman can be 
penetrated may seem— before ultimately it broke her down. She 
wanted to live until it became impossible.

* * *
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The terms of the novel make possible its large and layered con
struct: the play between what s real and what’s not, between what 
the reader already knows (about Monroe) and what’s written. 
Between Norma Jeane Baker and Marilyn Monroe. Between the 
ways it evokes film and the linguistic or structural effects of a novel.

Oates mimics film techniques (or shows the shared territory of 
fiction and film), italicizing the role of the visual in Blonde. Dif
ferent narrative modes are spliced in throughout: MM internal 
monologue as she experiences the real-time present...nowhere 
near unrelinquished awareness, instead an intermittent retreat 
from duration (her own voice on a recording with skips) as if the 
world around her could be ingested only a bite at a time. Also the 
overlay of an impossible retrospect...Norma Jeane from the world 
of the dead or as if she’d kept living all these years without having 
aged or grown bitter.

Cutting into scenes: The past dialogue of Norma Jeane’s 
mother, publicity copy, poems (N JB ’s ghostwritten by JCO), 
summary paragraphs organized around a noun or idea. Quotes 
from H.G. Wells, Stanislavski, Emily Dickinson, invented 
authors in invented books. Scenes or random interjections of 
other points of view. All while retaining the integrity of a single 
screen, so that you hardly notice. We are mostly in flowing movie 
time thanks to the wide panorama of a mise-en-scene overview 
(omniscience) supporting the action, and to the straighforward 
chronology, after just a few pages of retrospect to frame the 
unfolding of Monroe’s life in the context of her death. There are 
only two events...as experienced by Norma Jeane, both irremedi
able traumas...that are narrated after the fact.

And what is seen? Monroe’s public presence on screen now 
automatically presents a visual vocabulary for the screen then and
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also for her physical presence throughout the novel. But that 
vocabulary is inflected and reinterpreted by Oates’ linguistic con
structions— otherwise the book would have had no subject, at 
least not the one it has: Marilyn’s re-portraiture into Norma 
Jeane. And isn’t that the point? The raw visual material of the 
movie star Marilyn that people have internalized (or simply 
watched, who knows?) is recomposed by the character Marilyn’s 
sense of herself.

The above effects are novelistic too, all of them written. And 
there are other elements of form that remind you how a novel in 
particular can affect layers of detail. Blonde’s breadth and sure
ness both contain and insist on the richness of experience as well 
as the inevitabilities of life’s promises, welcome or not. Through 
Norma Jeane’s sense of others, their own dialogue and sometimes 
thoughts, a fittingly gigantic cast of characters emerges. Though 
this is no picaresque— the psychological textures of the charac
ters and sheer level of visual, cultural and historical detail three- 
dimensionalizes a narrative that moves less like a line than a vor
tex. (As mentioned, the novel is constructed chronologically after 
the Prologue 3 August 1962: in order The Child 1932-1938, The 
Girl 1942-1947 , The Woman 1949-1953 , “Marilyn” 1953- 
1958, then The Afterlife 1959-1962, which delivers you to the 
moment the book started.) These characters are significant oth
ers— all of them, one of the defining truths of Oates’ Marilyn—  
from her mentally ill mother, her first unfortunate intimate, to 
her last and loving intimate, Arthur Miller. Here called the Play
wright, as Joe DiMaggio is the Ex-Athlete and Ava Gardner is the 
Brunette, while Darrel Zanuck is Mr. Z, Brando is Carlo (a nick
name) and Charles Chaplain Jr. is Charles Chaplain Jr  or Cass.

If you ever envied Marilyn Monroe her fame and stardom,
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don’t. If you envied the money, clothes and houses, don’t. She 
bought a small house, her first, at the very end of her life. She had 
$5,000 left from the $100,000 a movie fee she graduated to after 
years of receiving a $ 1,500 a week salary from a studio that made 
countless millions off her work. She spent most of that on a dress 
and a plane ticket to sing happy birthday to someone who turned 
out not to be her lover but a nonpaying customer, like most of the 
men in this story. If the novel is accurate, that is, about these facts 
of her last months, which I think it is— the level of detail here 
suggests inclusion of everything on public record as well as what 
can only be imagined. But if it isn’t accurate, then it’s true: the 
facts as they were are equally grim. It couldn’t have ended otherwise.

If Joyce Carol Oates doesn’t get the Pulitzer Prize for this book 
I won’t be surprised...meaning she deserves it, but a messenger 
with bad news isn’t usually given a tip. Unless, of course, you’re 
reading a scene in a novel called Blonde, and the messenger is 
Death and the recipient is Marilyn Monroe, who after receiving a 
package at her door, goes inside for a $20 bill, with which she 
emerges a moment later only to find "the tall lanky Hispanic boy" gone.

The clean throughline of the book comes to an end point we 
already know: Marilyn Monroe died of an overdose, her career 
washed up, starting to lose her looks, plunged into madness, 
broke. But then, the way a novel is never "about" what happens, 
"what happens" takes a turn, shifting locus to what you’ve been 
following all along but didn’t know. It’s an internal articulation 
that sometimes gets pulled to the surface (a story’s reflexive power 
to attach itself by a single idea or feeling to a reader’s mind): This 
is the story of Norma Jeane Baker and how she became Marilyn Monroe.

Ford Maddox Ford’s novel The Good Soldier starts with a line 
many readers know: This is the saddest story I have ever heard.
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I’m going to borrow it to end my review of Blonde, for me the 
most stunning novel to begin the century.

* * *

I’m left with a sad story and a better one...better than life, too, 
where icons aren’t as blonde as they seem and there’s never, ulti
mately, a happy ending. But in the case of Mae West, who cares? 
She remains a shimmering presence, as stylishly rearticulated by 
Claudia Shear and as the detailed, quotable self-portrait she left 
behind. An important point among the many of hers we know by 
heart (to a hat check girl who asked— My goodness!— where she 
got those beautiful diamonds): Goodness had nothing to do with it.

Mae West was a woman who resisted the smallness of life and 
her own role in it. Her act of public self-invention remains colos
sal, like a more recent and female Hercules who wasn’t going to 
waste her time cleaning someone else’s stables. Blonde itself 
begins with a myth, in the form of the movie star Marilyn Mon
roe, her dress ballooning above a subway grate. But Oates rede
posits us into culture, where we recognize our own shabby ver
sion of gods and mortals, with Hollywood as the symbolic 
Olympus, its rulers free to rape, pillage and plunder. It’s a bitter 
truth that in Norma Jeane Baker’s life, as in millions of others, 
resistance wasn’t enough to save her. Blonde is in no way a cau
tionary tale— it’s an explanation of why one woman’s injury is the 
business of all women.

My fantasy, admittedly a happy ending, goes like this: In a 
sparkling floor-length gown, Mae West stands in the doorway of 
eternity. (This is her younger and truest self gone to heaven, 
while the aging Mae lives on.) She’s the same star we remember, 
the hooded gaze and freighted hips...though her smile is conspic
uously missing. Mae West is pissed off. It’s 1962, which means
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she has to drag her ass to Hollywood to stuff a certain package 
down a certain messenger s throat. Though on second thought, 
she ll just circle the names in the upper left-hand corner and mark 
the package Return to Sender. Eternity is a quick round trip. 
Once she’s back there she’ll enjoy waiting for these guys, whose 
time it is to come up and see her.

A B R A MS  • T H E  I C O N O G R A P H Y  OF B L O N D E N E S S
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A Quest for Place—
A Look at Artists’ New Work

a review by M ichelle Y. Valladares

I think this quest for space or for sense of place, reinvent
ing the notion of place, is a peculiarly Euro-American arti
fact. It’s an artifact of alienation, of movement about the 
earth, and Indian peoples, at least in their indigenous con
texts, didn’t have to worry about abstracting something 
called “place” from their very existence. They already were 
somewhere; they already belonged somewhere.

—  Alfonso Ortiz (from the catalog for Reservation X)

Summer 2 0 0 0

I am writing from the casa in Fortaleza, Brazil, that I shared with 
my sister-in-law until she died from lupus in May, at the age of 
49. D’lania, who lived on the same street for thirty years, found 
this house and we rented it because it has a guava and carambola 
(starfruit) tree, a cool breeze that blows through, and room for six 
birds, two dogs and the assortment of relatives and friends who 
live with us. This home was a gathering place over daily cafezin- 
hos and now it is where we remember her. So it was not a com
plete surprise to discover that the artists I selected consider in 
some way the notion of home/place in their work. For the seven 
artists in the group show Reservation X: The Power o f Place in Abo-
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riginal Art, the mandate was specifically to examine ideas of com
munity and identity, but the three other artists I chose for review 
regularly work with these ideas. The sculptor Jenny Feder builds 
small houses and out of these structures emerge distinctive 
worlds. Larry Brown s paintings consider the relationship 
between man and his larger home in the universe or inversely the 
cellular world which forms us. The multimedia artist Brenda 
Alejandro bases her installations in a specific cultural context and 
examines the conditions of our “homes” to consider how images 
and stereotypes of women are received, transported and transformed.

* * *

In January 2 0 0 0 ,1 was part of a panel featuring activist/artist 
Charlene Teters to discuss the exhibit on Body Art at the Museum 
of Natural History (NYC). A smorgasbord of photographs and 
artifacts from aboriginal cultures all over the world, the exhibit 
mixed ancient traditions of body adornment with modern-day 
tattooing and body piercing. The curators seemed to make ran
dom associations between cultures and gave different rites equal 
weight, consequently diminishing the significance of the more 
sacred objects or marks. In contrast, when I walked through 
Reservation X , the current exhibition at the National Museum of 
the American Indian (NYC), I was struck by the depth of the 
installations, primarily because they provided the viewer with 
context. The curator, Gerald McMaster, asked seven modern 
native artists to explore the relationship between community and 
identity as they perceived it. Utilizing signs, symbols, history 
and myths of their particular communities, each artist explores 
their own relationship to the past and present.

In a karmic twist the former U.S. Customs House, beautifully 
renovated with large mosaic murals on the ceiling featuring
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immigrants and boats landing in New York’s harbors, is now 
home to the National Museum of the American Indian represent
ing cultures indigenous to this continent. In Reservation X  , the 
artists Marianne Nicolson, Shelly Niro, Mateo Romero, Nora 
Naranjo-Morse, C. Maxx Stevens, Jolene Rickard and Mary Long
man representing the Tewa, Saulteaux, Seminole, Mohawk, 
Kwakwaka’wakw and juxtapositions of rural or reservation life 
with urban realities.

Jolene Rickard’s ‘‘Blue Corn Room” is an electrical blue-lit 
space where long strands of corn hang from the ceiling, sur
rounded by large photographs of power lines, electrical stations, 
dams and kernels of corn. In 1958, the Power Authority, led by 
Robert Moses, the powerful architect best known to New Yorkers 
for his designs of bridges and beaches, planned to flood the Tus- 
carora Reservation by constructing a new reservoir. In a cam
paign resulting in one of the Power Authority ’s few defeats, half 
of the reservation was saved and the other half flooded. ‘‘Blue 
Corn Room” evokes the immense struggle that went into the cul
tural survival of this Native community.

C. Maxx Stevens’ installation “If These Walls Could Talk,” re
creates a classroom in one of the boarding schools that Indian 
children were forced to attend in the 1950s as an attempt to erad
icate their culture and language. Speakers embedded in the walls 
have the voices of former students recalling their experiences. 
The room contains children’s wooden desks stacked with books 
and a long table where onions are being harvested. A woman’s 
voice can be heard from a radio. Stevens’ attention to details cul
minates in a powerful environment in which the anguish of the 
children separated from their families and forbidden to speak 
their language is evoked.
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Nora Naranjo-Morse conveys a powerful sense of personal and 
community identity in her installation “Gia’s Song.” Gia in Tewa 
refers to mother or earth. Naranjo-Morse, whose father was a 
builder of adobe homes and mother was a potter, acknowledges 
their influence on her art-making process. In her piece, an adobe 
wall divides the room. On one side, you walk into an adobe space 
and painted on the inside wall is a life-size figure with a spiral on 
its stomach representing both our physical and spirit journey 
through life. On the other side, the adobe turns into a graffitied 
wall of the government housing units built on the reservations. 
Naranjo-Morse skillfully conveys the difference in the physical 
structures of thought/values of the colonizer vs. the Pueblo world 
view. The viewer looks through a window to a small living room 
with a TV playing a video of a grandmother telling stories. The 
physical disruption of the Tewa people s world view when they 
enter the housing units is haunting but there is a balance in the 
story of the grandmother which sustains even this disruption. 
The artist says, “This balance comes from knowing yourself and 
knowing where you belong.”

The other artists, Shelly Niro, Marianne Nicolson, Romero 
Mateo and Mary Longman also offer challenging and distinctive 
installations that include painting, sculpture, and film and video. 
The show is a traveling exhibition accompanied by a catalog 
edited by McMaster with provocative and insightful essays.

* * *

At the beginning of summer, I discovered a Jenny Feder sculp
ture, a small white plaster house (approx. 3”x4”x5”) with a large 
swordfish hung over a red door, a patterned tin roof and a white- 
on-white flowered inlay on the outside walls— a cottage to write 
in. I wanted to move in. I tracked Ms. Feder’s work down. Her
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new show, featuring “Small Houses,” is part of a larger exhibition, 
that opened July 15 at the Yellow House Gallery in Greenport, 
New York.

Though the structures are similar, no two houses are alike. 
Each wall offers a different image, sepia photographs of fish, celes
tial maps, two women in a 30 ’s train compartment falling asleep, 
one clasping the other’s hand, and a woman at a steering wheel of 
a convertible. The images, often non sequiturs, are the narrative, 
poetry grounded in the physical structure. Feder’s materials 
include found objects, driftwood, book spines, cards, fishing 
hooks, buttons, rope, and text. The houses evoke a nostalgic, 
sometimes whimsical mood on first glance; however, on closer 
scrutiny Feder subtly looks at historical stereotypes. On one 
house, a large fish hangs from the sporting fisherman’s hook and 
on the other side is a book spine which reads, “Spectacle of Man.” 
In “Fate is A Fool” a beautiful Bergmanesque female character 
clings to a man who is trying to row a lifeboat on rough seas. I 
was delighted to discover that the interior contained images of a 
calm ocean flowing towards a gold-leafed ceiling— what we yearn 
for exists within us. These houses evoked the multiple and some
times ironic metaphors of life.

Later in July, driving north to Hudson, New York, to view 
Larry Brown’s new exhibit at the Davis and Hall Gallery, I 
thought about the first time I had seen his paintings two years 
earlier. Small finches inhabit the canvas with large circular 
shapes. At the time he mentioned that his primary influence was 
The Nature o f the Universe, by Lucretius (c. 50 BC), but he was also 
intrigued by another book The History of Finches. I found the 
concreteness of the birds contrasted with the more abstract and 
fluid circles, a powerful combination that evoked many interpretations.
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In the new paintings, both large canvases and smaller works on 
paper, the birds are gone, but the circles and cylinders are alchem- 
ically transformed into beach balls or molecular structures. With 
titles like “D -499” or “D -509, the paintings suggest the order
ing of scientific charts. But the vibrant colors, deep burnished 
oranges and reds, yellows and blues, remind us that these are also 
works of art celebrating color. In many of the paintings a myste
rious luminous egg-shape hovers over the other images. Is it a 
reference to human existence, our consciousness of consciousness? 
The paintings are blocked into sections, like a mapping of mem
ory, quantum physics, molecular biology or astronomy. Perhaps 
in the same way the Aboriginal artists of Australia map their 
“dreamtime," Brown s work “maps” the universe of the mind. 
But in symbols like the beach ball or in the humor of the titles 
like “there you have it,” people enter the painting. Brown s work 
fulfills our yearning to be a part of the infinite and the minute, 
simultaneously.

Brenda Alejandro challenges where we can feel at home, as she 
navigates between her homes in Puerto Rico and New York City. 
Her art demands the viewer to confront rituals that violate and 
history that erases violence against women— she addresses both 
the specific cultural/historical and universal contexts. Her last 
installation “Behind doors/a puerta cerrado” was a response to the 
international situation of Female Genital Mutilation, part of a 
call for local action by the Women s Rights Watch Project. 
Inspired by a poem her daughter had written on the subject, Ale
jandro created a powerful and direct multimedia installation at 
the Galeria de Arte in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. In one section, 
several sculpted female figures are lined up against a wall without 
adornment except for their bloodied pelvises. Alejandro says her
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intention is to bring light to the act of FGM, which occurs to 
young girls and women at the rate of 6,000 per day, so that it can 
generate awareness about local action against violence against women.

Her new piece, utilizing digital art will be installed sometime 
in August at the Casa del Americas in Cuba at a Colloquim on 
the Myth of the Caribbean. “En el Ojo del que Mira/In the Eye of 
the Beholder” will combine text, poetry, drawings and old pho
tographs from Alejandro’s research on enslaved women in the 
Caribbean. The work addresses how the myth of beauty in the 
Caribbean was created, why it is perpetuated and how it has been 
transformed. In the latter context Alejandro includes the history 
of stereotypes of beauty among Caribbean women which includes 
indigenous, black, mulatto, and white. For example, during one 
period it was considered beautiful to have the coloring of a 
mulatto with the fine facial features of a European. Alejandro also 
shows the current fads and trends in beauty which send so many 
women to the surgeon’s table. The strength and power of this 
work is that it addresses race, gender, and class by revealing the 
economic and social forces which creates these standard of beauty.

* * *

I close this essay having traveled to the interior of Northeast
ern Brazil to visit my mother-in-law, where I spent most of my 
nonwriting time ducking bats, shooing mosquitoes and cau
tiously removing frogs from the shower. Here, as I re-enter the 
work of each of these artists through writing about them, I am 
transported back to the worlds they create. I would agree with 
Ortiz that the quest for place may be an ‘‘artifact of alienation,” 
but given that so many of us belong to the group that moves 
around the earth, I am grateful to these artists who stop us 
momentarily in our travels.
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Indri_i Indri_ason
Eliot W einberger

In 1 9 0 3 , E inar G. Hjorleifsson , a journalist and 
newspaper editor in the small northern town of Akureyri, Ice
land’s second largest city, read a review in a foreign magazine of 
F.W.H. Myers’ scholarly exposition of spiritualism, Human Per
sonality and Its Survival of Bodily Death, and asked the county 
supervisor to try to obtain a copy for the local library. Before the 
book arrived many months later, Hjorleifsson had already written 
articles in its defense, and had attempted a few seances that pro
duced no results. The following year, he moved to the capital, 
Reykjavik, and changed his name to Einar Kvaran— a pseudo
nym that prefigures B. Traven and Arthur Cravan— under which 
he would later become a nationally famous writer of, unexpect
edly, realist novels.

The sittings continued with some like-minded enthusiasts. At 
one, the group became excited when a young woman wrote auto
matically about the death of a relative on a sheep farm in “West 
World,’’ the colony in Manitoba where a fourth of the population 
had emigrated after decades of famine. Weeks later, the news 
arrived that the relative was alive and well.

Disappointed, the group was at the point of disbanding when
a printer’s apprentice, Indri_i Indri_ason, twenty-two, raised
without schooling on a distant croft, accidentally happened to 
attend a meeting. He had barely sat down when the table around
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which they had gathered began to shake violently. Indri_i, in ter
ror, ran out of the room. He was taken to Kvaran s house, where a 
table trembled, moved across the floor, and flipped over.

Kvaran encouraged the reluctant Indri_i, and the printer’s 
apprentice first fell into a trance shortly before Easter, 1905, and 
began writing automatically. He saw shadowy beings and swore 
at them; he saw himself as two identical people, linked by a cord. 
He became afflicted with headaches, insomnia, and depression, 
and resolved to go to ‘‘West World.” Just before leaving, he fell 
ill: in his delirium, he saw a man with a gray beard operating on 
him. The man dictated a letter to Indri_i which was given to 
Kvaran. If a group were to be formed, and certain instructions fol
lowed— these are not now known— greater things would be seen.

Kvaran founded the Experimental Society in the fall of 1905 
and gathered prominent citizens: theologians, writers, a future 
Prime Minister, a Supreme Court judge, a member of Parliament. 
At the first meeting, the table suddenly lifted and banged into 
the chins of the assembled. Three men tried to push it down and 
could not. Indri_i was not touching it. At the next session, a “con
trol” appeared who spoke through Indri_i in his trance state, and 
instructed the group to meet every night.

Knocks were heard at the third meeting, on the walls and on 
the ceiling. At the next, clicks were heard in the air, like fingers 
snapping, moving around the room, though Indri_i was motion
less. Still later, lights flashed in the dark room, some white, some 
red, of different sizes and shapes; fifty-eight in all were counted. 
There was no equipment available in Iceland at the time that 
could produce such flashes. One night, Indri_i described a major 
fire in Copenhagen. When the Danish papers arrived a month 
later, the information was proved correct.
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In November, Indri_i began to levitate. In the darkness of the
meetings, it was difficult to see, but the sitters heard him bump
ing against the ceiling, crashing to the floor, smashing furniture
as he came down. Once, a match was lit, and Indri_i was seen,
horizontal, with his head on a table and nothing else to support him.

On December 6, a man appeared in a pool of light, with his
back turned to the group. Indri_i was in the corner, screaming.
Strong gusts of wind blew through the room, disheveling hair 
and flipping the pages of books. Two weeks later, in the longest
night of the sunless winter, Indri_i, in his trance, suddenly
shouted: “What are you going to do with those knives? No, no, 
no!’ ' H is left arm vanished. Seven sitters examined him, lit 
matches, and then lamps, but his arm could not be found. A half- 
hour later, it reappeared.

After a few consecutive evenings where the disappearance of
his arm was repeated, Indri_i became ill, and the meetings were
suspended. They resumed in the darkness of the winter of 1906- 
7, when the seance room would become filled with a blinding 
white light. In the light a human would appear, dressed in a long 
white robe, speaking Danish with a heavy Copenhagen accent, 
and calling himself Mr. Jensen. He would appear repeatedly, for a 
few seconds at a time, in different parts of the room, sometimes 
standing behind Indri_i’s chair. At one meeting, forty witnesses 
saw him, including the Bishop of Iceland, the Magistrate of 
Reykjavik, and the British Consul. The Bishop insisted that fur
ther meetings be held at his own house, where, surprisingly, the 
appearances of Mr. Jensen became more frequent and the light 
more intense.

In September 1907, Indri_i went to visit a clergyman in the
Westman Islands, where people lived on smoked fish and smoked
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puffin. There, he met an unpleasant apparition named Jon, 
described as a man in his shirtsleeves, and troubles began.

On December 7, Indri_i and his roommate, a theology student 
named _or_ur, were sleeping in their house when a plate was 
thrown on the floor and Indri_i s bed moved from the wall. The 
next night, Kvaran stayed with them; the doors were locked and a 
lamp was kept burning. Shoes began to be tossed around the 
room; then the head and foot of the bed alternately lifted and 
crashed down. A boot smashed the lamp, and Indri_i screamed 
that he was being dragged. He was pulled headfirst out of the 
room, while the two men tugged at his ankles. They finally man
aged to get him back on the bed, where Indri_i s legs were lifted 
up and the men could not force them down.

On the 10th, a man named Brynjolfur stayed with Indri_i and 
_or_ur. Candlesticks fell on the floor, and a hairbrush flew across 
the air. Indri__i cried out that Jon was there. Brynjolfur lay down 
on top of Indri_i on his bed, and the table next to them floated up 
and landed on them. After a period of quiet, Brynjolfur went back 
to bed. Indri_i screamed that Jon was back. Water from a water 
basin was thrown in Brynjolfurs face and a chamber pot sailed 
across the room. Brynjolfur again lay down on top of Indri__i, and 
the bed moved from the wall. He was holding Indri__i down as 
best he could, while a table rose and was banging him on the 
head. The men decided to leave the house, and began to get 
dressed. Indri__i stood up and was thrown back on the bed. A bowl 
flew through the air, changed direction, and splintered against a 
wall. Indri__i screamed again, and Brynjolfur and _or__ur saw him 
suspended horizontally. Both men tried to push him down, and 
they too were lifted into the air, as chairs, cushions, water basins 
and water bottles were flung and smashed against the walls.
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In a country with months of near-total darkness: where the lan
guage recognized twenty-seven different kinds of ghosts: where 
everyone knew, from the sagas, the gossip of their ancestors of a 
thousand years before, and all who had come and gone since: 
where so much of the population was living and dying a world 
away to the west: on an island that was still a Danish colonial out
post, that until recently had not a single road across its eerie tree
less landscape: where electricity was new to the city: where most 
of the population lived in remote settlements and spent the win
ters telling stories to each other, packed into tiny rooms in peat- 
covered cottages heated by the warmth of the animals and their 
own bodies: Indri_i became a celebrity, the most famous Ice
lander of his time.

The Experimental Society built a special house where he could 
live and work, with a seance room that could hold a hundred peo
ple, a large crowd in the minuscule city. The popularity of the 
seances, ridiculed in the local press, attracted the attention of Ice
land’s most honored scientist, Gu_mundur Hannesson, founder 
of the Icelandic Scientific Society, twice President of the Univer
sity of Iceland, Reykjavik City Council member, and leading 
light in both the Icelandic and Danish Associations ol Physicians. 
Gu_mundur decided to expose Indri_i by subjecting the gather
ings to scientific methods of verification.

The hall was sealed, and a man directed to hold Indri_i’s hands 
throughout the session. A megaphone on an iron stand rose from 
a table and a voice spoke through it into Gu_mundur’s ear. A 
heavy music box flew through the air playing a melody. A table 
turned upside-down and a bench was dragged; loose objects 
careened. There were knocks and voices.

Gu_mundur next inspected the ceiling and floor for hidden
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compartments. He constructed a net, stretched tight and nailed 
to the room on all sides, to serve as a barrier between Indri_i and 
the audience. All possible apertures and crevices were checked 
and sealed, and movable objects placed out of Indri_i’s reach. 
Gu_mundur reported: “It was the same as at the previous seance: 
everything went mad and tumbled about. It was even noisier than 
it was on the previous occasion.”

For the third meeting, the examination of the room was even 
more thorough, and Indri_i was undressed and searched. Only 
two people besides Gu_mundur, Indri_i, and his “watchman” 
were allowed to attend. Gu_mundur wrote: “This is no joke. It is 
a life-and-death struggle for sound reason and one’s own convic
tion against the most execrable form of idiocy and superstition.” 
At the seance objects flew. The chair was pulled out from under 
Indri_i and smashed. Gu_mundur, standing away from the oth
ers, was struck hard in the back, as though by a closed fist. Indri_i 
was pulled feet first toward the ceiling as the “watchman” tried to 
haul him down. Voices of different kinds and with different 
accents were heard cursing; the sitters’ chairs were pulled from 
them. A lectern firmly nailed to the floor was torn loose, and 
Indri_i and the “watchman” were dragged about. Broken glass 
and trash were thrown in Gu_mundur’s face from a direction 
where no one was present. Surveying the rubble of the room, 
Gu_mundur concluded that “there is no possibility of explain
ing” what had happened.

Gu_mundur attended twenty more seances, each time invent
ing stricter controls: The meetings were moved to other houses, 
the location announced only minutes before, with guards sta
tioned outside. Indri_i was undressed and put into a kind of 
straitjacket to keep him from moving. Phosphorescent tape was
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ordered from Europe and placed on Indri_i and various objects to
observe their movements. The phenomena were repeated: flying 
objects; levitation; winds blowing from nowhere; varied voices in 
Icelandic, French, Danish, and Swedish, some speaking simulta
neously, often cursing; invisible punches; furniture being 
smashed, the megaphone and the music box swinging wildly over 
the heads of the audience. A womans voice, musically trained, 
was heard singing when no women were present. Once, the room 
filled with fog.

Gu_mundur published his findings in scientific journals. He 
wrote: “It is my firm conviction that the phenomena are unques
tionable realities.”

In the summer of 1909, Indri_i went to visit his parents with
his recent fiancee. They both caught typhoid, and she died. Too 
weak to continue, he never held another seance. He married 
another woman, and they had a daughter who died in infancy.
Indri_i contracted tuberculosis and died in a sanitarium in 1912
at age twenty-nine.
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My obsessions, a new column
Kate M oira Ryan

Obsession is a need unfulfilled . People who col- 
lect cookie jars are thin. People who collect old farm tools live in 
the city. Perhaps we have a need to escape in our imaginations to 
our own Atlantis. To fill in the blanks of our own lives and day
dream a different destiny. But isn’t that the glorious thing about 
imagination? It lets us take flight into places we’ll never get to in 
life. That’s what this column is about—  the nature, passion and 
origin of my own and other people’s obsessions.

T he O riginal O bsession

When I was a child I spent Sunday afternoons going with my 
father to postcard shows in Manhattan. I learned to scan tables of 
junk for the telltale shoe boxes that my father would laboriously 
flip, searching for the perfect Austria Hungarian W W I card with 
a postmark from the front lines. Using German he learned from a 
second-hand college textbook, Dad would translate cards from a 
soldier to a sweetheart detailing a hopelessly grim life in the 
trenches. I know my father was more interested in the stamps or 
a particular postmark than the messages written, but he had to 
somehow keep my interest and so he would piece together three 
tragic lines to feed my imagination, buying himself another forty 
minutes of uninterrupted picking. My favorite cards were of 
long-exiled royal children. Boys with shoulder-length curling
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hair in ornate satin suits with enormous bows perched on velvet 
footstools. Distant heirs forced into service because suicide or 
assassination had taken a wrong turn in the rightful succession. I 
grew to be as familiar with the names of Bismark, Emperor Franz 
Josef and Archduke Ferdinand as I was with the N Y Yankees.
I lived in my father s obsession until I developed my own. It hap
pened casually as I was trying to cage a buck from him at the Sixth 
Avenue flea market for a hot dog. In his pile of finds there was a 
portrait of a boy in a sailor suit reading a book. The writing on 
the card was Cyrillic. ‘W ho’s that?” I said. My father pushed up 
his glasses and glanced at the card. “The Tsarevitch." He handed 
me the buck and pulled another thick stack of cards out of the 
waiting Florsheim box. I turned the card over. The price on the 
glassine cover was $4.50 more than I had, more than my Dad 
would pay. Six shoe boxes later he handed the booth guy— the 
usual eccentric sort with the prerequisite brown polyester pants 
and snap on suspenders— three cards— one of them mine. Dad 
did the lowball "How about ten bucks for the three of them?” 
The old guy shook his head. Dad casually threw down the cards 
and started to walk away, saying, “C’mon, Kath.” The old guy 
shouted “Three for twelve.” Dad sauntered back and then pulled 
out his wallet and handed out a ten and two singles one of which 
he got back from me.

On the way back home I sat in the front seat of our sky-blue 
Volare sticking to the vinyl seat, feeling the hot air breeze in from 
the open window. I pulled the card out of its glassine wrapper. 
“They were all shot,” my father said as he cut across Sixth Avenue. 
“All of them by the Bolsheviks.” I looked at the boy and asked, 
“Who’s they?” “The Romanovs— the Royal family of Russia,” he 
answered.
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I know more about he Romanovs now than I do about my own 
family’s past. I have read countless books by Courtiers and 
Romanov scholars. I’ve paged through endless photo albums 
detailing a long-forgotten court life. Some of the pictures are offi
cial photographs, while others are more relaxed and revealing. 
The Tsarevitch is photographed in a swimming costume, his 
naked legs show his hemophiliac bruising. His older sister Anas
tasia imps in the front of the camera pretending she is levitating 
on a swing. The oldest sisters, Olga and Tatiana, pose in front of 
Greek columns like statues from a ruin.

The more haunting photographs of the children were taken 
during their imprisonment. While under house arrest, the five 
children contracted German Measles. There is a photo of the five 
of them with their scalps shaved bare, lined up against a black 
curtain. They all stare at the camera with fixed expressions. 
Another image is of the Tsarevitch at their final place of impris
onment at Ekaterinaberg. Bored or suicidal or both, the fourteen- 
year-old ex-heir had driven his sled down a staircase and was an 
invalid for his final months. In one photo he stares straight at the 
camera holding his hands up. His thinness makes him look two- 
dimensional, his hands have a paper-like see-through quality. He 
looks like the ghost he soon will become.

Some track their love affairs. I track my obsessions. Twenty- 
four years ago when I was eleven I fell in love with a doomed boy 
and I have been chasing him ever since.

R ecent obsessions: T he Romanovs and B eyond

Recently, I have been obsessed with Mt. Everest. I have read 
anything about Everest I could order from Amazon.com. I have
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seen the Everest IMAX several times. All the climbers run 
together in my mind— they are all blond from New Zealand and 
described as really excellent great guys. Only one explorer has 
taken hold of my mind like a piece of crab in a back molar after a 
night at Red Lobster. George Mallory. He disappeared on the 
mountain with his young buddy Irving after the 1924 exhibition. 
Mallory was a favorite of the London Bloomsbury group. One of 
the Stracheys commented— did you ever notice the Bloomsbury 
crowd had endless siblings; the Woolfs, the Sitwells, the Grants, 
maybe why Carrington killed herself...no siblings. Anyway, one 
of the Stracheys said, "He was bisexual, you know,” in that Evelyn 
Waugh-Brideshead Revisited-sleeping-with-my-kind sort of 
way, not in that E.M. Forester-sleeping-with-the-gardener kind 
of way. Another Strachey said absolutely not. Well, what was it? 
I thought.

Now the big question about Mallory was, did he ever reach the 
summit? Supposedly he took a camera and if he did reach the 
summit, people speculated, a picture would surface. It didn’t. 
Years and years his body lay frozen and lost, everyone still won
dering about his fate. Endless Mallory. Why did he take Irving 
as a partner instead of a more experienced climber? Late at night 
I would ask myself the same question. Until I was in a bookstore 
paging through endless tomes on Mallory and I came a cross a 
photo of Iriving. Looks: about 6-Ieet tall, built, blond windswept 
hair and chiseled teeth. Got my answer. He took Irving because 
he was, as Generation Z would say— he was a hottie. Hell, if I had 
my druthers between an excellent climber and any member of the 
women’s soccer team— well hello, of course I’d pick Mia Hamm. 
After Mallory, my taste for hopeless ventures was piqued. I 
picked up Into Thin Air, and did you know that your nose can fall
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off? Into the Wild— the kid that decides to live off the Alaskan 
wilderness like Jack London and starves to death even though a 
mile away there was a rangers’ cabin filled with fruit roll-ups and 
beef jerky. Or my new favorite, The Perfect Storm. Bunch of 
heavy-drinking sailors go swordfishing. I call these books the 
running-with-the-scissors-in-hand genre. Some sort of bizarre 
testosterone-backlash school of writing. It makes me long for the 
coke literature of the 80s. Give me Bret Easton I ’m-going-to- 
make-a-snuff-film Ellis, or Jay go-ahead-and-fire-me-from-the- 
New Yorker-I’ll-write-a-book-about-it-and-secure-a-perma- 
nent-summer-position-at-Yaddo Maclnery. Comparing the coke 
novels to the endless excerpts from Outside magazine would be 
like watching F. Scott Fitzgerald in a celebrity death match with 
Ernest Hemingway. When did writers start eating power bars 
and going outside during the day, for God’s sake? Any writer 
worth their salt will tell you that the only time they leave home is 
to get the mail and to pick up a an iced double Americano from 
Starbucks. The real tough guys of yesteryear, the only climbing 
they did was off a bar stool. What happened to the martini
drinking, I’m-going-to-stab-my-wife-with-a-knife kind of 
man? What happened to him? Algonquin is a table not a moun
tain. Real writers do not like physical discomfort, they do not 
like being cold, they do not like being wet. Real writers are deli
cate fragile beings, who must be swaddled in wool and coddled 
with a little knit hat on their head. Can you honestly see John 
Cheever strapping on crampons and wearing a North Face jacket? 
So why do I have this dirty little habit of reading about, this pen
chant for, travel writers? Perhaps because I never go outside and I 
am curious about what goes on there.

* * *
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Last winter was more bizarre than most. I decided to do a digital 
feature of a play of mine. I was lured into thinking this would be 
fun and easy almost like summer stock with Mickey Rooney and 
Judy Garland. And it all went along fine until I agreed to cook 
for 15 people a day and lug over food in a blue plastic shopping 
cart. My nine-months-pregnant girlfriend would sometimes 
accompany me carrying garlic bread to my best friend’s apart
ment where we were shooting. The crew began to grumble 
behind my back and I began to hate humankind with a passion 
that only a black-hearted Irish kid from Yonkers can harbor.

The film shoot ended with not a dime to spare and I once again 
bunkered down at home, in my chair, to page through my favorite 
book, The Fall of the Romanovs. I have a library of volumes about 
my most favorite and long-standing obsession, written by ex-roy
als, tutors and hangers-on. And I add to these books as soon as a 
new memoir comes out. I started bidding on e-bay for a book 
about the children’s French tutor, Pierre Gilliard. I got it then 
started bidding on other stuff, secretly longing to bid on 
Romanov memorabilia. And when you bid you have to pay...and 
that’s when I began to sell. First it started off in this order: old 
computer stuff, a Palm Pilot modem, a Nicole Miller wallet. 
Then I ran out of stuff and began selling old jeans, a tattered 
pocket book, dresses I had worn to weddings of people who have 
since been divorced. Anything I could get my hands on. This 
lasted until my girlfriend and I went into see the doctor and she 
said, Today’s the day, pack your things.

Thirty-six hours later, our son arrived. He came out upside- 
down and had such a feeble cry that I was scared to go near him. 
But I did and when I called his name he reached out his arms. We 
took him home and the phone began to ring, and then visits
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began to happen. Fifty phone calls a day on three hours of sleep 
can take a toll on someone. My girlfriend and I hired a doula, 
which means do this, do that, then for the rest of her stay, we left 
the baby for exactly an hour and a half.

We went to J&R Music World, where I found the most fantas
tic computer game called The Sims. Simulated three-dimen
sional people, the size of a thumb, that live in your computer. 
They could fall in love, get promoted and have children. And it 
all seemed too perfect. In between our son s feedings, I began to 
play The Sims. I built little houses, made most of the couples les
bian or gay, and it was all fine for about a Sim week. Then the lit
tle stylish people began to yell at me. (This is true. If they don’t 
like something you make them do, they turn their little three- 
dimensional bodies around and shake their fists in their 
“creator’s” direction. You can hear the chatter of little voices but 
you can’t make out the words— ever.) Then they began to leave 
food on the floor, then they refused to go to work. They became 
unemployed, began to starve and then die off. My little lesbian 
and gay multicultural utopia became unlivable. Sleep-deprived 
and a bit crazed, I did something that I know I shouldn’t have, 
but I was tired of the little shits talking back. I became a despot, 
a Guilliani. No more kind understanding...I sold their amuse
ments and made them clean up and go to work. One Sim 
wouldn’t stop crying after his boyfriend starved to death— he was 
evicted from his house. I was afraid he was going to run off with 
the wife of the lone straight couple, the one stable household of 
my little development. This lasted for two weeks straight until 
my best friend and fellow writer offered me office space to share at 
an acting school. I went outside. Now my new obsession is to 
chase actors practicing scenes outside my office.
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Upcoming Issues

IN T ER N A T IO N A L— Rules: one set, two sets; dueling sets. Laws 
from inside and outside the lines. Two countries, two different 
ways of conducting work and play. This issue will be an interna
tional collection. Deadline for submissions is December 1 .2 0 0 0 .

FLESH— Body, skin, fat, sensuality, obsession, shame, joy, mark
ings, danger, release, vulnerability, passion, ridicule, rage, Lane 
Bryant, fear, chaos, hunger, amputation, sex. Tell us the truth. 
Deadline for submissions is May 1 . 2001.

S A N I T Y — Sanity as a cultural category. Sanity as a psychologi
cal reality. Is sanity necessary? What price sanity? Mad, manic, 
schizophrenic, delusional, paranoid, depressive, narcissistic, 
obsessive, violent, abusive, murderous, illogical, demented, sad, 
abused, chemically imbalanced, autistic, psychopathic, socio- 
pathic, suicidal, very neurotic, mentally ill, crazy, insane. Were 
Timothy Leary, Joan of Ark, Idi Amin, and Virginia Woolf sane? 
Insane asylums, the history of insanity. Nature or nurture? Fou
cault. Psychoanalysis. Psychiatry. Medication. Lithium. Con
sciousness. Cure. Insanity in the family. Insanity on the street. 
Insanity in the prisons. Women and madness. Children. What 
about evil? Deadline for submissions is December 1 , 2001 .

You can subscribe to Global City Review, which is— according to 
a lengthy review in the Los Angeles Times about the history of the 
modern literary magazine— a “better, more focused journal” 
than one founded by Ezra Pound.

Multicultural Review called Global City Review “a rich treasury 
of contemporary social thought and artistic expressions.” With 
your support, Global City Review can continue as a forum of inde-
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pendent thinking and collective talent.

Global City Review is published twice a year.

Subscription prices:
Individual: 1 year $ 1 2 /2  years $20  
International: $17 / $30  
Institutions: $20 / $40

Review Subscriptions can be paid by written check to:

Global City Review
105 West 13th Street, Suite 4c
New York, N Y  10011

Global City Review welcomes submissions of visual art for up
coming issues.
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